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"... We may feel that, through the splendid air service
which the community enjoys throughout the winter, the 'first
boat1 is a decreasing factor in our life, but a little consideration of the matter will soon restore the open season
of navigation to its proper position. For, with all the plane
service that we have, we must still depend upon 'Old Man River'
for our great bulk of food supplies, to say nothing of mining
machinery without which this district would soon join the ghost
towns of the past. So all hail and credit to the air service
(which gives us 'outside' papers a few days old), but let us
not forget the necessity—vital necessity—of good old river
boats..."
Dawson News, 2 6 May 19 3 8

Captain Bill Bromley and the crew of the good ship Klondike
saved the day for the beer-drinking populace of Dawson over
the Discovery Day celebrations.
Imagine a town without beer on such a gala occasion. Well,
that's the way it was last week for the local supply had
become exhausted and, for a time, it was doubtful if there
would be any for the holiday.
However, the Klondike had 70 tons of beer for Dawson, and
as the boat docked Sunday evening, it left time for the hotels
to get a supply Monday morning.

Dawson News, 21 August 1947
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Abstract

The contents of the cargo hold of the S.S. Klondike, c. 1937,
provide a focus for the study of northern Canada and of material culture in the inter-war period. The S.S. Klondike and
its sister ships of the White Pass and Yukon Route were the
focal point of a complex distribution network that developed
prior to the Gold Rush and which continued to make possible
the exploitation of the Yukon's mineral resources.
The study of the cargo hold's contents in the late 1930s
illustrates three factors. The first is the fragile prosperity based upon the single-minded exploitation of the Klondike
and Stewart River ore bodies which Yukoners enjoyed between
1937 and 1941, an important stage in the integration of the
territory in the North American economy.
The second is the wide range of consumer goods available,
particularly those produced in British Columbia. Many of the
companies whose goods filled the cargo hold in the 19 30s had
not existed in the 1890s and either ceased operations or were
absorbed by national or international firms by the end of the
19 70s. Finally, the containers used to transport consumer
goods reflected dramatic changes in packaging technology from
one based upon wood to one using paperboard during the interwar period.

x
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I

The Yukon Setting

A Marginal Area
Separated from the more settled regions of North America byhundreds of miles of mountains and boreal forest, the area
comprising the Yukon Territory remained effectively an island,
accessible mainly by sea from the 1840s until the completion
of the Alaska Highway a century later.
Such access has always been crucial for the participation of such a marginal
area in the North American economy, both to remove its high
cost minerals to southern markets, and to bring in the
essential capital and consumer supplies that made resource
extraction possible.
On its own, the Yukon has been unable to meet man's
needs at anything but the subsistence level. Limited arable
land and a short growing season have kept population levels
down, thus preventing (except briefly at the time of the Gold
Rush) the creation of a viable local market. For the native
population before the intrusion of the fur trade economy in
the 1840s, the time and energy of most people was consumed by
the need merely to subsist. But white men did not come to the
inhospitable north for this. They made the arduous and expensive passage "inside" in order to extract the wealth of its
2
forests and soil.
Even during the Gold Rush of 189 8, there
were few who considered themselves permanent residents.

The Gold Rush Context
The Gold Rush looms large in Yukon historiography, but it was
in fact merely one stage in the political, social and economic
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integration of the territory into North America. Once the
dust kicked up at the time of the Rush died down, the Yukon
did not disappear from history, although its economy and
society did settle into a more stable pattern. This, however,
was not the pattern of other recently established regions.
There a staple commodity attracted labour and capital which,
in turn stimulated agriculture and other industries, thereby
providing a broad economic base. The development of the
Yukon followed a new pattern, one which has since become
familiar in those parts of Canada whose economies are based
on the exploitation of wealth from mines, agriculture, forests
and the sea. In these primary extraction regions, all
efforts are directed towards the production of raw materials
of sufficiently high value to bear the costs of extraction
and transportation to distant markets. Such extractive activities preclude others, except in a support function. The
wealth generated by the process pays for the mining equipment,
the building supplies, the necessities and the luxuries that
made life in the north sufficiently profitable and pleasant
to attract labour. For the Yukon, the equation has always been
a simple one: it supplies gold and base metals for the "outside;" the factories, farms, and offices of the world "outside" provide those Yukoners in the cash economy with everything
else.

3

II

Transportation in the Yukon Economy

The Klondike Region Market from 1896
The wide range of goods needed to make the Yukon a productive
part of the North American economy had to be transported in,
and the wealth extracted moved out.
As these resources were
mineral rather than forest (or marine), and because they were
located deep in the interior, the economic, political and
social patterns of the territory related almost totally to
their extraction and removal. In the 19 30s, the two most
productive districts were the Klondike gold fields and Stewart
River silver-lead deposits. Both of these were far from the
sea, but they were seasonally accessible by water.
The first of these districts to become important was the
Klondike. The discovery of large deposits of gold there in
189 6 was the culmination of a twenty year search, during which
period two routes to the interior were developed. The first
was the "lower river" route along the Yukon River through
Alaska, the second was an "upper river" system over the
Chilkoot and White Passes. The former was opened by the
Alaska Commercial Company and was dominated by it and other
large companies until the Gold Rush. The companies developed
an essential provisioning network, but their fares were high
for the type of men attracted to placer mining. For such
miners, the "poor men's route" over the passes from Lynn
Canal to the headwaters of the Yukon system was more attractive. It was shorter than the lower river route, was not
controlled by individuals or companies, and demanded muscle
rather than wealth, but it was unable to move the volume of
goods or people the longer lower river route could. In 1900,
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however, the completion of the White Pass and Yukon Route
(W.P. & Y.R.) rail link between Skagway and the head of navigation at Whitehorse made the upper river system an effective rival to the lower. The next year the W.P. & Y.R.
organized a river division, the British Yukon Navigation
Company (B.Y.N. C o . ) , thereby creating an integrated rail
and steamer system of access to Dawson along this upper river
route. It provided reliable and comparatively fast—if
still expensive—communications between the coast and the
interior. By the 19 30s, this upper river route had virtually
displaced the lower, and in fact was even used to supply some
2
Alaska communities.

After the Gold Rush
Dawson and the Klondike gold fields were the original focus
of mining activity in the Yukon, but the scale of operations
there was far less than anticipated. The bubble burst in 1899,
although a fairly high level of gold production and of other
economic activity lasted until 1903, when exhaustion of the
high-grade ores led to the consolidation of claims, and to
the beginning of capital intensive mining. This led to a
territorial population decline from 27,000 in 1901 to 8,000
in 1911, but did not undermine the transportation system.
The W.P. & Y.R. provided the reliable links with the outside
that capital intensive mining demanded, while the mining
operations created the demand of goods carried by rail and
boat.
Until the First World War, a large proportion of the
goods carried were capital, industrial and building, with
many of the more obviously consumer goods (including much of
3
the beer consumed in the territory) being supplied locally.
The treasure trove of food stuffs and other commodities left
over from the Rush filled local shops for years. It was
gradually disposed of, while farms and backyard gardens
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around Dawson supplied such perishables as dairy products,
4
eggs, vegetables and forage crop.
There was certainly a
large demand for consumer goods of all sorts from the outside, but the Yukon of the pre-1914 period could meet more
of its agricultural needs locally than it could in the
1930s.5
By the time corporate consolidation and capital investment had turned gold production figures upwards again, the
First World War broke out. The war was an unmitigated
disaster for the Territory, which sustained inflation, population and production decreases, and the disastrous loss of
many of its residents when the S.S. Sophia sank in October
1918. As the mining companies drifted into receivership after
the war, the volume of business in the Dawson area fell off,
reducing the size of the local market. This had the effect
of making local production less attractive, thereby rendering
those who remained more dependent than ever upon external
sources for their supplies.
But in the immediate post-war years, as the fortunes of
a territory tied to one main economic activity reached their
nadir, earlier exploratory work in the Stewart River region
led to the development of the Mayo silver-lead deposits.
This opened up a new era of mineral development, providing
a second "leg" for the wobbly Yukon economy. Unfortunately,
ill-timed federal government restraint, exacerbated by
the lack of control over their resources by Yukoners, prevented the rapid development of the new area. Mayo thus sustained
a series of economic ups and downs, and was constrained for
years from exploiting the large low grade deposits by the
high cost of transportation.

The. White. Pa** and Yukon Route. In the. 1920*
By the early 1920s, the W.P. & Y.R. transportation system dominated access to and from the Yukon. In spite of some competition
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from the Alaska railroad, it was able to control the movement of most of Mayo's ore to the coast.
This was doubly
important; Mayo provided more "balanced" cargoes inward and
outward than did Dawson, and it created a new market for outside capital and consumer goods. Dawson's demand for tons
of inbound cargo far outweighed its need for space to export
gold weighed in ounces. Thus freight costs for goods into
Dawson had also to cover the cost of empty boats coming out.
But Mayo shipped out tons of semi-refined ore, paying for
both the movement of goods in and out. Also, as a newer
mining camp with none of the illusions of metropolitan grandeur Dawson retained, it was totally dependent upon the outside for its supplies. Even Dawson was now self-sufficient
than it had been as it changed from being the urban centre
of the Yukon to being a small town that was sustained by the
minute territorial government establishment, and by the Yukon
Consolidated Gold Company (Y.C.G.C.). Some horticulture and
a limited amount of dairy farming continued after World War
I, but the people of Dawson were now almost as completely
dependent upon outside supplies as were those of Mayo.
After making the necessary adjustments to the demands
of the Stewart River system, the W.P. & Y.R. achieved a
modest prosperity in the 1920s. It was not content with
this, however, and made a number of investments to lower its
operating costs, and increase its carrying capacity. It installed a dam below Marsh Lake to control river levels, used
solar energy to open an early channel in Lake Labarge each
spring, and effected improvements in navigational aids along
the Yukon and Stewart rivers. It also learned to work with
the two rivers during the short (May-October) shipping season,
using them as efficiently as possible. The Stewart was fed
by spring runoffs, so its high water period was early in the
season, while the Yukon was fed by slow melting glaciers so
did not reach high water until later. The carefully timed
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release of water by the dam raised the latter river's level,
helping the company to use the Yukon earlier than would otherwise have been possible. During May and June, ore from Mayo
was brought down the Stewart>to the Yukon River then transported upstream to Whitehorse as the Yukon rose through the late
summer. The company also began to use barges to carry more
supplies in and ore out, thus leaving the cargo hold free for
other goods, although this raised the costs of time and of
fuel. Unfortunately, the barges alone proved insufficient
to carry the increased volume of goods in and of ore out, so
the White Pass built the largest sternwheeler to date, the
S.S. Klondike in 1929. 7
Had the company depended for its prosperity in the 19 20s
solely upon supplying Dawson and the river communities, there
would have been little incentive to improve navigation, employ barges at all, build the S.S. Klondike, or even maintain
a regular schedule. The ability of the W.P. & Y.R. to bring
everything necessary into both Mayo and Dawson was made possible by the Mayo ore-body. In the Yukon's situation of rudimentary internal production and distribution, the external
links provided by its rail and river systems were of cardinal
importance. Indeed, if anything, the system was incapable
of handling the volume of goods in or ore out demanded,
and so it limited production to what could be evacuated from
Mayo to the railroad at Whitehorse during the short navigation season.

The Revival of Dawson in the 19 30s
No sooner was this new system in operation than the Depression
lowered the value of the metals being produced at Mayo and rendered much of the ore reserves unprofitable to work. In 19 32,
the Keno Hill mill closed and the volume of silver production
Q

fell, reaching its nadir at. 55 tons in 19 35.
The next year,
1936, the W.P. & Y.R. suffered another blow with the loss of
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two of its largest steamers, the Casca and the Klondike, but
in view of the reduced volume of ore available for export,
these losses made little immediate difference to the company's
ability to ship ores to Whitehorse.
But the same economic depression that undermined silver
and lead prices contributed to an increase in those for gold.
By 1933, the Y.C.G.C. had transformed gold production in the
Dawson area. During the 19 20s, A.N.C. Treadgold had undertaken massive capital investment in the Klondike, but he proved
incapable of placing the company on an efficient financial
9
basis.
He was removed from his control of the Y.C.G.C. by
1930, enabling an efficient, re-organized and re-capitalized
company to exploit the opportunities an increase in the price
of gold to $34 an ounce brought in 1934.
So, for the White Pass, the decline of Mayo was partly
offset by a revival of gold production from the Klondike gold
fields in the mid-1930s. A prosperous Dawson imported larger
volumes of consumer and capital goods than it had in the 1920s,
thereby employing trains and steamers not needed for Mayo.
However, its exports of gold were still measured in ounces,
and could now go out by air. Consequently, the cost of
freight inbound to Dawson still had to cover the return of
many empty cargo holds in a way goods on the Mayo route did
.10
not.

Prosperity, 1937-1941
In 19 36 Mayo came back to life with the discovery of an ore
body at Elsa, the volume and richness of which justified exploitation. Production began again on a larger scale than
hitherto, drawing in investment and people, with concomitant
needs for imported goods of all kinds. For the first time,
both Dawson and Mayo provided profitable markets for the goods
carried by the W.P. & Y.R., with virtually no internal production or distribution to detract from the demand for such imports.
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Thus the company felt justified in replacing both the
Klondike and the Casca with sternwheelers capable of handling
the growing volume of business generated by the two communities. The new Klondike carried the engine and name of its
predecessor, and was rebuilt from the original plans. It was
only inches different in dimensions from its namesake, so
was virtually a reincarnation of the 1929 boat. It was constructed quickly in Whitehorse, and was ready for service in
June 19 37.
It went into immediate operation, and continued
until the end of that navigation season.
For the S.S. Klondike, the 460 mile trip downstream to
small river communities, to Dawson,and to Mayo took some forty
hours, with only one stop for wood. Once unloaded at Dawson,
the vessel returned seventy miles to the mouth of the
Stewart River where it took on the silver-lead ore concentrates which were bagged and stacked there for it. Fully
loaded, it then returned upstream to Whitehorse, usually
12
needing four days and six stops for wood to make the trip.
Costs of labour, fuel and maintenance were high, but as long
as inward and outward bound volumes of cargo and profits were
too, an economy standing on the exploitation of the Klondike
and Stewart River ore bodies, and dependent upon the efficient
movement of ore out and supplies in via the one communications
system, could enjoy a modicum of prosperity.

World War II
With no alternative to the two extractive mining operations,
the Yukon's was a fragile economy. The years between 19 3 7 and
1941 were a period as prosperous as was possible, but this
prosperity was easily undermined by the Second World War.
After 1940, costs rose faster than did profits, workers went
off to active service or more renumerative war production,
and in 1941 Mayo again collapsed with the closure of the Treadwell mine. General supplies for Dawson and the river
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communities continued,but these could not generate the
wealth the efficient exploitation of the Klondike and Stewart
River mineral resources together had between 1937 and 1941.
The Yukon economy possessed the equilibrium of a roller
coaster, bouncing from peaks to troughs at a disturbingly
regular rate, so the collapse of the early 19 40s was inevitable. By 1942, however, a new development took place which
created a division between that part of the Yukon serviced
by the B.Y.N. Co., and the rest of the territory linked to the
outside world by the White Pass railway or the new "Alcan
Military Highway." The latter prospered from the urgent
need to build the highway; the former languished as its extractive economy was undermined by the war and as its sources
of supply were diverted to the building of the road.
The demands of the war far exceeded the carrying capacity
of the White Pass rail system. By 1943, it was expected to
carry 300,000 tons of goods from Skagway to Whitehorse—over
ten times its pre-war annual tonnage. The company increased
the amount carried into the Yukon to 500 tons a day, but
13
found the demand for 3,000 tons a day impossible.
Years of
neglect of capital equipment, consistently high operating
costs even during the years of low revenue in the early 1930s,
and the investment demanded for the recent construction of
the two new steamers, Klondike and Casca, meant that funds were
not available for rail line improvements. The White Pass no
longer had revenues from outward bound silver-lead ore, yet
it was expected to continue supplying river communities with
foodstuffs and other merchandise, as well as to meet the huge
demands of the American army. It could not do both, so in
October 19 42, the company leased the railroad to the U.S.
military for the duration of the war.
The immediate effect of the urgent need to build the
highway was a diminution in the volume of supplies coming into
the Yukon, particularly those destined for points north of
Whitehorse. The number of riverboat arrivals at Dawson, for
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example, dropped from 51 in 1941 and 1942 to 33 in 1943
(see below, Table I ) .14 In part, this reflected the decreased
economic activity there and around Mayo, but it also meant
that supplies were just not getting through. The Yukon's
Member of Parliament, George Black, warned in June 19 4 2 that
the military demands for the highway threatened the survival
of the deeply dependent population of the Yukon. That his
fears had substance was shown over the winter of 1942-43 when
little freight was able to go into the territory and perish15
able goods (mainly foodstuffs) were frozen at Skagway.
By the end of 194 3, however, the immediate crisis associated
with the building of the highway had passed and supplies resumed, albeit on a smaller scale then before the war.
The four year period of prosperity and plenty between
19 3 7 and 1941, when the Yukon economy operated as it was supposed to, was dramatically marked off from the post-war years
by the war effort. Indirectly, labour and operating costs
rose, but prices did not, thus rendering both the Y.C.G.C. at
Dawson and the Treadwell operation at Mayo uneconomical.
More directly, the rail and riverboat systems were diverted
to servicing immediate and urgent war time needs, to the
detriment of their pre-war function.

The End of Water Transportation in the Yukon
After the war, even though Reconstruction and the demands of
the Cold War enabled a new company, the "Keno Hill Mining
Co." to resume lead and silver mining, there was no return to
pre-war conditions. For one thing, Y.C.G.C.'s gold operations
were hampered by its inability to raise gold prices in line
with costs while the B.Y.N. Co. was unable to increase capacity to meet Mayo•s needs. Indeed the major limitation upon
the efficient exploitation of Mayo's resources was the inadequacy of the river transportation system. Pressure for an
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all-weather road system to connect Mayo with Whitehorse intensified, especially after the dramatic failure by the
White Pass in 194 7 to enable the Keno mine company to take
advantage of good prices that year. By 1950, Mayo was connected by road to Whitehorse, enabling production to increase dramatically.
While this benefitted the rail division of the White Pass company, it did nothing for the
sternwheelers (particularly the S.S. Klondike) which lost
haulage into Mayo as well as out. The number of trips to
Dawson remained constant until 1953, when it too was connected by road to Whitehorse. The S.S. Klondike continued in
limited use as a tourist vessel until 1955, when it was pulled out of service entirely. The collapse in river transportation came in two stages, the first at the time the Alaska
Highway was built, the second after the road to Mayo was completed.
Table 1. Number of Inward and Outward Trips, WhitehorseDawson, 1941-1955. 17
Year

Inward

Outward

Year

Inward

Outward

1941
1942

51
51
32

1948

37
32

1949
1950
1951
1952

34
31
25
31
32

34

1943
1944
1945

51
51
33
37
32

30
25
33
32

1946

28

1947

35

27
35

1953
1954

20
14
10

21
13
10

1955

The Significance of the late 1930s
It is worth reiterating that the only time after the Gold Rush
when the Yukon economy based upon the White Pass' river-rail
system of transportation actually worked as it was supposed to
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was the brief period between 1937 and 1941. The second S.S.
Klondike was built especially to service Dawson, Mayo and
the river communities at this time and it performed its functions well. The prosperity of the two mining companies and
their single-minded exploitation of mineral resources to the
exclusion of other economic activities rendered them utterly
dependent upon the White Pass. The transportation company
was operating on the margin of profitability, but it was operating. The cargohold of the S.S. Klondike during this
brief period was filled each trip with inward-bound groceries,
beer and spirits, hardware, mining equipment, etc. and with
outward-bound bags of silver-lead ore, as well as some general
cargo. Never before, and certainly not afterwards, did the
Yukon economy function so efficiently nor the inward-bound
merchandise so obviously reflect its prosperity.
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III

The Distribution System

The "Grubstake" Tradition
In her aptly entitled "Grubstake to Grocery Store...,"
Margaret Archibald outlined not only the nature of the Yukon
distribution system in the Golden Age of Dawson (1897-1907),
but also the dichotomy between what could, at the risk of
exaggeration, be termed the traditional system of companies
"grubstaking" miners, prospectors, trappers, etc. with supplies, and the modern "grocery store" of the 20th century
town, catering to the needs of an urban, often prosperous,
population. The first was the economy of hundred pound sacks
of flour, dessicated vegetables, and beans; the latter of
pastry flour, chocolates, and oranges in season.
From the perspective of the late 19 30s, in the mature
primary extraction economy the Yukon then had, two points need
to be made. The first is that "grubstake" and "grocery
store" supplies did not represent stages of development with
the latter inevitably displacing the former as money supercedes barter or cash payment replaces extended credit. The
worlds of the miner, the prospector, the trapper, the wood
cutter and the native, as well as the urban dweller, coexisted in the Yukon during the 19 30s. Companies such as
the Northern Commercial in Dawson, or Taylor and Drury in
Mayo (see below) had to cater both to the urban dweller seeking fresh produce and to the miner buying cases of canned
goods. Similarly, both groups used such commodities as dried
fruit and condensed milk more extensively than did their southern counterparts. At the same time, smaller retailers, like
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Joe Netro of Old Crow, or the Hudson's Bay Store at Fort
Selkirk, catered almost totally to the grubstake end of the
spectrum. Thus the "Yukon Emporium" reflected not only the
southern tastes and commodities needed to attract workers and
their families to the Yukon, it had also to serve the needs
of people seldom seen in a city grocery store. As a result,
the commodities in the cargohold of the S.S. Klondike reflected the needs and the means of both groups, providing for a
much more varied cross-section of commodities than would be
found in Vancouver or in Toronto.
Secondly, the problem of the dependence upon outside supplies, and the means to obtain provisions in the right quantities under conditions of high cost, slow transportation and
a brief shipping season—as well as the vagaries of consumer
preference—posed problems as serious in 1937 as they had 30
years before. Real changes did not come until after World
War Two when improved communications eliminated the constraints
imposed by a frozen river. Road, air, telephone and radio
all helped to dissolve the isolation of such communities as
Dawson and Mayo when they were dependent upon the steamers
for goods and, at best, the telegraph service for information.

"Grubstake" and "Grocery Store" in the late 1930s
Taking the period 1897-1907 as a base line for the study of
provisioning the Yukon, both continuities and differences were
evident in 1937. The S.S. Klondike and its sister sternwheelers were still the cardinal units in the Yukon distribution system upon which all else depended. It was on the docks
and in the warehouses of Whitehorse that the year round transportation system of the outside met the Yukon's seasonal internal one. There were thus two distinct systems, the suppliers
and wholesalers of the rest of the world, and the distributors
and retailers of the Yukon.
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IV

Suppliers and Wholesalers Outside - British Columbia

Yukon Dependence
In 1937, the Premier of British Columbia (and former Dawson
alderman) T.D. Pattullo made an unsuccessful bid to annex the
Yukon to B.C. One by-product of his attempt was a request
to the provincial Department of Industry for information about
the value of goods shipped from British Columbia to the Yukon
annually, goods which comprised the greater part of the
Yukon's imports. The Deputy Minister presented a figure of
$2,004,857.93 for 1936.
While such a figure would obviously
be more meaningful in the contexts either of the total value
of goods produced in British Columbia or of the annual figures
of such shipments over a longer period, it does indicate that
the Yukon was of some economic importance to the province.
As long as access to the territory was only by sea, it remained an economic tributary of British Columbia, but cost
the province nothing. Other resource exporting areas such as
the Skeena or Kootenay regions were also dependent upon Vancouver, but there was a greater reciprocity involved. The
British Columbia government had to provide services for their
residents in return for the taxes levied and business dominated by Vancouver. The province's relations with the Yukon,
however, were all benefit; the Yukon's taxpayers (assisted by
the Federal treasury) bore the costs of the territory, while
passing to British Columbia many of the economic benefits.
Pattullo's scheme misfired because it offered British Columbians
nothing they did not already have. There was no need for
annexation, indirect rule sufficed.
The Yukon had not always been so beneficial to British
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Columbia, or,
City, U.S.A."
Eight reflect
lation with a

indeed, to Canada. The fantasy of "Dawson
entertained by many of the Argonauts of Ninetythe reality of a predominantly American poputaste for American consumer goods supplied by
2
American (specifically Seattle) companies.
American merchants made the early and immense profits out of the Gold
Rush, gradually yielding to their Canadian competitors as the
reality that Dawson was, in fact, Canadian became known, and
3
as Canadian officials enforced Canadian customs duties.
By
1902, most consumer goods for the Yukon were shipped by
Canadian suppliers although they might have originated elsewhe re.

Vancouver Ascendent
After several disastrous efforts to boom Edmonton, Prince
Albert and other Prairie communities as the "Gateway to the
Yukon," the control of the Klondike trade passed to the three
Canadian ports in sea contact with the Yukon—New Westminster,
Victoria and Vancouver. Of the three ports, Vancouver was the
smallest and most recently established, but its direct rail
link with eastern Canada and its magnificent natural harbour
gave it a commanding lead over its rivals. Its early potential in the 1880s, however, did not lead automatically to
commercial supremacy, and Vancouver languished for a decade
until news of the Gold Rush burst upon it. The Klondike Gold
Rush provided the spark that gave the city the initial impetus
it needed. Its entrepreneurs and speculators seized the opportunities that supplying the stampeders provided, and were
able to exploit Vancouver's assets to achieve a commercial
supremacy over its rivals, Victoria and New Westminster, not
only in supplying the Yukon, but also the rest of British
Columbia. After the turn of the century, as American control
of the consumer (although not capital) goods trade to Dawson
declined, this developed into control over the Yukon's
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commerce.
In 19 01, a representative of the Canadian Manufacturing
Association reported that the main foreign imports to the
Yukon included
coffee, baking powder, canned fruits and vegetables,
honey, condensed milk, potatoes, tobacco and cigars,
fine confectionary... [and non foods]*
By 1937, all of these consumer goods, and many more, were produced (except for the coffee), processed and distributed by
Canadian companies, many based in British Columbia. Between
the immediate gold rush period and 1937, three major developments took place to eliminate the disabilities Vancouver had
suffered from as a distribution point at the turn of the century. First, the city developed wholesalers and food processors capable of achieving the range and economies of scale of
their American competition. Secondly, British Columbia's
"gardens" in the Fraser delta and valley and the interior
produced a range of local foodstuffs to rival the productive
agricultural districts adjacent to Seattle, Portland and San
Francisco. Finally, the growth of the Canadian market in size
and wealth, the development of highly capitalized large corporations (both domestic and foreign) to service this market,
and the tariff policies of the federal government, meant that
the conspicuous gap between Canadian and American consumer
goods technology evident in 1897 was virtually closed by 1937.

Kztlij VouglcU) and tkt VancouveA Who legating Compltx
A complex network of production and distribution was an essential part of the creation of a North American economy which
made the Gold Rush possible in the first place. By 19 37, this
network was firmly in place, so that a retailer in Dawson could
place an order for a specific brand of coffee processed in
Vancouver, of cheese from Montreal, or of canned tomatoes from
Windsor, and be certain that he would receive it when he needed
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it. Neither the retailer in the Yukon nor the processor in
eastern Canada bothered to deal directly with each other;
unless the former's order could be measured in carloads, it
was not worth the time or money of either to do so. Rather,
both turned to the wholesaler.
When both producers and retailers were small in scale,
dealt in bulk items, and served a limited local market, there
was no need for wholesalers. A few jobbers there always were,
combining retailing and some wholesaling functions, as well
as importers, but no recognized economic category of wholesalers.
Wholesaling as a discreet economic activity developed in North
America in the second half of the 19th century, reached its
peak in the western portions of Canada and the United States
around the turn of the century, and has declined (in relative
5
terms) ever since.
Wholesalers developed in a historical
situation of discrepancy between large scale producers distributing on a national basis, and of small scale, independent
retailers. Wholesalers evolved out of jobbers to become the
facilitaters who were able to match supply to demand, the
"middlemen" of myth who appeared to consume wealth rather
than produce it. They were real compradores, although some
importers processed raw commodities such as coffee, tea,
spices, extracts and baking powder, distributing them under
their own brand name.
Wholesaling declined in the east before the west, its
function undermined as manufacturers began to advertise their
packaged, brand name goods, and to distribute them through
their own agents to chain stores purchasing in bulk. Such a
process began in Toronto or Montreal before 1900, but probably
not in Winnipeg or Vancouver, the two major distribution
centres of western Canada, until well after that. Although
declining in economic importance, the frequently predicted
disappearance of wholesalers has not transpired. Particularly in the food industry, they have become part of vertically
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integrated corporations, combining functions either with
7
retailers or with manufacturers.
In the late 1930s, there
was still a large market for the services wholesalers in
British Columbia provided, but they could no longer be mere
jobbers.
As Archibald has indicated, the number of wholesalers
and outfitters of every sort in Seattle, Victoria and
Vancouver in 189 7 and 139 8 to supply Klondikers was surprising8
ly large.
These were, however, the distribution points in
a complex network of trade between the North American "market" and its newest extensions in the mining, lumber of agricultural settlements of the northwest. Wholesalers thrived
here, matching the needs of the new arrivals to the supplies
being produced throughout the continent.
Like that of Winnipeg during the period 1895-1914,
Vancouver's prosperity derived from its geography, and its control of distribution. Rail links to eastern Canada and the
Prairies as well as steamer links with the U.S., Asia and
Europe made it a natural location for distribution to the B.C.
interior, north coast and Vancouver Island. Initially, most
of the products handled came from outside British Columbia,
with the importers, processors, wholesalers and distributors
acting merely as agents or compradores rather than as entrepreneurs. With the growth of B.C.'s population, however, a
prosperous local market developed, calling into demand the
agricultural potential of the delta, the Fraser Valley, and
the interior. Gradually, these areas became more important
than outside sources supplying most of the foodstuffs that
went north.
Wholesalers changed too, either going out of business,
merging into larger firms, or moving into food processing and
retailing. By 19 37, few of the firms listed by Archibald were
still interested in the Yukon trade. Three which still did,
however, and which had become prominent grocery wholesalers
in Vancouver (see Appendix B) were Kelly Douglas and Company,
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W.H. Malkin and the ubiquitous Hudson's Bay Company. Of the
important Vancouver firms in 1937, the Hudson's Bay Company
was obviously the senior, but its Vancouver operations were
an extension of its Winnipeg ones. The other two were similar
in origin, function and structure (and indeed fate), although Kelly Douglas was a more substantial enterprise than
W.H. Malkin, even in the 19 30s. At that point, the two
Vancouver companies, with the Winnipeg wholesaling firms of Macdonald's Consolidated and Western Grocers had come to control
9
much of western Canada's grocery wholesaling.
By consolidation, merger, acquisition and diversion into retailing and
manufacturing, they had made the necessary adjustments to survive in a very competitive market.
The process which brought these four firms to dominance
in western Canada did not stop in 1937, however. The next
year, Western Grocers purchased W.H. Malkin, but was itself
bought by the George Weston Company of Toronto in 1944.
Macdonald's was purchased by an American food chain, Safeway,
in 19 39, and became that company's wholesaling division. In
the process, these three companies became integral units of
large, vertically integrated food companies. Kelly Douglas
expanded in a similar manner itself (see below) but it remained
a Vancouver-based company until 196 8, when it joined its rival,
Malkins, in the Weston empire. Thus by the 1970s, three of
the four large wholesalers of forty years earlier were owned
by one eastern Canadian firm, the fourth by an American
company. 10
While acknowledging the existence of the other wholesalers,
and recognizing that concentration upon one company to the
exclusion of others reflects the availability of sources more
than anything else, Kelly Douglas and Co. will be considered
here as a case study of the type of company that supplied
provisions to the Yukon in the 1890s, the 1930s, and continues
to do so in the 1980s.
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It was founded in 1896 by two recent arrivals in
Vancouver, Robert Kelly and Frank Douglas.
The former was
born in Ontario, moving to Vancouver in the late 1880s. He
had had some experience in the grocery trade at home, so was
able to find similar work as a salesman for the pioneer B.C.
firm of Oppenheimer Bros. This proved unsatisfying, so he
joined a Vancouver merchant, William Braid to form the firm
of "Braid and Kelly." Presumably the slump of the early 1890s
that belied Vancouver's promise in the 1880s affected this
company,as it soon folded. William Braid continued to import
and distribute tea, coffee and spices, but never achieved
the prominence Kelly and his new partner, Frank Douglas, did,
and he eventually went out of business.
The experiences of working as a salesman for Oppenheimer's
wholesaling firm and with Braid in the tea, coffee and spice
importing trade provided Kelly with a good foundation. He
briefly ran his own firm, but joined with a recent arrival
from Quebec, Frank Douglas, to establish Kelly, Douglas and
12
Co., "wholesale grocers and tea importers" in April 1896.
In retrospect, the timing was magnificent, enabling the new
firm to become established in time for the Gold Rush. In fact,
it was probably able to take advantage of the revival of prosperity that began in the mid-1890s, then accelerated dramatically in 1897.
The Yukon Gold Strike providentially made the company's
— a n d Vancouver's—fortune. In 1909, a biographical note on
Kelly in the company's catalogue reported at length that,
...The large trade of the newly discovered gold
fields of the Yukon was, at the time of the business
union between Mr. Kelly and the late Mr. Douglas,
being attracted to the cities of Puget Sound and
to Victoria, building up commercial rivals to
Vancouver. Mr. Kelly, with keen appreciation of
the situation, instituted a vigorous campaign
to secure the valuable trade, and undoubtedly
his active measures, to a very appreciable extent, were the means of diverting the greater
portion of it here, the result being not only his
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own firm, but Vancouver generally, soon enjoyed a
much needed prosperity which laid the foundation
to many successful businesses, and went far towards establishing Vancouver's supremacy in this
Province•13
Somewhat less subjectively, but relating the prosperity of
Vancouver and of this company to the Yukon, was the note
struck by the Vancouver Province in its report on Vancouver's
20th anniversary parade in 1906. One portion of the parade
marked the "Hard Times" of 1890-1895, then was followed by a
section representing the prosperity of the period 1896-1900.
It may truthfully be said that the rush to the Klondike regions in the search for gold was the best
thing that ever happened to Vancouver (...). It
was the making of Vancouver, and the citizens
realize it full well, and every one of them thanks
the day when the Klondike rush began... This era
of prosperity was indicated somewhat by the display made by Kelly Douglas and Co., who had a float
in the parade representing the shipping of goods
to the North, especially the Yukon districts.
The Klondike Gold Rush provided the company with its original
impetus, and the market it created remained sufficiently important to the company for it to assign a permanent salesman
15
to the Yukon trade, one W.J.M. Sandels, as late as 1909.
Yet a price was extracted from Kelly Douglas for its northern
business. During the first few years, the Yukon was an important enough market for Frank Douglas himself to work it. He
went north in the summer of 1901, apparently had a very good
season, and returned home on the Islander, supposedly with
$50,000 worth of gold for deposit in Vancouver. He never
deposited it. The Islander struck an iceberg in Lynn Canal
on August 16 and sank, resulting in the death of forty passengers, including Frank Douglas.
Kelly Douglas benefitted from the impetus the Gold Rush
gave it to become one of the major wholesalers in western
Canada. With its rival, W.H. Malkin, the company's original
function was that of a compradore, although as "wholesale
grocers and tea importers" it was already involved in some
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entrepreneurial activities. As the need for middlemen in
Vancouver declined the latter function expanded, and Kelly
Douglas processed foodstuffs under the trademarks of "Nabob"
"Columbia" and "Faultless." The company also developed a
grocers' trade magazine in 1916, called appropriately The
Nabob, both to expand the distribution of its own products,
and to integrate grocers in British Columbia, the Yukon and
the Prairies into its network. In effect, it moved from
wholesaling backwards into manufacturing and forward .into
distributing. In the 1920s, Kelly Douglas expanded the distribution of its "Nabob" products to eastern Canada, and
later complemented its wholesaling network of independent grocery stores with its own network of supermarkets, "Super Valu,"
creating a fully integrated food manufacturing, distribution
and retailing system.
In the 19 30s, Kelly Douglas was (with Macdonald's Consolidated of Winnipeg) one of the largest food wholesaling
firms in western Canada, and was at the same time one of the
largest producers. It distributed almost every commodity
retailed by grocers, although it probably avoided the brands
of its rivals. It had little need to carry rival coffee,
tea or spice brands as it produced a broad range of "house
brands" of which one, Nabob, virtually acquired an existence
of its own. Its efficient distribution system reached into
the Prairies as well as covering British Columbia and the
Yukon. Kelly Douglas controlled much of the Yukon trade, but
it would be inaccurate to describe this as a monopoly. It
was the largest, but by no means the only,distributor of foodstuffs to the Yukon.

Processing and Production in British Columbia
In 1901, as indicated above (p. 18) staple consumer goods such
as coffee, potatoes and condensed milk were shipped to Dawson
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by Canadian wholesalers, who obtained them from foreign producers . By 1937, all of these basic commodities were available in Canada from Canadian producers; indeed many were processed right in British Columbia. Besides the expansion of
the production of building materials and other capital goods,
the factories of British Columbia produced a large proportion
of the supplies shipped into the Yukon. Except for specialty
items like English biscuits or climatically impossible ones,
like fresh oranges, most foodstuffs could be obtained, in
Canada, and a large proportion in British Columbia.
This was decidedly not the case in 1897, nor even in 1901.
In the latter year, for example, of the 56 advertisers in the
Kelly Douglas catatogue, only seven were listed as operating
in British Columbia. These were the B.C. Fruit Canning and
Coffee Co., B.C. Soap Works (Victoria), Brackman-Ker Milling
Co., Cross and Co., Imperial Syrup, Kelly Douglas and the
Royal Soap Co.
Such a list was certainly not complete—it
made no mention of rivals such as Wm. Braid and Co., and W.H.
Malkin, or even of the British Columbia Sugar Refining C o . —
but it reflected the limited range of products made in
Vancouver. Several companies, such as Kelly Douglas itself,
Brackman-Ker ("Facilities unequalled for supplying the Yukon
District with the Best Quality of Compressed Hay, Feed and
Cereals"), or the Royal Soap Co. (manufacturers of "Klondyke"
soap) made some attempt to identify their products with the
northern trade, but most were eastern or American, merely
distributing through Vancouver. As late as 1906, agriculture,
not to mention food processing, in British Columbia was still
rudimentary. South Vancouver and Burnaby were still farmland;
the rich soils of the Fraser delta and valley as well as the
dry interior valleys were only in the early stages of settlement. 17 However, as railways and later roads were extended
throughout the province, immigrants settled in the town and
on the farms. As the size of the local market grew, the production and processing of foodstuffs increased.
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In 1897, British Columbia could provide virtually no
competition to American and eastern food processors. By 1907,
local products could compete in some lines. By 19 37, British
Columbia farms and food processors provided the bulk of the
goods going to the Yukon, although a new trend—the domination
of nationally and internationally distributed products (like
Christie Brown biscuits, or Lever Bros, soap products) in
certain fields—was becoming evident. 18

British Columbia Regional Products
A number of regional brands figured in the Yukon trade, reflecting its reliance upon British Columbia for its supplies. They
covered a broad range of food, beer, spirits, and household
items, but shared the common characteristic of originating
in B.C., or being processed there.
Those indicated do not
represent more than a cross-section, but all can be identified
as having been used in the Yukon. As indicated above, Kelly
Douglas expanded at an early date into food processing, marketing its own house brands even before the turn of the century. Over the years, a number of registered trade marks came
to be associated with the company, either as house brands
it developed ("Nabob," "Columbia," "Peerless," "K-D" and
"Regal"), or as the brands of companies it acquired over the
years ("Dickson's," "Squirrel," "Dad's,"). Of these, the most
famous was "Nabob." Originally this was the name of merely
one brand of estate teas imported from Ceylon, but it was
sufficiently popular for Kelly Douglas to apply it to other
goods as its brand. 19 "Nabob" was only barely obvious in the
company's 1901 catalogue, but by 1909 it was used for a wide
range of Kelly Douglas goods. It was registered as a trade
mark in 1906, then applied to the full range of Kelly
Douglas' own products.20 By 1926, the label was used on some
75 consumer items, ranging across a spectrum from epsom salts
21
to toothpicks, pilchards to jams.
By 1948, there were 111
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items carrying the Nabob label, of which 69 were canned
goods. 22 Its main association, however, was with tea, coffee,
spices, jams and extracts, and it was these commodities that
most commonly bore the "Nabob" label in the Yukon (see figure29).
As typically a Vancouver name as Kelly Douglas, and probably equally associated with the Yukon trade from the
beginning, was Benjamin T. Rogers' "British Columbia Sugar
23
Refining Co." which was established in 1901.
It grew rapidly, soon achieving a near-monopoly in British Columbia
as tariffs limited American competition and freight rates
eastern. Drawing upon Pacific raw sugar from Fiji and Australia, Rogers built his sugar refinery on Vancouver's harbour,
thereby exploiting the city's local geography, its sea and
land communications links, and its market most effectively.
Associated with B.C. Sugar, although independent of it, was
the Imperial Syrup Co., which used B.C. Sugar by-products.
It was not identified as a supply firm between 1897 and 1907
by Archibald, but its products were listed in the 1901 and
1909 catalogues, and a case from "Ramsay Bros, and Co.,
successors to Imperial Syrup Co." has been located in the
Yukon.
British Columbia has never been an important grain growing region, but at least two local mills (as well as a number
of eastern and American companies) were able to establish
themselves in the province. Before the railway reached
Vancouver, they served a small local market on the basis of
some local production and some imports. After the C.P.R.
linked Vancouver to the Prairies they were able to take advantage of the increased export opportunities and expanded
local market the opening of the Prairies created. Of the
two, Brackman-Ker was the older company, dating from 1876.
It was based initially in Victoria and in New Westminster,
later expanding to Vancouver, the B.C. Interior and Edmonton.
It was certainly active in the northern trade around the turn
of the century, and probably continued to supply flour, grains,
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feed, hay, etc. to the Yukon in 19 37. In the case of the
much younger (1905) Vancouver Flour Mills, there is the
testimony of the manager of Taylor and Drury's Mayo store
that its "Wild Rose" pastry flour was a consistently good
25
seller in the Yukon.
One step further in processing from flour mills were
bakeries and biscuit manufacturer. Bakeries could not
possibly serve the distant Yukon market from Vancouver, but
local biscuit companies in competition with eastern and foreign (mainly British) brands could. Two of these were Ormonds
of Victoria and the National Biscuit Co. of Vancouver. Neither company had products sold by Kelly Douglas in its 1901
or 1909 catalogues (although there were three local companies
—Pophams, Smiths and Ramsay's in the 1909 edition) but both
did in a 19 3 7 catalogue. Little is known about Ormonds, but
the National Biscuit Company produced a wide range of
biscuits.
British Columbia's fertile interior valleys and the
Fraser River valley also provided the fruit, vegetables, and
milk needed to sustain a canning industry that could rival
Ontario in range of products, if not volume. Foods canned
in British Columbia included the uniquely western product,
salmon.
At the time of the Gold Rush, American or eastern Canadian canned milk brands, such as "Eagle," or "Carnation," or
"Reindeer" were the only ones available for the Yukon. Until
a viable dairy industry was established in the Fraser Valley,
there would be no local alternative. By 1916, "Pacific" evaporated milk was available, and over the following years, it
27
outstripped the sales of its competitors in the Yukon.
Here
was one brand which, unquestionably, benefitted from proximity.
At an early date, it acquired a reputation for freshness and
quality which high volume sales and rapid turnover helped to
maintain. While it could be questioned whether the few extra
days it took for competing brands to come from Toronto aged
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them so dramatically the locally produced evaporated milk
was readily available to local wholesalers in abundant supplies, probably providing the bulk of canned milk shipments
north by 1937.
(see figure 33)
More important than milk, however, were the tons of fruit
and vegetables canned each year on Vancouver Island, along
the lower mainland, and in the interior. In the 1901 Kelly
Douglas Catalogue, there were no British Columbia canned
goods listed except fish. By 1909, the Catalogue carried several local brands, "Peachland," "Chilliwack" and "New
Westminster" as well as its own. With the rapid expansion
of the British Columbia market, the canning industry in the
province was mature enough 20 years later to support some 21
plants packing as wide a range of produce as was possible in
29
Canada.
Production was not likely to be different in the
late 19 30s, although there were probably not so many packing
plants. Besides Canadian Canners of Hamilton, which owned
eight plants in the province in 1935,
the major canners were
the Broder Canning Co. of New Westminster which marketed
"Royal City" canned fruit, vegetables and jams from 190 7;
Bulman's of Vernon with "Bee Cee" and "Sunbeam" canned goods
as well as dehydrated fruit and vegetables; and "Bestovall"
31
canned fruit and vegetables from 19 33.
Lack of alternatives,
especially for those in the "grubstake" tradition in the north
meant that canned foods comprised a large proportion of the
diet of Yukon residents from the time of the Gold Rush. In
this they were not unique, particularly between the wars, but
further south, and in larger communities, fresh and frozen
32
foodstuffs were more readily available.
Not everything, however, was canned. There was also extensive fresh produce available for distribution. Improvements in food packing and shipping technology made possible
a viable soft fruit exporting industry in the Okanagan Valley,
as well as truck gardening to the south and east of Vancouver
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for the urban market. The former had not existed in 1898,
but grew up to meet the demand of the British market, particularly after the opening of the Panama Canal. Although
weather affected production adversely for several seasons in
the 19 30s, there were firm bases for prosperity in both the
"Empire" (particularly British) and the domestic market.
Indeed so important was the former that its loss at the outbreak of World War II resulted in a major crisis. But in the
late 19 30s that was still several years away. Stocks of
British Columbia fruit were sufficiently high to obviate any
necessity for American apples, pears, peaches, plums, apricots,
cherries or berries to be imported.
Fraser Valley dairies produced milk which was sold fresh
as well as canned. Costs and available transportation and packaging technology precluded the shipment of fresh milk to the
Yukon, but at least one dairy product, fresh butter, was supplied to Taylor and Drury by a Vancouver company, the Central
C re ame ry.33
British Columbia produced vegetables lacked the export
potential of apples and butter, but they served a large,
growing and prosperous market in Vancouver. Leaf crop vegetables had probably the least export potential, deteriorating
badly in transit, and liable to some competition from Dawson
produced vegetable crops (see below). Root crops shipped and
stored better than did leaf, so probably a higher proportion
of onions, potatoes, and carrots, were shipped to the Yukon
in the 1930s than were fresh lettuce, tomatoes or green
34
beans.
Whatever may have been the case at the time of the
Gold Rush, or after World War II when California agriculture
expanded production to feed the continent, in the 19 30s
British Columbia farms met the needs of the urban residents
of the province, operated a viable export industry, and were
able to supply the Yukon with the bulk of its produce. Tropical and semi-tropical fruits were the only ones imported, from
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the United States, Central America and the Empire.
Reference should also be made to three Vancouver firms,
the Empress Manufacturing Co., the Canada Nut Company and the
Royal Crown Soap Company. The first produced "Empress" jams,
the second "Squirrel" peanut butter, two Vancouver products
which (with Nabob) achieved wide distribution across western
Canada. The third company was a Winnipeg-based firm which
was also of regional significance until the 1940s.
The 1901 Kelly Douglas Catalogue listed an "Empress"
brand among the many products manufactured by the B.C. Fruit
Canning and Coffee Company; this particular label appeared
to be associated primarily with extracts. The brand did not
appear in the 1909 catalogue, but as Kelly Douglas was now
pushing its own brands more forcefully, this does not indicate
much about the availability of Empress brand goods.
The B.C. Fruit Canning and Coffee Company did not register the "Empress" label. Rather, the trade mark was assigned
to the "Empress Manufacturing Company" in 1904 for coffee,
tea, spices, pickles and sauces and in 1905 for jams, jellies,
marmalades and extracts. It is not known if the latter company
was related to the former, or if it registered a popular brand
35
name first.
The absence of challenges to its registration
would suggest the former.
The association of this brand with Vancouver and the
city's maritime prominence were reflected in the "Empress"
label,
—bearing the words 'Empress Brand,' associated with
a representation of a steamship in the waters of
Burrard Inlet, and having a background of the mountains opposite to the city of Vancouver, B.C.36
The Company evidently prospered, establishing a reputation
for predictable quality that has persisted. "Empress" brand
was in direct competition with Kelly Douglas' "Nabob," so it
was not advertised in The Nabob magazine, at least in the 1930s.
An indication of the strength of its popularity can be demonstrated in the case of the Yukon where, in spite of the Kelly
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Douglas domination of much of the wholesale trade, it could
not control consumer preferences. Both "Chappie" Chapman and
Charles Taylor informed the author that Empress jams outsold
all others, including Nabob, and that the best selling flavour
was strawberry. In fact, the latter said Taylor and Drury
would order 13 cases of Empress Strawberry Jam to one of any
other flavour. The company remained independent until 19 39
when it was bought by Canada Safeway to become one of that
company's brands. In 195 7, Empress Foods was put under Safeway's
37
wholesaling subsidiary, Macdonald's Consolidated, of Winnipeg.
Similar in popularity was a product manufactured in
Vancouver, but not dependent upon British Columbia agricul38

ture, the Canada Nut Company's "Squirrel Peanut Butter."
Peanut butter was not as "natural" to Canadian tastes at
American, but it was manufactured locally because of the demand
created within the Vancouver market. In 1901, no peanut
butter at all was carried by Kelly Douglas. In 190 7, it com39
manded such a premium that it sold for $1 a jar in Dawson.
By 19 09, Kelly Douglas carried three brands of peanut butter—
Bayle's, McLaren's and Bishop's. The Canada Nut Company had
its trade mark registered in 1916, about which time it probably
began production. As with "Empress" jams, "Squirrel" peanut
butter was obviously a popular item. It was the only brand
available from Macdonald's Consolidated in 19 37 (before
Safeway took over that company), and according to Charles
Taylor, it was the only brand ordered by Taylor and Drury.
The company was acquired by Kelly Douglas in 1944, so advertisements for "Squirrel" peanuts (and later peanut butter)
40
first appeared in The Nabob the next year.
Although achieving none of the prominence of Kelly Douglas,
Empress Foods and the Canada Nut Company, the "Royal Crown
Soap Company" was another Vancouver enterprise that probably
supplied the Yukon. It was originally a Winnipeg firm which
established a Vancouver branch in the late 1890s. One of its
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products, "Klondyke" soap, was obviously inspired by the
Gold Rush, probably around 1898, and continued in production
until the late 19 40s. The company manufactured a number of
its own brands and one national one, "Pearl White Naphtha"
under license from a Toronto firm. 41 As part of the pattern
which accompanied the creation of a national market, Lever
Brothers took the company over in the early 1940s. It shut
it down by 194 8.

Breweries and Distilleries
Finally moving away from staple groceries to more "luxury" items,
it should be noted that although almost all tobacco products
were produced in eastern Canada, Britain or the United States,
British Columbia did have a network of breweries throughout
the province, two local distilleries, and several wineries.
At the time of the Gold Rush, beer, as with everything
else, was imported; in this case from the United Kingdom or
the United States. The former reflected a long standing export
tradition by companies like Guinness and Bass which persisted
into the 1930s (see Appendix H ) , the latter reflected the ac42
customed brands consumed by American gold seekers.
Tariffs
gradually limited the American and British beer imported to
the Yukon. These restrictions benefitted the O'Brien Brewing
and Malting Company of Klondike City until Prohibition and the
shrinking Yukon market caused O'Brien to close in 1918. This
left the way clear for British Columbia breweries to supply
the territory when Prohibition ended there in the early 1920s.
There is little evidence that British Columbia beers
were sold in the Yukon before the 1920s, although the VictoriaPhoenix Brewery implied in a 19 38 Dawson News advertisement
43
that its pedigree in the Yukon was long.
For the rest of
the breweries in B.C., however, it was only in the 1920s that
they acquired the Yukon market which Vancouver grocery
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wholesalers had had since the turn of the century.
Perusal of Yukon newspaper advertisements has indicated
that most of the beer in the Yukon came from four companies—
Sick's Capilano Brewery and Vancouver Brewery in Vancouver,
Silver Spring Brewery in Victoria and the Coast Brewery in
Victoria and New Westminster. 44
The Capilano brewery was part of the regional brewing
firm put together by Fritz Sick, of Lethbridge, and his son
Emil. Between 1913 and 19 5 8 (when the company was bought by
Molson's) they operated breweries in Saskatchewan, Alberta,
B.C. and U.S. Northwest.
The Vancouver operation was almost
an afterthought; Fritz Sick moved to Vancouver in 19 30 to retire, turning the Alberta business over to his son Emil. By
19 34, however, he had established the Capilano Brewery, and
was producing "Capilano" and "Old Style" beer. 45 The latter
was also produced in Alberta, and was available in the Yukon
in 19 3 7; the former was announced in 19 4 2 as "This Famous
Brew Comes to the Yukon," so was decidedly not available in
1937. 4 6
The Vancouver Brewery had started originally in Nanaimo
in 1883, moving to Vancouver soon after the turn of the century.
It produced several beers, one of which, "Pilsner," was ad47
vertised, and so presumably available, in the Yukon.
It
joined the other local breweries in being bought by eastern
breweries in the late 1950s, becoming part of Carling-0'Keefe's.
The Coast Brewery was a more complex operation with its
origins going back to the foundation of breweries in Victoria
(185 8) and New Westminster (1862) at the time of the Cariboo
Gold Rush. In 1928, the "Coast Breweries" was formed out of
the New Westminster and Victoria-Phoenix companies, as well
as the American-controlled Rainier Brewery of Kamloops. This
resulted in the marketing of two American brands, "Lucky
Lager" and "Rainier" beer, as well as "Phoenix" which had been
48
.
.
brewed since the 1850s.
Whether this meant American ownership
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of Coast Breweries by the General Brewing Co. of San Francisco
is unclear, but the Company was renamed Lucky Lager in 1954,
and taken over by an eastern Canadian company, Labatt's,at
the same time Molson's acquired Sick's Capilano and Carling's
the Vancouver Brewery.
The fourth brewery, and the smallest, was the Silver
Spring of Victoria. It was founded in 1895 and according to
the Victoria Colonist in 1908, its products "are most eagerly
sought from Dawson to Mexico." 49 It is difficult to prove that
it was available in Dawson before the 1920s, but it unquestion50
ably was in 1938.
It may have been part of Coast Breweries
because it too was acquired by Labatt's in 195 7. Unlike the
old Victoria-Phoenix (later Lucky Lager) plant, it then was
shut down.
Except for some exotic imports, most of the beers sold
by the Yukon Government Liquor Stores in the late 19 30s were
British Columbia brands. These were not shipped by Kelly
Douglas or other grocery wholesalers, rather they were sent
directly from the brewery to the Government Liquor Stores in
large barrels containing 120 pint or 72 quart size bottles.
The orders were often huge—hundreds of barrels at a t i m e —
because all the beer for the liquor stores in Dawson and Mayo
had to come in during the summer.
Of the various spirits consumed in the Yukon in the late
19 30s, some were obviously imported, others were shipped in
from central Canadian distilleries, and the rest were distilled at the British Columbia and United Distilleries in
Vancouver.
It is impossible to determine precisely what
proportion of the total volume of spirits originated in
Vancouver, rather than elsewhere, but it is likely to have
been at least half of the total. Price alone gave an advantage to Vancouver brands; as well, for several types of
spirits, there was no alternative. However, it is worth
noting that while beer was very much a local, or regional commodity, spirits were not necessarily so.
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The British Columbia Distillery(Vancouver and New
Westminster) was founded originally by William Braid, who briefly
had been Robert Kelly's partner (see above, p. 33). The
Reifel family, who later founded the Alberta Distillers Ltd.,
acquired it from Braid sometime before World War One, and operated it until 1942, when it was sold to Bronfman's Seagrams
52
Distillers Ltd.
The distillery produced local brands such
as " B . C . D o u b l e D i s t i l l e d "

Rye W h i s k e y

and

"Monogram" Dry

The United Distillery was established
the r e p e a l of P r o h i b i t i o n

in V a n c o u v e r

in 1 9 2 1 , p r o d u c i n g

of p r o d u c t s as t h a t of the B r i t i s h C o l u m b i a
A m o n g its p r o d u c t s
list

listed

(Appendix H) w e r e

after
range

Distillery.

in the 1938 Y u k o n T e r r i t o r y

" U . D . L . " and

" G l e n m o r e " B o u r b o n , and

a similar

Gin.

price

"Early T i m e s " R y e ,

"Wee M c K a y " S c o t c h .

It w a s a l s o e v e n -

t u a l l y a c q u i r e d by S e a g r a m s , a l t h o u g h n o t u n t i l 1 9 5 3 .
F i n a l l y , a l t h o u g h on a s m a l l e r s c a l e than e i t h e r
b r e w e r i e s or d i s t i l l e r i e s , B r i t i s h C o l u m b i a w i n e r i e s
their products

in the Y u k o n .

(Growers and V i c t o r i a )

(Calona)

produced

W h a t p r o p o r t i o n of the total

c o n s u m e d in the Y u k o n

in the 19 30s w a s local and w h a t

foreign is i m p o s s i b l e

to s a y , a l t h o u g h

the f o r m e r is

to h a v e b e e n the l a r g e r , and c o n c e n t r a t e d
the p r i c e

sold

T h r e e c o m p a n i e s , two in V i c t o r i a

and one in K e l o w n a

w i n e s sold in the Y u k o n .

local

wine
amount

likely

at the lower e n d

of

scale.

Vancouver's Captive Market
Between the two wars, merchants in Vancouver were able to take
advantage of the geographical advantages the city possessed
to develop it as a major importing, processing and wholesale/
distribution centre. Both the farms and factories of British
Columbia, as well as those of overseas funnelled their products into the city, which provided the largest market in
Canada west of Winnipeg and which supplied in turn, much of
British Columbia as well as the Yukon.
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What is particularly striking about the inter-war period
is the extent to which the B.C. entrepreneurs developed an
economic system based upon local resources and markets. The
successful matching of local resources to markets marked the
inter-war period off from the absolute dependence upon outside sources in 189 8, and the absorption (or elimination) of
local companies by international firms after World War II.
Some local brands, like "Nabob," "Empress" and "Squirrel,"
were able to become national brands; a few others (e.g. "Royal
City") remained provincial, while a third group ("Royal Crown"
Soap, National Biscuits) disappeared.
In the late 19 30s, the Yukon obtained a wide range of
consumer goods grown, imported, processed or wholesaled in
British Columbia. The Yukon and B.C. were obviously parts of
the national economy, but the importance of the regional one
was amply demonstrated by the cargo hold of the S.S. Klondike.
British Columbia had a "captive market" in the territory to
the north; it had no need of annexation to reap the benefits
the Yukon might provide.
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V
Suppliers and Wholesalers Outside —

National and International

National Brands in a National Market
When Vancouver wholesalers filled the Gold Seeker's pack in
1897 and 1898, they depended almost totally upon imported and
eastern Canadian suppliers to do this. Consequently, the
wealth expended to get to the Yukon and to continue to live
there spread far beyond the Pacific coast suppliers. While
it can be safely assumed that few supplies for the Yukon were
actually produced in British Columbia, it is not certain
how much of this wealth was spent on goods which, in fact,
were merely shipped through Canada and how much was spent on
goods actually produced in Canada.
In a sense, the dependent relationship of the Yukon to
British Columbia reflected an extreme example of a similar
relationship between western and central Canada. In both
cases, the former produced primary commodities for export,
while the latter produced manufactured goods for the internal
market. There was obviously a major difference in degree, as
western Canada was larger and wealthier than the Yukon,
possessing both a broad agricultural base and urban centres
for manufacturing and distribution. Nevertheless, the basic
relationship was that envisaged in the National Policy; central Canada's protected manufacturing industries provided
for the needs of the export oriented, primary production economies of the rest of the country.
By the 1930s, stocking the Yukon larder depended as much
as ever on outside suppliers, as all dreams of territorial
self-sufficiency had vanished. Of the three main sources of
supplies, regional, national and foreign, the former was able
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to provide a larger proportion of the goods in the crates and
in the cases which filled the S.S. Klondike cargohold in 1937
than it had in 189 8. But there was still ample room on the
boat for supplies from the second source, "national" brands
produced in central Canada. What was strikingly diminished
in quantity by the late 19 30s were those from the third
source, foreign produced goods. Imported beer, wine and
spirits from Britain, the United States and elsewhere continued
to flow from Vancouver to the Yukon, a few exotic (mainly
British) and tropical products were imported, and some American produced goods were shipped both to the Yukon and through
it to Alaska, but the volume was down. The three sources of
British Columbia, national and imported goods remained, but
the proportion from the latter source shrank.
Not all American or British brands popular in the 1890s
disappeared, and many were effectively "nationalized." This
reflected a major change in Canada as it became part of a
prosperous "North American" consumer's market, especially
after World War I. Imports became Canadian brands as tariffs
encouraged their manufacture in Canada. The trend to replace American imports with American brand goods manufactured
in Canada antedated the Gold Rush but it was accelerated by
the defeat of Laurier's proposal for Reciprocity in 1911 and
by R.B. Bennett's aggressive utilization of protective
tariffs to eliminate any imports that could be produced in
Canada. This latter policy, although modified somewhat by
Mackenzie King's government in 19 3 8 meant that even more
American branch plants were established in Canada in the
19 30s.
These "international," but predominantly American,
firms provided a large proportion of the "national brands"
shipped to the Yukon.
Several preconditions had to be met if a commodity processed or manufactured in southern Ontario were to compete
with a product supplied from a source that was much closer to
the cargo deck of the S.S. Klondike in Whitehorse. First, it
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had to be durable, either in its nature (e.g. flour) or in
its packaging (e.g. wooden cases for cheese). This meant
that a lot of the "national brands" were canned goods, nonfoods (especially soaps) or dry foods like flour. Butter
produced in Ontario could not compete with butter from
Alberta or the Fraser Valley of B.C., but cheese from
Montreal probably could compete with western produced cheese.
Lever Brothers or Proctor and Gamble Soap products were as
durable as Royal Crown Soaps produced in Vancouver and in
fact had other advantages over the local product which led to
the latter's eventual disappearance. Flour came either from
the Prairies or was milled in British Columbia and refined
sugar came from Vancouver but breakfast cereals and biscuits,
once they were packaged to retain their freshness, could be
distributed nationally from southern Ontario, or western
branch plants, like Christies in Winnipeg or Quaker in
Saskatoon. Beer, most cheap spirits, sugar, fresh and dried
produce, packaged coffee and (less obviously) tea were more
difficult to ship, and so came from closer supply sources in
Vancouver or other parts of western Canada.
Secondly, goods produced in Ontario had to have both
sufficient national exposure and large enough volume production
to overcome the very real problems of competition from western products and transportation costs to Vancouver. Canada
in the 1930s was not as totally a "national" market as it
became after the Second World War, but the common exposure of
all Canadians to American brands such as "Heinz," "Kellogg's"
or "Campbell's"; the eastern origins of a large number of
western Canadians; and the increasing national advertisement
in both local and national journals meant that the outlines
2
of a common consumer's culture was developing.
Residents
of Victoria were as likely to consume national brand cereals
at breakfast, soups at lunch and canned peas at supper as
were those of Moncton—or of Dawson. Advertisement by predominantly Ontario-based companies in the grocers' national
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trade magazine, The Canadian Grocer, indicate that such goods
were both known and available across the country. The fact
that such a significant proportion of Canada's population
dwelt in southern Ontario and Quebec also meant that companies
based there had their greatest market within easy distance.
Production runs of Ontario and Quebec canners, biscuit manufacturers or soap makers were so much larger than their
Vancouver counterparts that the costs imposed by distance
were overcome by economies of scale, aided by efficient national distribution. Only a few regional companies, such as
Dominion Molasses and Moirs Chocolates in Halifax, Burns
Meats in Calgary and Blue Ribbon in Winnipeg, could successfully challenge this dominance of companies in the two most
populous and wealthiest provinces.
The Yukon market was only a very small part of the Vancouver, much less the national, distribution system. The dependence of the territory's residents upon imports was so
total, though, that they had even less choice among consumer
goods than did people in Vancouver. In a situation where
national and regional brands competed more or less equally in
Vancouver, it would be unsurprising that those durable, nationally advertised and distributed eastern manufactured brands
in Vancouver were also available in the north.
The "national brands" available for the Yukon trade in
the late 1930s fell into four categories. The first category
comprised Canadian brands which were established at the time
of the Gold Rush and which had achieved national distribution
by then. "Clark's" canned meat products and "Windsor" Salt
were two such examples. The second category consisted of
products that were imported from the United States, or elsewhere in 189 8, but which were produced at Canadian branch
plants by the late 1930s, such as "Borden's" and "Carnation
Milk," or "Royal" and "Magic" brand baking aids. A subspecies of such foreign brands were those,such as "Reindeer"
Milk, which were owned by Canadian companies in 189 8, but
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which were bought by American firms like Bordens by the 19 30s
A third group of nationally available products were those,
like Canada Packer's "York" brand canned goods, or "Blue
Ribbon" brand coffee, which were not available at the time of
the Gold Rush, but which were available forty years later.
Finally there were some products, like "Dr. Price's" Baking
Powder, or "Huntley and Palmer" Biscuits, which were used—
and appreciated—by the Gold Rush seekers of 1898, and their
descendents forty years later, but which never were produced
in Canada.
By 1898, there were already a few Canadian companies which
produced in sufficient volume to deal with a national market,
and which had acquired the "goodwill" of a popular brand name.
Such brands- were packaged in individual units rather than
bulk units, such as barrels and crates; had achieved high
degrees of hygiene and product uniformity; and had access to
a national distribution network. Many canned goods such as
fruit, vegetables, meat and fish, soups and condiments, plus
various cleansers, soaps, biscuits, flour and baking accessories fit these criteria.

Canadian National Brands 1890s-1930s
The products of several Canadian companies showed up in the
Yukon emporium in the late 1890s and the 19 30s. That they did
so in the 1890s testifies to early national distribution; in
the 19 30s to the capacity of these companies to grow and prosper without joining many of their early competitors under
American or British control.
One Canadian company which had achieved both product
identification through packaging and advertising and national
distribution by the turn of the century was William Clark of
Montreal. Its canned meats and pork and beans were advertised
widely, it was identified as being available in Dawson by
Archibald; and it had a wide range of canned meat products
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available through Kelly Douglas in 1901. In the 1930s, it
4
was still a popular brand, in the Yukon and elsewhere.
Similarly, a variety of canned fruits and vegetables
were available from Ontario packers at the time of the Gold
Rush, although American brands were probably more numerous.
Canadian tariffs and the development of a "national" market
eliminated much of the American competition to the benefit
of British Columbia (see above) and Ontario canners.
At the time of the Gold Rush, the Canadian canning industry was fragmented, and highly competitive. Most companies
were small, processing local farm products under dozens of
ephemeral labels. Competition kept prices low, but all too
often nutritional and health standards suffered. Inspired
perhaps by the success of cartels and trusts in other industries, and the desire to bring some "order" into a highly
competitive business, a number of Ontario canners formed
the "Canadian Packer's Association" in 1893. By concentrating upon quality production, the association of their brand
names with such quality, public health endorsation for the
nutritional benefits of canned goods—and some price cutting—
the canners were so successful that thirty companies in the
Association formed "Canadian Canners' Consolidated Companies"
in 1903. The company was reorganized as "Dominion Canners"
in 1910, and continued to grow by mergers and purchases until
it dominated the Canadian canning industry. In 1923, some
35 more plants were purchased, and the company was again reorganized as "Canadian Canners Ltd." It grew rapidly, increasing the volume of its production 100 per cent between
1923 and 1933. By 1935, it had 80 plants in Ontario (sixtyeight), British Columbia (eight) and Quebec (four) but only
thirty-eight were in operation. It was a huge, vertically
integrated enterprise, the operations of which extended from
providing seeds to farmers at one end to research laboratories, and box production at the other. Its size and preponderance brought its operations to the attention of the Royal
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Commission on Price Spreads in 19 35. The Commission regarded
the size of the company with some disfavour, noting that it had
grown "neither wisely nor rationally," making gross profits
between 1930 and 1936 of 24.5 per cent but net of only 2.7
. 5
per cent.
Whatever may have been the Royal Commission's views of
the efficiency or morality of Canadian Canners' operations,
it was the premier fruit and vegetable canner in Canada in the
19 30s. Besides being national in production, its heavy advertising (direct and indirect) in both the Canadian Grocer and
The Nabob indicated a distribution network probably unequalled
by any other Canadian company. For consumers in the Yukon as
for most of Canada, the Canadian Canners brands most often
seen were "Aylmer," "Quaker" and "Lynn Valley."
Of the
three brands, "Aylmer" was available through Kelly Douglas
as early as 1901, before the formation of Canadian Canners.
This brand was used extensively for canned fruits, vegetables,
meats, soups, condiments and prepared meals. Of interest in
the context of the 1930s, when Empire trade was seen as a
counter-weight to what was already an overwhelming American
presence, was the overtly chauvinistic slogan on Aylmer cases,
7
"A Canadian Product of the British Empire."
The "Quaker" and
"Lynn Valley" brands were not pushed as aggressively as
"Aylmer," presumably because they covered a narrower range of
products.
The Canadian milling and baking industry also drew the
attention of the Royal Commission which found that it too
suffered from the ill-effects of imperfect competition. Not
one, but five companies dominated the industry, three (Lake
of the Woods, Maple Leaf and Ogilvie) were Canadian, and two
g
(Robin Hood and Quaker Oats) were American.
There was still
room for some small regional companies in milling as in canning
and two Vancouver ones, Brackman-Ker and the Vancouver Flour
Mills were able to compete with larger companies which had
Vancouver mills, such as Maple Leaf, Lake of the Woods, Robin
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Hood and Ogilvie, in supplying the Yukon. Whether any of
the products of the "national" brands sold in the north were
processed on the Prairies or in central Canada is not known,
but in view of Vancouver's milling capacity, it seems unlikely.
More certain, however, were the Ontario origins of biscuits and cookies from Christie Brown Co. (and later McCormicks)
produced from western Canadian flour. Biscuits had been
among the first foods to be taken out of barrels, put into
sealed containers to retain freshness, and then advertised
(see below, p. 93). The Klondike Gold Rush had coincided
with this process, with at least one Canadian company, Christie
Brown, taking advantage of it. Its range of boxed and tinned
biscuits available in 1901 through Kelly Douglas was immense,
with some 370 names of biscuits, cookies, and crackers being
listed, "including "Klondike," "in 25 lb. tin-lined boxes" and
9
"in 10 lb. tins."
Christie's was not the only brand available, but it provided a particularly large choice. By 19 37,
its range of products available through Macdonald's Consolidated, and so also presumably Kelly Douglas, was narrower,
but still more extensive than its rivals. A 1939 list of
Christie's biscuits still numbered over 100, but "Klondike" was
one of the brands stopped.
As Christie's bakeries in
Winnipeg and Toronto produced as wide a range of products as
economics allowed, and as extensive advertising and distribution was done, Christie's biscuit cases would have been included in the cargo going into the Yukon in 1938, as they
were in 1898.
Another company which had achieved national distribution
for its products although it had done so without investing
in advertising in the 1890s was the Canada Starch Co., producer of culinary and laundry corn starches.
A small Canadian company marketing a limited range of products in the
1890s, it had become much larger, with a more extensive range
of syrups, starches and oils by the 1930s, but did this by
merging with the much larger American "Corn Products Refining
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Co." in 1919, becoming that company's Canadian branch. As a
result, it was able to market not only its own original brands,
such as "Crown" and "Lily White" syrups, "Canada," "Benson's,"
and "Silver Gloss" starch, but also two American products,
12
"Mazola" Corn Oil and "Karo" Corn Syrup.
All were available from Vancouver wholesalers, and would have filled several
cases in the Klondike during the 19 30s.

American Baanck Compa.nie.6 -in Canada

The Canada Starch Co.'s change of nationality by merging with
a U.S. Company was hardly a unique occurrence as such mergers
enabled companies to market products, like "Mazola" and "Karo"
which had achieved North American popularity. More common,
though, was the development of branches of American companies
in Canada, which produced American brands behind Canadian tariff walls, or else obtained Canadian trade marks and brands
and produced them.
Several examples of this were in the field of processed
dairy products—condensed, evaporated and dried milk in particular. Such products were probably more common in Canadian
households between the 1890s and the 19 30s than after the
Second World War when they were relegated from staple to baking aid. However, in the Yukon, where even the purchase of
a refrigerator did not ensure fresh milk, such processed
varieties were particularly important. "Pacific" brand has
already been indicated, but it did not have a monopoly.
"Carnation" brand, for example, was produced near Seattle by
the Pacific Coast Condensed Milk Co. and so was a natural pro13
duct for the Yukon emporium in 1898.
By the 1930s, it was
no longer necessary to import "Carnation" milk, for the company had bought out a Canadian firm, "Allworths," of Aylmer,
Ontario, in 1916, and began to produce its own brand behind
14
Canadian tariff barriers.
More important than "Carnation" were the various brands
of Borden's Milk. The Company's founder, Gail Borden, had
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pioneered processes of condensation and canning that were put
to good use in the California Gold Rush and the American
Civil War. Borden's "Eagle" condensed milk was particularly
popular, receiving the commendation of the Yukon pioneer
Jack McQuesten in 189 8.
"Eagle" and "Borden's" brands
were still sold in the Yukon forty years later, along with
1 ft

the other brands produced by Borden's in Canada.
Several
were American brands produced in Canada which had been
acquired in both Canada and the U.S.; others were originally
Canadian brands. In the former category were "Klim" and
"Trumilk" powdered whole milk manufactured by the Canadian
Milk Company of Toronto, a subsidiary of the Merrell-Soule
Company which was taken over by Borden's in 1932; and "St.
Charles" evaporated cream, also an American company with a
Canadian branch, taken over in 1913.17 An excellent example
of the latter was "Reindeer" condensed milk, produced by the
"Truro Condensed Milk and Canning Company" of Truro, Nova
18
Scotia. ' Although constrained somewhat by geography, this
Maritime-based company had obviously established such an effective distribution network and brand identification that it

19
was "Eagle" brand's chief competition in the Yukon in 1898.
The American-based Borden company solved this problem by pur20
chasing the company and acquiring the brand.
In a microcosm, this represented both American control of Canadian
companies, and the domination of that industry by one or two
companies. Of the three major suppliers of canned and powdered milk to the Yukon in the 19 30s, only one was Canadian,
and that a regional rather than a national company.
Other American products were less ambiguously so—what
had been imports in 189 8 were manufactured in Canada by the
late 19 30s. Swifts, for example had imported "Winchester"
21
brand hams and bacon in 1902.
In the late 1930s, it marketed meat and dairy products produced in Canada under the
22
"Brookfield" and "Premium" labels throughout the country.
Breakfast cereals, both hot and cold, were all processed by
American owned companies in Canada—Kellogg's, Robin Kood,
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Quaker, Shredded Wheat and Post.23 Shredded Wheat and Quaker
Oats had been early companies to advertise in Canada, as their
cereal products had lent themselves easily to the types of
packaging, advertising and distribution that were necessary
to achieve national exposure. 24
There were also several other American companies whose
Canadian branches distributed a variety of products, some of
which they had developed themselves, and others which they had
taken over, but none of which were reflected in the company
name. Examples of such branch plant conglomorates were
Standard Brands, General Foods and Procter and Gamble. The
first two specialized in household staples which already possessed goodwill on the basis of established brands, and the
third marketed a variety of soap products and lard.
Standard Brands developed out of three existing companies, the Royal Baking Powder Co., its co-partner, Fleischmann's Yeast Co., and the E.W. Gillett Co. The first two
were unambiguously American, the latter probably was so, although it had roots in Canada going back into the 19th cen25
tury.
The three merged in 1929 to form Standard Brands,
although they retained their former identification for some
time. Eventually, redundant brands were dropped, but in the
late 1930s, there were still two baking powders (Magic and
2 f\
Royal) and two yeasts (Royal and Fleischmann's) available.
These products were mundane—baking soda, baking powder,
yeast and lye—but important. In the absence of bakeries
throughout most of the Yukon, superior quality baking aids
were essential for Yukoners, indeed for all Canadians, in the
1890s, and were still important in the 1930s. Given the central place of "sourdough" to the Yukon myth and the grubstake
tradition of the territory, seemingly humble baking soda and
27
baking powder were in fact vital necessities.
"Royal"
baking powder was particularly highly regarded. At the time
of the Gold Rush, the Alaska Commercial Company could call
upon its experience to recommend this brand for its ability
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to withstand climatic conditions "harsher against baking
28
powder than against anything else."
Archibald lists E.W.
Gillett Company's "Imperial" and "Magic" brands of baking
powder as well as its "Royal" yeast cakes and the highly
recommended "Royal Baking Powder" as available at the time
29
of the Gold Rush.
Thirty years later, "Imperial" was no
longer mentioned, but both "Magic" and "Royal" baking powder
were. Similarly, "Royal" yeast cakes were still for sale.
According to Charles Taylor, these were preferred by his Mayo
clientele over another Standard Brands product, "Fleischmann's,"
because they were not so perishable.
Although not great
in volume, baking powder, baking soda and yeast, as well as
31
lye,
were staples for Yukoners in the 19 30s.
General Foods products were not staples in the same way
those of Standard Brands were. Two of them—Post Cereals
and Bakers' Chocolate—had been imported from the United
States to Dawson in the 1890s, but neither of these was as
integral a part of the prospector's kit as were his baking
powder or baking soda. 32 Other General Foods products were
available in the Yukon in the late 1930s, all of which fall
somewhere between the staples put out by Standard Brands, and
luxuries. They included "Certo" pectin, "Jello" gelatin
33
desserts, and "Swans Down" cake flour.
A third important conglomerate was Procter and Gamble
which manufactured soaps and shortening. One of its products, "Ivory" laundry soap, was available to the 1898 prospectors, although whether it was imported or produced in
Canada then is not certain. 34 By 1938, such Procter and
Gamble products as "Crisco" shortening, "Oxydol" and "Ivory"
soap was household items throughout North America, produced
both in Canada and in the United States. 35 Like baking soda
or baking powder, soap lent itself well to production for
and distribution to a mass market. It was manufactured in
huge volumes in highly-capitalized plants, it was packaged
in individual units of constant quality and easy identification,
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and it was also widely advertised in print and on radio "soap
operas" in the 1930s. Although of limited aesthetic appeal,
such advertisements had wide distribution, even to such isolated communities as Dawson and Mayo, making Procter and
Gamble brands truly national.

British Branch Companies in Canada
The great rival to Procter and Gamble was the giant British
soap manufacturing firm, Lever Brothers. Even more than
Procter and Gamble, it was truly a multinational corporation
which combined consistency and quality of product with international production and distribution. One of its products,
"Sunlight" soap, was produced in Canada and advertised widely
in Canadian periodicals even before the Gold Rush, achieving
3fi
an early national distribution.
Both "Sunlight" and another
Lever Brothers brand of soap, "Lifebuoy," were in the Yukon
at an early stage. Forty years later, by means of the quality
of its product, an extensive distribution network, and advertising on a scale probably matched by few other, the British
owned company had blended into the landscape so thoroughly
that its soaps, "Lifebuoy," "Lux," "Rinso" and "Sunlight,"
were effectively Canadian. 37
Lever Brothers was manufacturing soap products in Canada
in the 1890s, but there were other British products which
were imports then, but "Canadian" manufactured goods in the
1930s. Some, like "Bovril" and "Oxo," bouillon cubes, were
ideally suited to the Yukon—inexpensive, compact and nutri38
tious.
Others, however, were more luxuries than necessities,
such as "Cadbury" and "Fry" chocolate products, or "Crosse
39
and Blackwell" condiments.

Other Canadian Brands after the Gold Rush
There were also products of Canadian companies which had either
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taken only a small part in provisioning the Yukon before First
World War or did not even exist then, but which were major
suppliers in the 19 30s. Two of these products carried brands
which competed directly with Kelly Douglas' "Nabob;" "Blue
Ribbon" tea, coffee and spices, and "Salada" tea. 40
"Blue Ribbon" as a brand had a history similar to that
of "Nabob." It was the house brand of G.F. and J. Gait, Ltd.,
wholesalers in Winnipeg, a company founded there in 18 82, and
which began to package its tea, coffee and spice imports in
the 1890s. In 1907, "Blue Ribbon" was established as a subsidiary of Gait's, but in 1910, the original wholesaling firm
closed, leaving only the tea, coffee and spice manufacturing.
Archibald lists "Blue Ribbon" tea as available in Dawson in
1902, when it was just one Gait house brand. There were no
"Blue Ribbon" teas or coffees in the Kelly Douglas 1901
Catalogue, but there was a tea in 1909. Over the next 30
years, "Blue Ribbon" expanded from its Winnipeg base to become a national company. It established a plant in Vancouver
in the late 1930s, and apparently expanded in eastern Canada
in association with other companies. "Salada" was more
typical, a Toronto-based company that achieved national dis41
tribution in part on the basis of advertising.
Although not
listed by Archibald, its tea was likely available in the Yukon
from the 1890s through the 1930s.
Other Canadian companies developed national distribution
networks and were able to ship their brand name products to
the Yukon by the 1930s. Examples of these companies were
Dominion Molasses ("Domolco") and Moirs Confectionary of
42
43
44
Halifax,
Windsor Salt
and McCormick's Biscuits.
Two
others were Burns Meats of Calgary and Canada Packers' of
Toronto. Only Burns shipped fresh meat north, but both of
them shipped other products, the former canned meat and dairy
45
products under the "Hormel" and "Goldenloaf" labels,
the
46
latter canned goods under the "York" label.
Both companies
had diversified a long way from their original specialty. In
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the latter case, Canada Packers' operated its canned goods
operation at a loss in order to save freight costs of rail
shipments. According to the Report of the Royal Commission
on Price Spreads in 1938,
...the evidence indicates that Canada Packers' Ltd.
entered this business to save freight on railroad
shipments. Regular car-routes are operated for
meat products and, by filling up these cars with
canned goods, it was possible to effect a considerable saving in freight. The canning departments, however, in 19 33 operated at a loss of
some $50,000 in spite of such savings.47
Also nationally distributed in the 1930s were brands of Canadian
tobacco and some spirits,although not beers or wines. Significantly, there were no eastern beers or wines listed in the
Yukon government liquor stores price list of 19 38 and only
one wine—Bright's Catabwa—in 1942. Before World War One,
the sources of tobacco products were varied, with no one
tobacco type—pipe, cigar, cigarette, snuff or plug—predominating. Most of the cigarettes or pipe tobaccos were imported, or came from eastern Canada, but there was some cigar
48
manufacturing in Vancouver.
The variety of forms remained
in the 19 30s, but the social revolution that transformed smoking habits meant a massive increase in the use of cigarette
tobacco to the detriment of other tobacco forms. This was
accompanied by a concentration of much of the cigarette industry in the hands of the British-Canadian "Imperial Tobacco
Company," and by a massive expansion of advertising to encourage the consumption of what was, in fact, a non-essential
item. 49 Advertising in the Yukon press was only for three
products—"Old Chum" and "Old Virginia" pipe tobacco, and
"Sweet Caporal" cigarettes, but it is unlikely these were the
only ones available.
Although as indicated above, nearly all beer available
in the Yukon was B.C. produced, this was not the case for
wines or spirits. The former included some Empire products
as well as European, the latter eastern Canadian as well as
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British Columbia and imported. It is highly unlikely Yukon
tastes or means were significantly different from British
Columbia. The price lists for 1938 and 1942 (see Appendix H)
show a wide variety of brands available, which reflected
national and international tastes as well as the availability
of British Columbia fermented or distilled products.

Catalogue Shopping
Before turning to imported goods, it is worth noting a presence that loomed large over all Canadian distribution, that
of the major department stores: Eaton's and Hudson's Bay
which distributed nationally, and Spencer's and Woodward's of
Vancouver. Most Canadians (not just Yukoners) lived beyond
the urban centres in the 1930s, and utilized the catalogues
put out by these companies to narrow the gap between urban
and rural standards of living. No Dawson or Mayo merchants
could hope to match the range of goods that the major department stores provided, so they effectively conceded a proportion of their sales to catalogue shopping. Clothing, durable
goods, furniture, hardware, and even groceries could be
shipped from Eaton's catalogue depot in Winnipeg or from the
other three companies' in Vancouver. Such shipments usually
occupied mail bags and larger crates. There were few Eaton's
or Spencer's, etc. packing cases in with the groceries in the
cargohold, although the volume of such goods in the main sacks
was likely immense.

Imported Goods
There were also brands imported in the 1890s, and still imported in the 1930s. Wines and spirits were two such obvious
types of imports. No matter what the quality of the
Canadian products, low price alone could not compensate for
other assets ascribed to French wines or Scotch whiskey. Others
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were exotic luxury items, such as British biscuits ("McVities,"
"Huntley and Palmer"), or marmalade ("Robertson's"). There
were, in all cases, local equivalents but the reputation of
the imported product was such that there was always a market for it.
There were also American products which, while
not luxury items, had such consistently high reputations that
they continued to sell. One of these was "Dr. Price's Baking
Powder," from the Price Baking Powder Company in Chicago.
It was available at the time of the Gold Rush and maintained
its popularity forty years later, according to Charles Taylor,
because it could be used with cold water, and so met the
needs of prospectors and Indian trappers who formed a large
proportion of his clientele. There was no shortage of Canadian baking powder brands, e.g. "Nabob," "Blue Ribbon,"
"Magic" and "Royal," but Dr. Price's was imported, and used
in the Yukon, because of its superior qualities. Similarly
for many years, the best selling coffee for the Northern
Commercial Company was made by Hills Brothers in the U.S.
The company purchased it in bulk for its U.S. and Canadian
stores through its Seattle office and then imported it to
Dawson where it paid customs duties for the Canadian portion.
Bulk purchasing reduced the unit costs of the coffee, but
the price was increased to the same level as Canadian coffees
by the imposition of customs duties. It had been available
at the turn of the century, and retained its popularity, in
spite of the increasing availability of Canadian brands, until
the Second World War when shortages of American goods after
19 40 and the improved distribution of "Nabob" and "Blue
Ribbon" brands by travelling salesmen undermined its supremacy. Probably it was still available in 1937, although it
52
would not have had the commercial dominance it earlxer had.
Except for imported wines and spirits, and some other
goods that Canada could not produce such as canned pineapples,
dried currants, and fresh bananas, imported commodities were
probably not present in great volume. Such imports either
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were luxuries, able to compete with comparable Canadian
products on the basis of reputation, or else were manifestly
superior in quality to local products, and impervious to
price disadvantages. Thus, there would have been cases of
"Dr. Price's" Baking Powder or "Robertson's"marmalade in
the S.S. Klondike cargohold in 19 38, but in much smaller
quantities than the equivalent Canadian brands. Most
American goods would have been destined for communities downstream for Dawson, going through the Yukon in bond.

National, International, and Regional Brands in the Yukon
Emporium
National, international, and British Columbia companies supplied
the Yukon emporium with a wide diversity of products that
reflected local consumer preferences, national advertising
power, and the advantages, or disadvantages, of freight rates.
But all came through Vancouver in the late 1930s, going to a
small specialized, northern market. The contents of the
cargohold of the S.S. Klondike in 19 3 7 would have differed
from that of its steamer predecessor in 1897, or the trucks
that succeeded it forty years later, mainly in the proportion
of British Columbia brands to eastern and imported brands
within it. However, many brands and products were constant,
meeting the very specific needs of an isolated, narrowlyresource based community from the cornucopia of Vancouver
warehouses.
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VI

Retailing and Distribution Inside

The distributing and retailing economy that Archibald has described moved rapidly from relative simplicity to great sophistication under the stimulus of the Gold Rush. The Yukon's
population expanded suddenly, changing qualitatively as well
as numerically. To the needs of prospectors and traders
were added the demands, and greater means, of city merchants,
professional men and mining company employees. But the
Gold Rush was a balloon that slowly deflated after 1899, accompanied by a shrinking and ageing population, by the failure of economic specialization, and by decreasing complexity.
The wholesalers and retailers who depended upon Yukon
society had to respond to the changes in that society, but
their decline was never back to the pre-Gold Rush level.
Even if fewer and poorer, the Yukon's residents were more
urban wage earners than prospectors, and in closer contact
with the consumer society of North America than had been the
sourdoughs before 1896.

Yukon Society in the late 1930s
If there was a constant feature about Yukon customers after
1899, it was their decreasing numbers. In 1901, there were
still some 2 7,000 people in the territory which seemed, in
spite of the post Gold Rush decline in activity, poised to
follow the trajectory towards prosperity traced elsewhere
in western Canada. The reverse happened and an unprecedented
contraction set in, blighting all the territory's early promise. By 1931, there were only 4230 people enumerated in the
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whole territory, 819 in Dawson. The population decline probably continued into the middle of the decade when it ceased
and, at some unrecorded point, reversed. The 19 41 census
listed 4914 residents, an increase of 17 per cent over the
1931 population, with 1093 in Dawson. The war did not result in further population contraction, but it did alter
the demographic character of the Yukon. It shattered the
fragile territorial economy based upon the exploitation of
the Stewart River and Klondike ore bodies and the White Pass
river-rail system, shifting the economic and political centre
of gravity south from Dawson to Whitehorse. By 1951, there
were 9000 people enumerated in the Yukon, but a mere 7 83
lived in Dawson.
The city's brief, hard-won,prosperity of
the late 1930s was lost, and its economic decline from then
precipitated. The few years between 1937 and 1941 marked the
first real prosperity the town had known since the Gold Rush.
Economically, this was just a shadow of what had occurred
between 1896 and 1899, but it was an improvement over the
situation before—or after. It was in order to meet the
needs of the society that briefly flourished down river from
Whitehorse that the Yukon's wholesalers and retailers filled
the cargohold of the S.S. Klondike with their orders.
Little detailed information is available about the nature
of this post-Gold Rush society in the Yukon. Forty years after the 1896 strike, much of the infrastructure around Dawson
remained the same, but the small communities of the city's
hinterland on the creeks were disappearing, and Mayo had grown
to rival the capital in economic importance, if not in metropolitan pretensions. The "grubstake" tradition that had characterized the Yukon's distribution system from the 1840s until
the 1890s seemed swamped by the economic and social effects
of the Gold Rush. However, as the complexity of the late
1890s reverted to the simplicity of the 1930s, the earlier
tradition (suitably altered to contemporary conditions) reasserted itself.
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The "Grocery" and the "Grubstake" Traditions
Yukon society in the late 19 30s was both rural and urban, as
it was in the south, but the distinctions were not always the
same. More appropriate would be Archibald's categories, of
those who were in the "grubstake" tradition, and those who
shopped at the "grocery store." The latter group certainly
encompassed the urban residents of Dawson engaged in a variety of service functions, but it also took in the residents
of Mayo, the wage earners employed by the Yukon Consolidated
Gold and Treadwell Yukon Companies, as well as the small
community of "farmers" around Dawson. Those in the "grubstake" tradition comprised most of the territory's natives,
trappers, prospectors, individual miners still in operation,
and wood cutters. Commercial firms, both large and small had
to deal with both.
The most useful basic raw data on the nature of Yukon
society in the late 19 30s was contained in the "British
Columbia and Yukon Directories" published annually in Van2
couver.
These lacked much of the detailed information of
Polk's "Alaska-Yukon Gazetteer and Business Directory" put
out earlier in the century, but they did indicate the names
and occupations of most men and those women either in business
or "widows." The usual classification was "miner" or "labourer"
— a l l inclusive designations. This was to be expected, but
it was striking how varied other occupations were. Dawson,
for example, had between eight and ten hotel keepers listed
between 1935 and 1939. In 1935, there were five barbers,
two tailors, three blacksmiths, nine carpenters, one plumber,
one electrician, two garage operators, two shoe repairers, one
laundry operator, a boilermaker and a tinsmith in town. Individuals came and went but the same trades were supplying
services in 19 39. There was also a surprisingly large professional class, even excluding police and government officials. In 19 35, Dawson could provide the services of two
barristers, two "stock-brokers," four accountants, eight
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engineers, a surveyor, two dentists, and three physicians.
Obviously some tradesmen and professionals were employed
by the large companies, and others were probably seasonal
visitors, but not all were. The town contained a core of
people,many of whom had skills that were in general demand,
yet who continued to live in Dawson even in the Depression.
Most were probably prosperous, and could afford the best
the stores had to offer. A few had lived in the Yukon since
early in the century, but most had come in more recently.
All had consumer tastes formed outside the territory which
had to be satisfied by Dawson merchants. Mayo could not
provide the same range of services, but it too had a professional and skilled population with the means to meet more
than its basic needs.
Besides these were the "miners" and "labourers" who comprised the greater part of the population. Most lived and
worked near Mayo and Dawson, as they were employees of the
two mining companies, Treadwell and the Y.C.G.C. Some moved
to the Yukon during the Depression under the double impetus
of unemployment and destitution outside, work and wages
inside. The majority, though, were seasonal workers, who
arrived about March or April each year, and worked through
until the end of the year. While their wages were not extravagant, they were not needed for necessities as the seasonal
workers received room and board from the companies. A few of
the company's employees, probably more at Treadwell than the
Y.C.G.C, lived year round in the Yukon with the families.
They could meet some of their needs from domestic gardens,
but depended upon outside sources for most of their supplies.
While not as prosperous as the professionals and skilled
tradesmen of Dawson, the company employees were more numerous,
and constituted a significant market. Their tastes were also
urban and reflected those of the wider society outside. Participating fully in the North America consumer market, they
were undeniably in the "grocery store" tradition.
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Those in the "grubstake" tradition were fewer in number
and more dispersed. They formed a minority of Yukon consumers,
although it is impossible to determine its actual size. Some
were natives, living in small bands, and participating in the
3
cash economy on a limited basis.
Depending upon the land
for most of their needs, and little affected by outside consumption standards, their purchases would be such basic commo4
dities as flour, baking powder, tea, lard, sugar and tobacco.
Other natives, and also some whites, participated more fully
in the cash economy as trappers and wood cutters, spending most
of the year in the bush, and making infrequent calls to the
store for supplies. For them, the staples listed above, as
well as quantities of canned and dried goods, soaps and some
luxuries would be needed. These would probably be purchased
in bulk several times a year. Their lives, like the Yukon
shipping system, were closely attuned to seasonal changes, so
they made their major purchases in the spring and fall when
stocks were greatest, rather than in small quantities year
round like the urban dwellers. Whether they also depended
extensively on credit as had those "grubstaked" in the 19th
century is unknown.
If they did, they placed great strain
on the resources of the smaller companies.
Similar to the trappers and wood cutters, but more often
whites than natives, were prospectors and small scale miners
who helped establish the original "grubstake" tradition.
They demanded quality goods that could withstand both the
strains of the climate and the shipping network, and which
would not have to return if they proved unsatisfactory. They
needed large quantities of staple products at a time of year
when they could transport their supplies. Many miners also
needed credit to tide them over until the spring "clean-up"
brought pay day.
If any distinction can be made between the component groups
of the rural population, it would be between those who were
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slightly integrated into the cash economy, or were not very
dependent upon outside supplies to meet their needs; and
those who lived in the bush but did not subsist so completely
off the land. It was this "grubstake" tradition that distinguished the Yukon emporium from the southern Canadian one,
and which necessitated a narrower range but a higher quality
of goods than would be needed in the South.

Thz FciiZuAe o& Vukon AgsUcuZtuAe.
While most groceries came from outside in the late 1930s, some
were locally produced. The British Columbia and Yukon
Directories for the period 19 35-39 identified between 14 and
16 farmers, fishermen, gardeners, ranchers, and nursery men
around Dawson during that period. With a total population
of one thousand or so in the Dawson area this number of producers would appear to be adequate, but all had very small
operations. In 1941, the closest census to 1937, the 26
farms in the territory totalled 2781 acres, but only two were
over 300 acres in size, and the actual crop area was a mere
511 acres.
The distinction between backyard horticulture, which was
followed extensively, and commercial agriculture, was a very
fine one. Official reports and the accounts of visitors emphasized the former. One visitor in 1944 was struck by it,
remarking that "flourishing vegetable gardens were a notable
7
feature" around Dawson.
Yet, in spite of their efforts, the
Yukon's vegetable growers, dairy men, poultry farmers,
"ranchers" and forage crop specialists had little local economic impact. There was sone internal distribution—the visitor in 1944 mentioned above referred to glass houses in the
Dawson area
...where great numbers of tomatoes are grown and
ripened. The crop is sent by boat to the large
population at Whitehorse.8
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But the local companies continued to import produce, both
goods such as fruit, unobtainable locally, and items such
as potatoes and onions which, although locally produced, were
available in larger volumes, and were less subject to the
vagaries of local weather when imported. The Northern
Commercial Company imported from Oregon, and other companies
9
shipped in supplies from British Columbia.
The history of the failure of Yukon commercial agriculture, as yet unstudied, was one of the many "might have beens"
of northern history. Neither harshness of climate nor lack
of arable land were determining factors, although these were
real impediments. More detrimental were the collapse of markets for local produce as the population fell early in the
century, and the development of an efficient transportation
system that made available alternate sources of food from
southern Canada for the small Yukon population.
While some
horticulture, dairying and forage agriculture was undertaken
around Dawson, the range of foodstuffs available in the
cargohold of the S.S. Klondike reflected both the failure of
the Yukon to feed itself, and the ability of the southern
distribution system to integrate this isolated corner of the
continent into itself.
Thus
circulate
ment. It
tion that

most of the wealth produced in the Yukon did not
locally, nor was it available for capital developwas exchanged for the means of survival, in a situameant the underdevelopment of the territory.

Local producers attempted to mitigate some of the worst
effects of imports, but with little effect. Much of the
local production probably was disposed of informally, but there
was some advertising on occasion. One ad by Jorgenson, Roman
and Co. in 19 37, emphasized both the nutritional and economic
benefits of purchasing locally,
Yukon Grown Tomatoes are Superior
Picked Fresh Daily - Richer in Flavour and Firm.
Purchase Home Grown Products and Keep Your Money in the Yukon.
Low Prices Now in Effect.
11
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The year before, the Fifth Avenue Greenhouse in Dawson advertised seeds, plants, vegetables and flowers for the local market in mid-May, but had to compete with the attraction of
"Fresh Stock Coming on the First Boat" promised by Jimmy
Oglow of "Jimmy's Place." Besides exotica, the "fresh stock"
included tomatoes and cucumbers, both of which were grown
12
locally.
Even more threatening to local producers would be
the implications of advertisements such as one run by the
N.C.G. in 1936,.
A Completely New Stock
Fresh Meats: Beef, Mutton, Lamb, Pork and Veal
Bacon, Ham, Butter, Eggs,
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables.
Bananas, Oranges, Lemons and Grapefruit
Tomatoes, Sweet Potatoes, Bermuda Onions
Cucumbers, Ashcroft Potatoes
Tobacco and Cigarettes.
, .,
Fleischmann's Yeast
Silverleaf Lard.
The most Yukon food producers could expect to accomplish was
to fill the gaps left by companies such as the Northern
Commercial—in effect making a livelihood from the crumbs
let fall by the larger firms.

Yukon Retailers
More than most Canadians, Yukoners depended upon a small number of large scale distributors to meet their needs. According to the Royal Commission of Price Spreads, the combined
sales of "large scale distributors" (chain and department
stores as opposed to independents) in southern Canada ranged
from 25 per cent of total sales in the Maritimes to 35 per
cent in British Columbia. In the north, large scale distributors accounted for a massive 65 per cent of the total sales,
14
the reverse of the situation in the south.
Such a dominance
by large firms brought mixed blessings: they had the resources
to survive lean years and carry large inventories, but both
competition and efficiency suffered. Whether the Yukon had
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a large enough market to support competition is debatable;
certainly there was little of it.
Although the Hudson's Bay Company probably accounted for
most of the "large scale" distribution in the North West
Territories, it did not in the Yukon. The two major retailing
firms in the territory in the late 19 30s, were the Northern
Commercial Company and Taylor and Drury.
The former was
an American company, founded in 1869, that became a major
institution long before the Gold Rush. It established itself in Dawson when the Rush began, building a large complex
of stores, warehouses and offices north and east of the
corner of King and Front, as well as docks and a quartet of
large warehouses five blocks east of Front. Its base for
Canadian operations remained there, but it opened branches
elsewhere in the territory. The latter was a rarity, a Yukon
based firm formed by a partnership between two Englishmen who
set out for the Klondike, but discovered that the real wealth
lay not in mining, but in provisioning the miners. Taylor
and Drury based its operations in Whitehorse and had branches
in almost every other community at some point in time.
"Almost" because it never had a Dawson store. "Year after
year, everyone figured Dawson would fold," according to W.D.
Taylor. 16
The large companies however were not alone. Besides
small shops and posts throughout the territory, there were
competitors in both Dawson and Mayo (see Appendix D ) . The
latter had few other stores besides the N.C. Co. and Taylor
and Drury, the former had half a dozen smaller food stores
including butcher shops, a bakery and two confectioners, plus
dry goods and general stores, cafeterias, a hardware store
and two jewellers.17 All imported groceries and dry goods
and, although their individual volumes of purchases were
smaller than those of the two large companies, collectively
they were significant.
In 1938, for instance, the decrease
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in shipments to the Y.C.G.C. of 1200 tons from the 1937 level
was partly offset by an increase of "General Merchandise"
18
to small consignees (under fifty tons each) of 750 tons.
While these small consignees were denied the economies of
scale which the two larger companies enjoyed, they were presumably able to compete on the basis of lower overheads.
One "company" which stood outside the mainstream, but
which was a major importer was the Yukon government, the
"Liquor Vendor." It had a monopoly on the sale of spirits,
wine and beer, but depended to a disproportionate degree upon
19
revenues from this source for operations.
Although large
by territorial standards, the volume of its purchases was
small to its suppliers in the south so it shared much of the
vulnerability of other Yukon firms to outside pressure.

Obtaining Supplies at the Turn of the Century
From the time of the Gold Rush, arrangements for ordering,
shipping, and storing,as well as paying for supplies had
challenged the ingenuity of the Yukon merchant. The challenge
became all the more acute as the declining population undermined profit potential and drove many firms out of business.
Goods had to be ordered well in advance, in order to utilize
the brief shipping season most efficiently; quantities had
to be gauged as exactly as possible; the perils—and costs—
of long supply lines had to be determined; quality goods had
to be obtained that could withstand the climate and shipping
system; and payment schedules had to be worked out. From the
time inventory was taken until the customer had purchased
his goods, the whole process was staked with economic perils
to catch the unwary merchant.
The context set by the needs of Gold Rush Dawson determined the nature of merchandising as much as it did the rest
of the Yukon's culture, economy and politics. Referring to
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the period 1899-1904, Margaret Archibald wrote:
...The salient features of the hinterland may be
reduced to a combination of severe climatic conditions and immense distances from the major
supply bases. Together they limited extensive
trade to a short season and called for an expensive system of transportation that could
reliably provide the community during a four
month period. The resulting market was unquestionably high-priced, speculative, and
increasingly limited to those merchants who
had enough capital to cope with the inalterable
problems of such a system.20
Merchants had to cope with aspects of the system such as the
risk of both loss and miscalculation in shipments; the need
for year round storage; the dependence upon distant financial
obligations; and the persistently high cost of transportation.
In the late 1930s the situation was much the same, as the local
merchants still were dependent upon distant wholesalers, shipping lines, local banks, and consumer loyalties. The main
difference, and it was still a minor one, was the flexibility
introduced by air freight. Only after the war, when a network of all-season roads was developed and warehousing facilities at Whitehorse were expanded, was the 189 7 context transformed.
Purchases could be made on the basis of previous experience; of the samples and persuasive powers of salesmen; from
catalogues,or by agencies of companies. Again it would be
appropriate to outline the situation early in the century in
order to compare it to that in the 1930s. 21
The cycle began in January when the Dawson merchant took
stock, and began the perusal of price lists and catalogues.
The initial orders, for goods to come on the first boat in
May, went out in March. They usually were for perishables,
luxury goods, and stocks which would be depleted by then.
The time leading up to the arrival of the first boat called
for steady nerves; any goods which were likely to be replaced
with fresh stock had to be off-loaded quickly but whatever
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might be in short supply would command a premium price.
Merchants, consumers and speculators watched the market carefully as spring approached. The margin between profit and
loss was a fine one, with success demanding the successful
depletion of old stocks in time to make room for fresh
ones, but not before late winter shortages pushed up prices.
The first boats into Dawson in the spring brought not
only fresh supplies but also the first agents from southern
wholesalers. These "drummers" took orders for the main shipment in the summer, bringing along samples of new products,
and building upon successful lines. This business had been
so important to Kelly Douglas at the time of the Rush that
Frank Douglas himself worked it, and the company maintained
a resident agent in Dawson before the First World War (above,
p. 23). While the first boat in brought spring supplies
and salesmen, the first one out took Dawson merchants or their
agents, with "shopping lists" themselves.
The orders placed with salesmen, or made in the south
by agents in late spring, were for the staples needed over
the next winter. These were large orders, and began to arrive in mid-summer. Unlike the spring order which was essentially a "topping-up" exercise, they were for goods which
could not move quickly, and which would tie up capital by
being in storage for up to eight months. They had to be
selected carefully, in volumes neither so large as to necessitate dumping in the spring nor so small as to cause shortages.
As Archibald indicated, a large measure of stability was introduced to the distribution system by 1907, based upon reliability of sources and transportation and high prices.

The Yukon Buying Circle in the 19 30s
In spite of the dramatic economic decline of the Yukon, little
had changed by the late 19 30s. The problems remained, and the
solutions adopted by retailers to maintain business and profits
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were the same. Although no data remain for the operation
of the smaller firms, information provided to the author
about the procedures of Taylor and Drury and the Northern
Commercial Co. by Charles Taylor and "Chappie" Chapman probably would be applicable to all.
As with so much else of Yukon life, the buying circle
still was tied to the seasons, and the reality of a very
short shipping period. Taylor spoke of the necessity of
"buying control," or of preparing two orders, the first for
a small shipment in the spring, and the second for the main
shipment in August or September. Timing was of the essence.
The first order could not be held up lest fresh produce and
perishables spoil, and the last one had to leave Vancouver by
Labour Day in order to be sure of making the last boat out of
Whitehorse in October. Perishables on this last voyage were
timed to meet Christmas. Taylor and Drury made use of travelling salesmen who brought in new lines and samples, but
representatives of the company also went outside to prepare
22
orders.
The Northern Commercial Company was larger, and controlled
from the "outside." Nevertheless, its operations were probably similar to those of Taylor and Drury. Its year started
on January 1, when inventory was taken of all stocks. This
was an elaborate, complex operation, involving the entry of
every item into a large (12" x 24") stock book on the basis
of quantity, quality, manufacturer, description, and size.
Because orders had to be made for a period extending over a
year and a half, i.e. for the next summer, winter and the
following summer, quantities needed for a year were increased
by 150 per cent less the existing stock. The initial orders
were placed February 1, in order to make the first boat. Contracts for groceries with the Y.C.G.C. meant that the Northern
Commercial Company had to carry large stocks all through the
winter until this, and other, company camps began operation
each year in March. To ensure economies of scale, the N.C. Co.
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worked with the White Pass and the Gold Company to buy goods
in bulk or "car lots," and to provide the goods to the
Y.C.G.C. at a constant price of "cost landed plus 15 per
cent." In some cases, such as meats flown in, this cost increment went up to 20 per cent.
The existence of a central buying agency in Seattle for
all N.C. Co. stores further ensured that economies of scale
would be achieved. This did not, however, mean that absolute
uniformity was maintained throughout the company. Managers
could, and did, order goods for their own stores on the basis
of local preferences, and the salesmanship of travellers, but
as much as possible was ordered through the Seattle agency in
carload lots. This did not mean that the company carried only
American brands,as a Vancouver office was maintained to work
with the White Pass in making the shipments from Vancouver.
Goods for the N.C. Co. stores along the American portion
of the river also were shipped via the White Pass, and then
held in bond in Dawson for transhipment. The company obviously bought more products in the U.S. than would other,
Canadian-based companies, but Chapman's testimony suggests that
there was not an overwhelming preponderance of American goods.
One of the less pleasant jobs of the Dawson store manager was
to keep the U.S. and Canadian shipments separate, and to send
the former on its way when the boat for Fort Yukon and Eagle
. 23
came in.
Because of the volume it handled, and the need to hold
supplies for the American stores in bond, the N.C. Co. had a
number of warehouses, including those built in 1898 east of
Fifth between King and Queen. Three still remained in the
19 30s; (the south-east one had been torn down and the materials
had been used for the Mayo store) and all were fully utilized.
On the basis of the information provided by Chapman and
Taylor, it appears that the distribution system in the 1930s
operated under the same constraints as it had soon after the
turn of the century. The two large companies probably escaped
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the clutches of local banks when they needed credit, but
otherwise their needs and methods were very similar in 1937
to what they had been in 190 7.
There was, however, one major difference in the distribution system, and that was the availability of fresh produce
brought in by air. This had no effect upon the prices or
upon the volume of canned goods needed each year, but it did
on fresh produce and eggs, especially in the winter.

The "Knights of the Grip."
A constant feature of the Dawson merchant's life in 1897, 1907
or 19 37 was the arrival of travelling salesmen each spring.
These "knights of the grip," as the local press dubbed them,
were birds of passage who arrived in the spring, visited as
many store keepers as possible, relayed their orders to
their head offices in time for their despatch by August, then
left in mid-July. Some represented only one company while
others represented a number. Some were regular visitors, while
others did the Yukon only once. They were obviously important
for maintaining their companies' share of the market, increasing it where possible, and introducing new brands. Their
activities also were important in the integration of the
Yukon market into the wider North American one, keeping it as
"up to date" as any in the south. Obviously consumer preferences based upon earlier experience, and advertising, as well
as the judgement of the merchants who did buying trips outside themselves did much to determine the stocking of Yukon
emporia, but the "knights of the grip" did perform an important function serving as an essential link between what was
available outside and what was demanded inside.
Because they were such ephemeral features of the Yukon
landscape, arriving in May and departing by July each year,
the salesmen have left few traces of their passage. Besides
reminiscences of several of them by Chapman and Taylor, the
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only references of any sort to them were occasional ones in
24
the three Yukon newspapers.
In most cases, merely their
names appeared as "Personal Mention(s)" or steamer passengers.
Occasionally, their companies were indicated, and in several
cases, they were the objects of brief articles.
If one name stood out among the travelling salesmen in
the Yukon in the 1930s, it was P.W. Forrest, "The Nabob
25
himself," "Super Salesman for Nabob brands,"
the Kelly
Douglas representative in the north. Both Chapman and Taylor
remembered him well and commented upon his effectiveness, crediting him with the preeminence Kelly Douglas and its "Nabob"
brand achieved in the Yukon. There was obviously more to
this preeminence than one man's salesmanship—the historical
depth of Kelly Douglas in the Yukon, the range of goods the
company carried, the reliability of the company, and the quality of its products also were important factors; but he did
much both to make, and to keep, business for Kelly Douglas.
"Wardie" Forrest began working for Kelly Douglas in 1902,
and was still there in 1948. He started as an office boy,
was listed as salesman responsible for "local points" in the
19 09 Catalogue, and rose to become the salesman responsible
for northern British Columbia and the Yukon.
Although
working directly for Kelly Douglas he also acted as the agent
for other unrelated companies—Maple Leaf Mills, Buckingham
27
Cigarettes and the United Distillery Ltd. of Vancouver.
Forrest was a welcome and constant visitor to the
Yukon, receiving far more coverage than his fellow salesmen
in the local papers. In most cases, this involved nothing
more than brief mentions of his comings and goings, but in
several cases, he was featured in a news story. On the basis
of his arrivals and departures as noted by the various newspapers in 1936, 1937 and 1938, it is possible to outline his
schedule and indicate how it fit into the seasonal rhythms of
the Yukon.
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Forrest usually arrived in Whitehorse in early or midMay, and spent a week or so there taking early orders. The
small size of this community and its year round access to
outside suppliers made it less important than others, particularly Dawson, for orders. He took the first available boat
to Dawson, arriving there at the end of May. He took care of
"rush" orders during this period, presumably cabling them to
28
Vancouver for immediate despatch.
From Dawson, he sailed
downriver to Alaska.
It was necessary to travel through Alaska to reach Old
Crow, but whether Forrest was able to get business for Kelly
Douglas in the U.S. is not known. One suggestion that he
might have done so was in a claim statement by the Northern
Commercial Co. (from Seattle) for the loss of "1 Gy 2/49 Maple
29
Leaf Flour" on behalf of its store at Eagle.
"Maple Leaf"
was certainly Canadian, so it is possible that Canadian goods,
from Vancouver in bond, went to the Northern Commercial Stores
in Alaska.
Thus, besides Canadian merchandise shipped
directly to Yukon points, some small quantities to the northern
Yukon shipped via Fort Yukon, and American merchandise shipped
both to Alaska and the Yukon, there were also probably some
Canadian products shipped to N.C. Co. stores in Alaska—curious
manifestations of that company's bulk ordering policy.
After visiting stores in the northern Yukon and possibly
those in the American communities of Circle, Eagle and Fort
Yukon, Forrest returned to Dawson in mid-June and spent several weeks there collecting the large orders that had to be
sent from Vancouver by August. He then moved on to his second
largest market in Mayo and Keno, spent a week or two there,
returned to Dawson in mid-July, then went back to Whitehorse.
From Whitehorse he completed his northern marathon in the
southern Yukon and northern British Columbia. He was usually
back in Vancouver by mid-August, by which time his orders
were already filled and on their way north.
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An indication of the popularity of the man was illustrated by the coverage of an accident he sustained in August
19 3 8 at Telegraph Creek. He was struck by an airplane propeller and, although not seriously injured, was evacuated to
Wrangell, and then returned to Vancouver. The story was reported at the time in both the Dawson News and Mayo Miner, and
was told to the author by Charles Taylor. 31 This minor
incident affected a visitor who spent at most, a few weeks in
either community, yet it was deemed newsworthy then, and it
was anecdotally recalled by a Yukoner over 40 years later.
Forrest was not the only salesman, but he was certainly
the best remembered. Others included "Barny" Barnwell of
32
"Blue Ribbon," and A. Watson of "Swift's."
Barnwell was
also mentioned by both Taylor and Chapman. The former remembered him as going directly to restaurants to sell "Blue
Ribbon" coffee, to the immediate detriment of Taylor and
Drury—and ultimate benefit of "Nabob"; whose salesman dealt
directly with the grocery firm. Chapman ascribed to him the
success of "Blue Ribbon" in the 1930s although it was displaced by "Nabob" later. Other travellers mentioned worked
for southern hardware, oil, stationery, tire, tobacco, and
dry goods firms. Most, like E.A. Bell, acted not just for one
company but were "brokers' representatives," acting for
33
"several well-known wholesale houses in Vancouver."
How significant were such salesmen in influencing Yukon
tastes, and thus affecting the contents of the S.S. Klondike
cargohold? Obviously a persuasive salesman who lacked a
quality product, or whose efforts were not supported by an efficient shipping department, might get orders one year, but
not two. In a situation where products, prices and quality
were roughly comparable, as they presumably were between,
say, "Nabob," "Malkins," and "Blue Ribbon" coffee, the volume
of sales handled by one company could be affected by an efficient, popular salesman—like "Wardie" Forrest. He was not
solely responsible for the volume of "Nabob" brand sales or Kelly
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Douglas shipments, but his selling abilities did make a difference .
An important feature of successful salesmanship was the
judicious use of samples. Chapman spoke of both Barnwell's
and Forrest's use of them to wean Dawson consumers' coffee
tastes away from "Hills' Brothers" to "Blue Ribbon" and then
"Nabob" coffee. Similarly, according to Taylor, a Pacific
Milk salesman gave Taylor and Drury 50 cases of canned milk
as an introductory lot. As a result Taylor and Drury lost
nothing by stocking it. The milk proved so popular, both
for its flavour and the convenient rimless can in which it
was packed, that it was soon sold out. The original investment of 50 cases by Pacific Milk quickly paid off and Taylor
and Drury was soon ordering 1,000 cases at a time. Indeed it
sold so well, and turnover was so great, that its popularity
was maintained by the consequent reputation for freshness.
In these two examples, the activities of travellers
certainly did affect the nature and volume of groceries
carried on the S.S. Klondike. In another case, however, the
best efforts of Forrest, and presumably others, failed to
dislodge the primacy of "Empress" brand jam. It was probably not carried by Kelly Douglas before 1939, as it competed
directly with "Nabob" jams. It was certainly not carried
after the purchase by Canada Safeway Limited of Empress in
19 39. Here was a product that had acquired a reputation for
quality and value, cornering a large part of the market on
its merits, and which was impervious to the efforts of rival
companies' salesmen.

Freight Rates and the Question of Quality Goods
Quality counted for far more in the Yukon than in the south,
for several reasons. The first reason was related to the cost
of transporting goods from Vancouver over an ocean-rail-river
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system. Although the amounts moved to the Yukon were measured
in the hundreds of tons, they formed only a small part of
the goods sold by Vancouver wholesalers—and were an insignificant proportion of the products sold nationally. Only limited economies of scale could offset huge transportation
costs. Thus, when the price differences between top and bottom grades ("fancy," "choice," "standard, and "sub-standard"
for canned goods) were much less than the transportation
costs and the mark-up for transportation was the same for
both, there was little reason for bringing in "standard"
quality goods when the actual price of "fancy" and "choice"
quality was not much more.
Secondly, neither the Yukon merchant nor his customer
could return shoddy goods nor goods unable to stand the strains
imposed by the climate and the transportation system. While
such faulty merchandise might be shipped in once it would not
be twice. As a result,the products available in the Yukon
emporium reflected proven acceptability and would have been
less extensive than in the south. They included fewer luxury
items, but excluded the lowest quality merchandise. "Freight
rates" and the belief that "it never paid to bring anything
but the best" were important determinants of what packing cases
filled the S.S. Klondike cargohold.
The cost of moving commodities into the Yukon had been
high before the Gold Rush; it reached astronomical heights then,
as the primitive transportation system almost collapsed. The
completion of the White Pass and Yukon Route, and a brief
flurry of competition between its upper river system and the
lower river system resulted in reduced freight rates for a
while, but the pattern of high costs established at the time
of the Gold Rush resumed afterwards. Declining volumes of
merchandise as the population melted away, the gradual disappearance of the lower river route, and the establishment of
.
3 high.
4
a monopoly by the W.P. & Y.R. meant that rates continued
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The situation remained the same in the 1930s, when the
contrast between heavy inward and light outward cargoes to
and from Dawson meant that costs could not be spread between
them. More evenly sized cargoes to and from Mayo provided
some balance, but not enough. The Yukon river supply system
was efficient in that it met most of its customers' needs
in the late 19 30s but it was always expensive. The costs
were borne by the shippers, the retailers and, ultimately,
the consumers of everything that came in to the territory.
As Rea has pointed out, because of its virtual monopoly on
the movement of freight into and out of the Yukon, and because it was in close contact with most economic units functioning in the territory, the White Pass,
...was in a position to tax, by way of its rate
schedule,most of the beneficiaries of its operations. In short, it was able to capture a large
part of the total economic returns generated in
the Yukon by its own investments in capital and
maintenance.35
No tables of "freight rates" for the late 1930s survive, nor
are there detailed accounts of how merchants worked these into
prices. Although the larger companies, in particular the
Northern Commercial Company, functioned in some harmony with
the W.P. & Y.R. and effected some economies of scale, most
importers were at the mercy of a transportation monopoly that
36
had to charge the maximum rates in order to survive.
Again,
the description by Archibald of the absolute necessity for a
Dawson merchant to acquire skills in dealing with the transportation system was as applicable to the late 19 30s as it was
to the period before 1907.
...He was required to interpret the rates in terms
of their relative advantage to his particular circumstances .
...The small dealer in food products was a most unhappy client. While rail was the obvious way to
import perishables, such heavy items as fresh
butter were among the most expensive to ship in
less than one car load...Adding to the ill will
many Dawson traders felt towards the freighting
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companies was the notorious reluctance of both
river and rail companies to reveal their new rate
schedule each spring. Their April announcements
came weeks after the first orders had been sent
out. 3 7
In order to use its capital assets most efficiently and to
maintain profit levels, the White Pass not only delayed the
publication of its rates until April, it used a "commodity"
and "class" rate system to control the movement of goods.
In an attempt to reduce the bulge of incoming shipments in
August and September, the cheaper commodity rates and lower
class rates only applied in May, June and July. There was
thus every encouragement for importers to modify the natural
seasonal cycle of making their largest shipments in August and
September, so that maximum utilization of the White Pass' rail
38
and river system could occur through the whole season.
Although no rate schedules for the 19 30s are available
those for several years before and after do exist. These give
some indication of the meaning of "high freight rates" that
would also have applied to the period within which this study
is primarily concerned. Rates for goods going in were coordinated between the shipping lines and the White Pass, so it was
possible to quote them from Vancouver and Puget Sound ports
to Dawson. They were divided into three "class rates," A,
B, and C which were further divided into the more expensive
"Less than Car Load" (L.C.L.) and the less expensive "Car Load"
(C.L.)—about 10 tons. Most goods,however, were staples that
were shipped under the "commodity" rates. Although the freight
rates indicated a complex series of three classes, in fact most
goods came in under "commodity" rates. Two further complications though were that rates were set each year in the spring
after orders went out, but before they were shipped from
Vancouver; and that both class and commodity rates could be
modified by season (early or late) to encourage or discourage
39
shipments then.
The following table shows the changes in class rates between 1900 and the late 1940s.

Table

2.

Examples of Class Rates, 1900-1940s.

Class A

40

Class B

Class C

Year
Car Load

Less than
Car load

Car Load

Less Than
Car load

Car Load

Less than
Car load

1900

$125.00

$125.00

$125.00

$125.00

$125.00

$125.00

1915

57.00

62.00

66.00

81.00

90.75

76.75

00

1921
May 15 - Aug. 25

68.00

74.00

80.00

90.00

92.00

105.00

1921
Aug. 25 - Sept. 30

78.00

85.00

90.00

100.00

102.00

116.00

68.00

74.00

80.00

90.00

92.00

105.00

90.20

98.40

104.00

115.40

117.40

133.20

101.40

109.20

114.80

126.20

130.60

146.40

1926
1940s to Dawson
1940s to Mayo
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Although no figures were given for the late 1930s, they
were probably closer to those in the 19 20s than to those after
World War II.
Perhaps more important were commodity rates, for which
figures are available for 1921-26 and for the late 1940s.
These were for straight car loads of 20,000 lbs., or 10 tons.
Table 3.

Examples of Commodity Rates, 1921-1940s.

1921-26
Canned Goods
Flour
Canned Milk
Potatoes and
Onions
Sugar

$65.00
50.00
50.00
70.00
50.00

1940s-Dawson
$74.60
59.00
58.00
80.30 (fruits
& vegetables)
58.00

41

1940s-Mayo
$ 85.60
70.20
69.00
139.90

The figures indicated must be used with caution, as freight
rates for the 1930s can only be inferred from the range offered,
and the wholesale cost of the commodities by the ton is not
known. The only basis for comparison was the passing reference
made in an article in the Canadian Grocer, December 19 36, to
the "all rail freight rate" from southern Ontario to Vancouver
of 65C/cwt (hundred weight) for canned goods. This would work
out to $14.00 a ton, or a figure that was one-fifth of the
42
Vancouver-Dawson rate.
The Macdonald's Consolidated Catalogue for January 1937 does list some prices by the case and
gunny, so these can be used to indicate a range of prices for
some products which were shipped on the commodity rate.
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Table 4.

Selected Bulk Prices, 1937.

1. Flours
Bread

Pastry
Cake

43

- per gunny
- Robin Hood - 14/7s
- Ogilvie Royal Household 14/7s
-. Five Roses-14/7s
- Wild Rose - 14/7s
- Swans Down (packages) - 12s
case

$4.58 paper
4.83 cotton
4.83 cotton
4.15
3.5 8

2 . Canned Milk
Condensed

Evaporated
3. Canned Goods
a. jams

b. fruits

c. coffee

4.

Sugar

- Borden's Eagle - 48 tins 8.80/case
$2.25/doz.
- Borden's Reindeer - 48 tins - 7.40/case
$1.88/doz.
- Pacific, St. Charles - 48 tins 3.95/case
$1.00/doz.

- Aylmer assorted - l2/4s per
doz.
- Aylmer Strawberry-12/4s
per doz.
- Empress Strawberry-12/4s
per case
- Nabob n.a.
- Aylmer peaches - 24/2s per
case
- Lynn Valley Peaches - 24/2s
per case
- Dole Pineapple n.a.

5.00
5.00
6.30

4.00 (Halves)
3.40

- Hill's Red Can 24/ls
- Blue Ribbon 100/ls
- Nabob 48/ls

0.411/lb.
0.34/lb.
0.34/lb.

- Granulated, 100s
- Granulated, gunnies of
5/20s
- Granulated, gunnies of

4.95 per sack
5.20 per sack

10/lOs

5.30
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Only the Best for the Yukon?
All of the brands listed above had achieved market success
either in Vancouver, nationally or internationally. Except
for the sugar produced by the dominant sugar producer in western Canada, the B.C. Sugar Refinery, all were sold in a competitive market. The extent to which these goods were the
best available is impossible to determine but several points
can be made.
The first is that many of the major technological innovations in food preparation and preservation had been developed
by the 19 30s. Foodstuffs could be obtained fresh, dried,
dehydrated, smoked, salted, canned or bottled. Only the
processes of freeze-drying and of freezing were in their infancy then. Thus, almost everything available in the south
could be transported to the north, at a price, for the Yukon
customer. Secondly, the major battles over food quality and
freshness were long over as technology, legislation and consumer resistance to unsafe products raised the general tone
of food production. 44 Yet although the Age of Food Adulterates
had effectively passed 20 years earlier, most consumers' standards had been established at that time. Thus advertisements
in the 19 30s referred to the quality of food products, their
nutritional value, and the money their purchase would save. 45
Subliminal advertising was not yet necessary, so most advertisements spoke of the contrast between low standards, prevailing hitherto, and the high standards of the product advertised.
Most of what came into the Yukon, as in the south, was of high
nutritional value during this lull between the Age of
Food Adulterates and the Age of Food Preservatives. Thirdly,
large companies with national, and international, brands staked
their reputations upon the quality of their products. National
brands which were widely advertised and which promised quality,
value for money, and nutrition, often had an advantage over
the loosely packed,unbranded products of small local companies.
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Given that most of what was available in the south was
of acceptable standards, to what extent could it be asserted
that only the best came to the Yukon? Unfortunately, this
must be done anecdotally, as for example, "Chappie" Chapman's
assertion that the Northern Commerical Co. sold only the
best quality canned meats, "Swift's Premium;" or Charles
Taylor's statement that Taylor and Drury carried only "choice"
and "fancy" grades of canned fruits such as "Royal City"
and "Aylmer" brands. However, an exception was "Lynn Valley"
canned peaches which was a "standard" grade because it used
overripe fruit, and so was sweeter, and more salable, than
the higher grades of canned peaches. Similarly, when dealing
with Kelly Douglas, Taylor and Drury insisted upon the top
quality "Nabob" brand of products, refusing to carry the less
salable third grade "Columbia."
In several cases, popular perceptions of quality were
borne out by the prices listed in the 1937 Macdonald's Consolidated Catalogue. Of the coffees available, Hills Brothers'
cost some 7<? more a pound than either Nabob's or Blue Ribbon's
and Empress jams more than Aylmer. In several cases—Hills
Bros.' Coffee and Dr. Price's Baking Powder, for instance—
the preferred products were imported and so were subject
to duties, but they were obviously preferred to equivalent
domestic products. Similarly British biscuits and condiment
manufacturers produced the same product as Canadian competitors,
but the imported commodities were more highly regarded by
Yukon consumers.
Whether "only the best" was shipped into the Yukon is
impossible to say. Certainly there is little evidence that
either low (or "standard") grade goods, or poorly packed ones
were. Freight rates were high, a standard of only accepting
the best was part of the mythology of Dawson dating from the
Gold Rush and the means to purchase good quality foodstuffs
were at hand. However, much of what was available under
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"brand names" in the 1930s was of good quality, and so easily
could have met Dawson standards. Thus the range of quality
merchandise available was extensive. At the same time, there
is little evidence that absolutely top quality products were
imported. What appeared in only a few stores in New York
or Montreal would not be a part of the previous experience
of most Yukoners, nor would it be carried by salesmen.
Caviar and truffles may have come in on the Klondike but their
absence did not indicate that "only the best for the Yukon"
was an idle boast. The "best" was available through Kelly
Douglas, Malkins and Macdonald's Consolidated. It could be
purchased directly from Heinz, Canadian Canners and B.C. Sugar.
In this, the Yukon emporium, and the cargohold of the S.S.
Klondike supplying it, reflected a mass market outside of very
high basic standards.
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VII

Packaging Technology in the 1930s

Packaging in the North American Economy
The literature on packaging technology generally is diffuse
and of limited use for the study of its history.
Such
literature on the history of packaging technology in Canada
is virtually non-existent. In the latter case, there are some
Company sources, but they are not readily accessible. There
were also occasional references to changes in packaging and
its effects on the grocery trade in such trade journals as
the Canadian Grocer and The Nabob in the 1930s but until
Maclean Hunter began the publication of Canadian Packaging in
1948, there was no periodical that specifically covered this
field. While of great value for the study of packaging technology since 194 8, there was little historical perspective to
the magazine, and so few references to the situation in the
19 30s. There have been, to date, no attempts made to study
the history of packaging technology in Canada, so what follows is a preliminary effort to relate what little there is
known of the context to the even scarcer Yukon data for the
late 1930s. 2
In spite of its obviously central role in the development
of North America's mass consumption society, and of the opprobrium heaped upon its excesses, "packaging," has remained
a little studied phenomenon. Most of what has been written
relates to technical rather than to historical aspects, because its role in the economy has always been utilitarian.
Packaging is a factor of production, the primary function of
which is to facilitate the movement of goods. It has a cost,
but the package itself is not valued by the consumer. There-
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fore, there have always been incentives to make packaging
light, strong, inexpensive and attractive in order both to
minimize expenses, and to increase sales.
Packaging is so commonplace and so familiar that it is
usually taken for granted, and the developments made in
packaging technology are rarely noted. Yet its rapid transformation in the last century facilitated the movement of
enormous amounts of goods at minimal cost, and thus assisted
the extension of the Industrial Revolution. The increasingly efficient execution of this movement of goods in conjunction with technological advances over the last two hundred
years have made continuous transformation, and consequently
greater profitability, possible. In this century, particularly
since the Second World War, packaging has also become a sales
tool, a capital-intensive means of stimulating the purchase
of commodities through increasingly subtle presentation.
It should be noted at this point that "packaging" consists of two distinct, but similar, components—unit and bulk.
Unit packaging includes individual boxes, bottles, cans, bags,
etc. It is what a customer deals with directly so it is designed as attractively—or seductively—as possible in order
to encourage the consumer to part with his/her money. Combining both utility and presentation, unit packaging has
generally figured more prominently in the literature than has
bulk. As the cargohold of the S.S. Klondike contained bulk
packages with unit packages placed invisibly inside these,
and the appearance of the former is the primary concern of
this study, the emphasis here will be reversed from the
usual concentration on units to the exclusion of bulk.
Bulk packaging stands in the same relationship to unit
packaging as capital goods do to consumer goods. It does not
sell the commodity, but makes the sale possible. Bulk packaging moves the commodity with safety and dispatch from its
point of production (Ontario cannery, Vancouver distillery,
or Ashcroft potato farm) through the distribution network to
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its point of sale (Dawson's Northern Commercial Co. store,
Taylor and Drury in Mayo). Changes in social attitudes and
advertising do not have the direct relationship with bulk
packaging that they have with unit, although the ability of
the utilitarian former to move the attractive latter has stimulated changes that reduced costs and maximized profits.
The characteristics of successful packaging design and
production, whether unit or bulk, were listed by an authority
in the 1930s as "protection," "convenience," "merchantability"
3
and adaptability."
How important each one was depended upon
a variety of factors. For example, a low-weight, low unit
value commodity (such as breakfast cereal) would best be
packed in the cheapest and lightest of containers. Heavier,
more valuable, commodities like gin or brandy had greater unit
value so they could absorb the cost of more expensive, stronger
packaging. Combustible matter, such as gasoline, needed more
protection than marketability.
A more recent author has developed the question of successful packaging further, listing ten possible characteristics
of a shipping container. Not all, however, would be necessary
for each commodity.
1. It must contain the product efficiently throughout the journey.
2. It must provide protection against external climatic conditions and contaminants.
3. It must be compatible with the product.
4. It must be easily and efficiently filled and
closed.
5. It must be easily handled by the appropriate mechanical or other means.
6. It must remain securely closed in transit, but open
easily,and when required (as for Customs inspection) , be capable of efficient and secure
reclosure.
7. It must communicate to the customer, the carrier,
the wholesaler and the manufacturer all that it
is necessary to know about the product and its
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8.

9.
10.

destination, as well as how to handle and open
the package.
Where the product is dangerous or potentially
harmful, as for chemicals and acids, the package must be virtually unbreakable.
The package must be inexpensive and cost not
more than is necessary to do its job.
The package must be readily disposable, or to
be reusable, or have an after-use for some other
product.4

Bulk Packaging at the Time of the Gold Rush
At the time of the Gold Rush, the most advanced packaging technology available was pressed into service to move goods into
the Yukon. Three material types of containers met all the
necessary criteria—metal, fabric and wood. Metal was used,
sparingly, to transport fuels and commodities which were both
fragile and potentially dangerous. Cloth bags were utilized
for the transport of grain, sugar, flour, salt, and other
loose, dry goods. Wood was used for crates, barrels and
cases for most other commodities. The first concern of wholesalers, shippers and customers was the protection that wooden
packaging provided, so that its convenience, merchantability
and adaptability were less evident. Two other possible types
of packaging, paper and plastic could not even be considered
for bulk packaging. Ironically, between them, they have now
virtually replaced the use of wood, and reduced the proportion
of goods carried in cloth sacks or in metal containers.
Metal drums, containing as they did hazardous materials,
were shipped on separate barges in the 19 30s, so were seldom
seen in the cargohold of the S.S. Klondike. They will not
be considered here. Fabric bags, and sacking will be discussed but only after detailed consideration has been given
to the use of wood.
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Wood was the most important packaging material used for
household products, whether food or non-food, at the end of
5
the 19th century.
It was used for crates to carry produce
and oddly shaped goods, for both "wet" and "dry" barrels and
kegs, and most importantly, for packing cases that contained
almost everything else. In British Columbia during the late
1890s, superior quality wood was still abundant, as well as
relatively inexpensive to obtain and to process into usable
sizes and shapes. It offered protection, it was durable and
it was adaptable. Wood bulk packaging still was comparatively
costly in relation to the value of the contents, but it was
no more costly than the unit packages of cans or bottles
that were packed inside them. Certainly without wooded cases
to move these cans and bottles, the products contained within
them would not have been transported to the diverse markets
they were—including the Yukon.
In spite of its advantages in terms of durability the use
of wood for packing cases was increasingly expensive. Prices
for the raw material grew as virgin stands of timber were
depleted, the cost of labour rose as the limits of existing
technology were achieved, and, most importantly, the amount
of weight occupied by wood was unproductive, particularly
as the cost of producing the contents decreased. However, as
will be indicated below, the solution to these problems came
not from more efficient use of wooden cases, but from their
replacement by paperboard ones. Thus the most obvious difference between the cargohold of a Yukon steamer in 1897,
1907 and 1937 would be the absence of paperboard containers in
the first two years, and its presence in 1937. In 1977, there
would be few wooden containers left. Familiar to the observer
in 1897 and 1937, although not in 1977, would be the extensive
use both of wooden crates for produce and of barrels and kegs
for both dry and wet goods.
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Wooden CKatei> In the 19306
"Chappie" Chapman informed the author that when he was manager
of its Dawson store in the 1930s, the Northern Commercial
Company purchased its potatoes and other produce in the
United States. This was shipped in 100 lb., octagonal-slatted
crates, an example of which has been located in the Yukon and
acquired by Parks Canada.
It is 13 inches high, eight-sided,
and banded, and was shipped by the "C.W. Chamberlain Co."
of Seattle to the N.C. Co. store in Dawson. Of particular interest are the markings of i t — a label at one end, and the
stencilled notations "100 lb. net," and "N.C.Co. Dawson" at
the other end. Although the date that this specific crate
was shipped to the Yukon is not known, it appears to conform
closely to the type described by Chapman for the 1930s. It
is quite likely that other root crops shipped from the U.S.
and from British Columbia were shipped in crates of a similar
size and construction, marked on one end with a label of
some sort, and on the other with stencilled notations as to
weight and destination. (See figures 16-a and 16-b)
Fruit, such as apples and other tree crops from British
Columbia, or citrus fruit from the United States, was shipped
in more solid rectangular wooden crates which changed little
in appearance between the 19 30s and the time of their replace7
ment by paperboard in the 1960s.
These differed from
crates like "Chamberlain's" both in shape, and in marking,
usually having a colourful paper label attached to one end
rather than stencilled or painted marks. Unfortunately, as
a recent American authority has indicated, there was no
p

standard size for fruit crates.
The California orange box,
for example, was usually 11£- x llj x 24 inches and had solid
wood ends. Its Florida counterpart was slightly larger (12
x 12 x 24 inches) and had panel ends. Other fruit crates were
larger or smaller, but conformed to no obvious pattern.
The only other produce crates specifically identified
for the author were banana crates. According to Charles Taylor,
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these stood some six feet high, and held whole strings of
bananas. Small quantities of fruit, or large items like melons,
were often repacked and shipped in tea chests.

Barrels and Kegs in the 1930s
Barrels were of two types, tight or "wet" cooperage and slacks,
or "dry" cooperage. At the turn of the century both were
utilized extensively for such diverse commodities as beer,
9
vinegar, pickled foods, sugar, flour and salt.
By 1937, most
of these items had been moved from bulk to unit packaging and
were shipped in cases or sacks. Several items were still
shipped in barrels—bottled beer in slack barrels, rum in hogsheads, and brine-packed
butter in tight barrels.
"Tight" and "slack" cooperage were essentially similar,
except that the staves of the former were placed closer together and the hoops were made tighter than for the latter in
order to provide a firmer seal. Barrel making, although not
as important in the 1930s as it had been thirty years before,
was still a large industry, although it was not to be so
much longer, because of its intimate relationship to bulk
shipments of loose goods at a time when case lots were becoming more important, and because of the technological limits
reached by cooperage.
Beer for the Yukon was shipped from Victoria and
Vancouver breweries already bottled, but the bottles were
packed in slack barrels for safety. These large containers
(figure 35) were more often proper "barrels" than "kegs."
The former weighed around 240 pounds full, and could contain
ten dozen pint size or six dozen quart size bottles. The
latter usually weighed 100 pounds, and probably carried no
more than four dozen pint size or two and one-half dozen
quart size bottles. There was some beer shipped in paperboard
(figure 8 ) , but it was probably not destined for points past
Whitehorse. Certainly into the late 1940s, bottled beer was
shipped more easily and safely by boat in barrels than in cases.
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Also shipped in barrels that were "wet" rather than
"dry" was butter. It had travelled in metal tins at the
time of the Gold Rush, and continued to move in this form for
some time, but by the late 1930s it was shipped fresh in 50
pound and 100 pound barrels. In order to preserve freshness, these were carefully lined, and the butter was packed
as tightly as possible in a four per cent brine solution.
As long as the barrels were kept damp and out of direct
sunlight, the preserving results were satisfactory.
Finally, West Indian rum was also shipped in "wet" cooperage. All wines and other spirits came in bottles that were
packed in wooden cases except for rum, which was imported directly in large "hogsheads" of 54 gallons rather than the
36 gallons of a barrel, and which was bottled by the Yukon
government.

From Wooden to Paperboard Cases in the United States
In 189 7 there were no paperboard containers used to ship goods
to the Yukon. By 190 7 there may have been some in use, but
very few. Thus for the period covered in Archibald's study
almost every item for the Yukon emporium was shipped in bulk
wooden containers. There were already the first indications
of changes in packaging technology evident outside as some
commodities were being moved from bulk to unit shipment in
the "standard case lot," but the implications of this were not
yet evident.
Because of the dramatic changes involved in
the change from wooden to paperboard packaging from the
1890s until the 1930s, the background for this will be considered in some detail.
In the late 1930s most products—wet or dry, foodstuffs
or not—were packaged in individual units that were in turn
shipped in cases rather than being packed directly into
barrels or crates. Unit packaging was a logical development
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of trends obvious at the turn of the century, but the replacement of wooden bulk packaging technology by paperboard
was not necessarily. Yet the changes from one medium to
another was the result of a convergence of two factors:
social changes associated with the development of unit
packaging after 1896; and the technological developments that
made possible the production of strong inexpensive paperboard shipping cases.
This change from the packaging technology of wood to
that of paperboard has extended over the 20th century, but
moved more slowly before World War II than after it. It has
not been a steady, regular changeover, but has differed by
product carried, by historical period, and by geographical
area. Broadly, this has meant that products such as breakfast cereals which were bulky, light and inexpensive were
packaged in paperboard containers before heavier canned or
bottled items were. Also products were more commonly shipped
in wood early in the century than later; few if any commodities that went from wood to paperboard packaging went back.
Finally, changes came first in the eastern United States
where there was a dense population, efficient transportation
and probably a shortage of inexpensive wood for containers
earlier than in Canada or the western United States. Here
there were both the means for and the incentive towards the
development of large scale, capital intensive, paperboard
packaging technology. Changes came more slowly elsewhere,
where neither the need for change was so great nor were the
economic means available.
While the most important dates of changes in packaging
technology can be indicated, it does not follow that such a
technology immediately affected a remote region like the
Yukon. The number of transhipments from source to Yukon
destination and the risks inherent in the White Pass and
Yukon Route's transportation system meant that the security
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offered by wooden packaging remained an important consideration
in the north long after it had diminished in significance in
Ontario. At the same time, good quality wood was still abundant in British Columbia for the Yukon trade, and paperboard
technology was more expensive in the west than the east. The
process was the same in the Yukon as the east, but the time
frame was very different.
The change from wooden to paperboard was part of a larger marketing revolution which transformed retailing as much
as it did wholesaling and shipping. It depended upon three
elements: the creation by advertising of a mass market; the
establishment of product identification and the consequent
association of quality with certain brand names; and the development of unit packaging. 14
Advertising, brand identification and unit packaging began
on a large scale in Canada during the late 18 80s and the early
1890s, soon after the United States. Soap, baking powder,
condensed foods, food extracts, and beverages were the first
products to be moved from bulk to unit packaging. But small
adaptations in packaging these products did not involve the
massive technological change that "Uneeda Biscuits" represented. In 1896 the National Biscuit Company in the United
States marketed these in a folded carton that was lined with
wax paper to preserve freshness, and that was wrapped in a dis15
tinctive outer wrapping to help advertise the product.
Unlike the other products indicated above, biscuits were a
low-priced, high volume commodity, the price of which would
be seriously affected by inappropriate packaging. Hitherto
they had been packed in bulk "cracker barrels"—which made the
biscuits inexpensive but also unhygienic and impossible to keep
fresh—or else they had been packed in tins as luxury items.
"Uneeda" maintained the low price of the former, and modified
the latter by adaptive packaging.
The next logical step was to reduce the cost of the packing cases, without sacrificing the protection they provided.
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Again this involved a change from wood to paperboard technology, but it was made by the manufacturers of breakfast
cereals, not biscuits. According to Bettendorf, cereal
packaging changes made possible huge technological advances
in mass production and mass packaging.
Being of nature so that they could be easily massproduced, being extremely light weight, low in
price and margin, and having adopted the folding
carton as the only feasible package for national
promotion, it was reasonable that cereal manufacturers should look askance at the old wood
shipping container, which had many undesirable
characteristics, particularly in connection with
the new cereals. The wood container, hand produced, was costly. It was heavy in weight, involving freight charges in shipping that were
disproportionately high in relation to the cereal
content. The rough splintery wood box was not
.,
compatible with the sleek printed folding carton.
Of equal importance to cereal manufacturers were costs in time
and labour needed to produce wooden cases, the fact that the
cost of the wooden box was disproportionately high in relation
to the value of the cereals it carried, and the fact that the
storage—or construction—of large wooden boxes created a bottleneck at the end of an otherwise efficient production line. 17
"Fortunately, standing in the wings, as it were, was the
18
light, new, corrugated container."
This had originated as
the "paper" container in the 18th century. Such a container
had been made stronger, and machinery had been developed to
manufacture it cheaply throughout the 19th century. By the
18 80s, it had evolved into corrugated board which was used,
among other things, for sweat bands on men's hats in England,
and for the protective packaging of bottles and lamp chimneys
in the United States. Often independently, advances in folding, cutting and corrugation that lead towards the development of strong, light, yet inexpensive packaging were paralleled by developments in pulp and paper technology. By the
1890s the American papermaking company of Thompson and Norris
had successfully developed a corrugated container for the
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express shipment of lightweight articles. In 1894, railway
freight classifications were changed to allow them to be used
for the shipment of lamp chimneys.19 This exception was soon
to be the rule.
By the turn of the century, there existed both the "demand"
for light, strong, inexpensive packaging by the cereal manufacturers, and a potential "supply" from technological improvements in both the pulp and paper and the paperboard packaging
industries. The regular slotted container, made from one
blank, scorred to form four side panels, seamed at one vertical corner to form a tube and then slotted at both ends was
as satisfactory for bulk as it was for unit packaging. It
was light, smooth, inexpensive to make once economies of
scale were introduced, and easily stored. It could also be
printed upon more easily than wood, thereby helping to reinforce the importance of brand identification already developed
for units. Since such a case was standardized to contain a
fixed number and weight of products, it meant increased efficiency and profitability in shipping, storage and wholesaling.
This inevitably attracted others besides cereal manufacturers
to the new container.
Although corrugated paperboard containers were considered
acceptable containers for lamp chimneys as early as 1894, it
was only in 190 3 that the carriage of dry cereals in them was
allowed in official freight classifications in the United
States. Such an allowance carried a ten per cent penalty initially, and it too was meant to be merely an exception to the
usual wooden cases as was the precedent in 1894.
Soon other manufacturers were drawn to the new corrugated
and solid fibre boxes. Under the dual stimulus of the need
to meet the stringent demands of Official Freight Classifications, and an increasing demand for such packing cases, manufacturers set higher standards test requirements, weight limits,
etc. These efforts met with technical success and an accompanying gradual acceptance of the containers by freight carriers.
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Over the next decade, surcharges and penalties upon paperboard containers were removed, and more commodities came to
be carried in them. As early as 1905, fruit jars were shipped experimentally in corrugated boxes. Although not officially,
the first canned goods may have been shipped in paperboard
containers the next year. Gradually, more products that were
marked in units were packed and shipped in the lightweight—
and increasingly durable—containers.
Complete acceptance
of corrugated and fibre board containers on their own and not
as mere substitutes for wooden packing cases was marked by the
"Pridham Case" in 1914. In this, the United States Interstate
Commerce Commission ruled that railways could not discriminate
against paperboard containers in favour of wooden ones when
setting tariff schedules. There were no longer technical reasons to do so, and the economic ones—the threat to the profitability of railway company owned timber berths the substitution of paperboard for wooden cases posed—were ruled invalid.
With the commercial production of kraft (strong) linerboard
in the United States from 1923 onwards, the central place of
20
paperboard packagxng in the United States was secured.
In
19 04, paperboard comprised a mere 18 per cent of the total
tonnage of paper production in the United States. Forty years
later, it was up to 52 per cent of a vastly greater total
21
tonnage—at the expense of wooden packaging.

The Canadian Context in the 1930s and 19 40s
And what of the packaging situation in Canada, specifically
that part served by the White Pass and Yukon Route? There is
no source comparable to Bettendorf in the annals of Canadian
packaging history, no "Pridham Case" to date the full acceptance of the new technology. One can only assume that what
had taken place in the United States did so in Canada too,
only at a later date. The food manufacturers were often the
same, the technology was available, and the freight costs of
wooden packaging were higher in Canada than in the United
States. However, the less sophisticated nature of the Canadian
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transportation system, lower population density, and the
continued availability of wood—all three factors that especially applied in the West—were reasons the new packaging
technology was likely adopted more slowly.
Probably the developments in the U.S. between 190 6 and
1914 were repeated in Canada by the 1920s. For the 19 30s
there were indications that some commodities were still moved
in wooden containers, and that others were shipped in paperboard. In 19 36, for example, the complaints of an Edmonton
firm about the quality and the treatment of shipping cases,
particularly corrugated cardboard, not solid fibre board,
22
led to an article in the Canadian Grocer on packaging.
A
number of problems were isolated—the inferior quality of
containers forced on packers receiving extremely low prices
for their goods; improper sealing; the inappropriate use of
such containers for storage; and rough handling of containers
by shippers ("Freight handlers will sometimes pick up a case
and throw it 8 or 10 feet. Fibre and corrugated containers
can only take a certain amount of such usage"). While the
problem was one of protection and there was at least one firm
which had ..."a percentage of its goods ... shipped in wood
notwithstanding the higher freight rates," the Canadian Grocer
recommended using better quality packing cases, and more careful handling by shippers. There could be no return to wooden
technology:
...Wooden cases were pretty much out of the question both on account of the cost and the extra
freight charges involved, due to the weight of
the wooden cases as compared to the corrugated
paper or fibreboard box. 2 2
Considering that the freight rates between Vancouver to
Dawson were far higher than any between Ontario and Edmonton,
such an argument would appear to have carried even more force
in the north. However, protection was obviously still a central determining factor in northern shipping, posing more of
a problem than the solutions indicated above solved. Available
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evidence would indicate that wooden packaging was still being
used to a greater degree in the north than in southern
Canada in the late 19 30s.
There is also evidence from the material submitted to
the Royal Commission on Price Spreads that at least one major
food processing company was using decreasing amounts of wood
for transporting its canned goods in the 1930s. Among the
assets of Canadian Canners was the "Pembroke Shook Mills."
Its declared value between 1930 and 1940 declined from
$483,386.22 to $67,428.61.

Several other assets declined
24
in value during this period, but none so dramatically.
Either
Canadian Canners was buying shooks outside, or else it was
changing over from wooden to cardboard packaging. The former
seems unlikely for such a highly integrated company, the
latter is entirely consistent with similar changes elsewhere,
and it is suggested, was what the decline indicates.
From the perspective of the 198 0s, it is striking how important the Second World War was in hastening the substitution
of paperboard for wooden containers. As before, there were
both sticks and carrots involved in the change. "Sticks" included the rising costs of labour and materials, and the
priorities that the war effort imposed in the allocation of
resources. "Carrots" there also were, because technological
advances in paperboard manufacturing needed to prosecute the
war effort had commercial implications. An unidentified
"packaging industry executive" informed the Canadian Grocer
that more changes had occurred in the industry during the
ten years 1933-43 than the decade before that, particularly
25
because of the war.
That the technology of destruction
could also have civilian benefits was suggested by the
Canadian Grocer in a 1944 article entitled "Many Economies
in Containers Expected to Reduce Distributive Costs, Products
formerly shipped in"
...steel drum, wooden boxes, plywood boxes, etc.
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are now being packed in paperboard containers.
This innovation has been made possible by the
development of paper materials of sufficient
strength and waterproofness to ship large quantities of materials overseas...many of these
new uses of paperboard will remain after the
war, because of their cost and shipping weight.26
By the middle of World War II, there were few reasons for manufacturers of processed goods to use wooden containers if
paperboard was at all possible.

As the government raised

prices for wood to be used in making shipping cases, the virtues of paperboard as a shipping material became increasingly
27
manifest.
By mid-1944, only a limited range of "essential"
items could be shipped in wooden containers—"fresh frozen
and processed food, fish, vegetables, fruits, eggs, pro28
cessed milk, butter and cheese."

Packaging on the S.S. Klondike
On the basis of the known changes that took place in the United
States early in the century, and on the limited evidence
available for Canada in the 1930s and 1940s, it would appear
that the balance between wood and paperboard containers had
shifted towards the latter by the late 1930s.

What relative

proportions of wooden to cardboard packaging existed for shipping various commodities is difficult to determine accurately.
The only direct sources for information on packaging in
the Yukon in the late 1930s are a few photographs and the testimonies of two informants, Charles Taylor and "Chappie"
Chapman.

To supplement this, there are several contemporary

photographs, but one can only guess at their relevance to the
situation in the Yukon.
Chapman was in Mayo with the Northern Commercial Company
from 19 2 8 until 19 33, then managed the Dawson store into the
1940s.

Taylor arrived in Mayo after Chapman left, and stayed

until the outbreak of the war.

It is significant that, in
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general, Chapman's memory of packing cases in Mayo differed
slightly from Taylor's. Chapman remembered that most goods
came in wooden cases, and only a few in paperboard. Wood
was welcome to the N.C. Co. which used it for repacks, and to
its customers who used it for storage, firewood—or furniture.
When Taylor arrived at Mayo, however, paperboard was beginning to be used to a greater extent. "Pacific" milk, "Nabob"
products, "Pilot" bread, "McCormick's" and "Ormond's" biscuits, various brands of coffee, and Canadian Canners goods
("Aylmer's," "Lynn Valley" and "Quaker") all were packed in
cardboard boxes. On the other hand, such diverse items as
canned fish, candles, and dried fruit were specifically mentioned as coming shipped in wooden cases. If one can assume
that light goods such as packaged biscuits, breakfast cereals
and soap powder were already transported in paperboard containers, that means a large proportion of commodities were
shipped in paperboard, which was considered secure enough to
sustain the difficult journey.
The only extant photograph of the S.S. Klondike cargohold
shows a pile of sacks, crates and cases, but only one identifiable brand—"Swift." Contemporary photographs provide further information about cases at the time but several contradictions are evident.

Wooden Cases in the 1930s
In spite of the advances in paperboard packaging technology
by the late 1930s, wooden cases would still be preferred for
shipping commodities which
a) had a relatively high unit cost, so could absorb the
greater shipping costs;
b) were particularly fragile or vulnerable to the environment
in some way;
c) were shipped in bulk, but were not suitable for shipment
in sacks;
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d) were potentially combustible.
Some items could fit under all categories, others under only
one or two. Where a commodity is listed under one, therefore, that does not preclude the possibility of another
heading.
In the first category would be imported spirits and wines.
the two cases from the Yukon which are available (figure 18 "Dewar's Special;" figure 20 - "Gordon's") conform closely to
the photographs of Hudson's Bay "Best Procurable" Scotch which
date from the 1940s (figures 12, 13, 14). All were similar,
29
flushside (or merchant)
cases usually closeboarded without
wooden battens, although metal bands could be used. In several
cases, e.g. the Gordon's in case (figure 20), and the "Best
Procurable" whiskey (figure 1 4 ) , they were dovetailed at the
corners. In others, they merely had nailed corners. During
the war (figure 7 ) , Canadian spirits and wines were shipped
north in cardboard cases, but imports were still packed in
wood. The condition of several of the cardboard containers
shown in this photograph suggest that they could have been
shipped more safely in wooden cases.
Similarly high in value by weight was canned meat. The
only brand identifiable in the single photograph available of
the cargohold (figure 1) was "Swift." Another brand of canned
meats as well as lard and butter was "Burn's" a company which
had a store in Mayo. Figure 5 3 shows "Burn's" cases from a
later period, although those shown were similar to those
used in the 19 30s. Although solid, such cases were probably
not as elaborately constructed as those for transporting imported spirits. Wooden cases for "Burn's," "Maple Leaf," or
"Swift" products were more likely to be utilized for remote
regions like the Yukon than southern Ontario. An advertisement
by the Hinde and Dauch paper company in 1936 (figure 42) was
meant to demonstrate that even such heavy products as canned
hams could be shipped in paperboard by 1936.
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The second category of goods carried in wooden cases
were those which were fragile, or were particularly vulnerable to the environment, and which could not be adequately
protected by the paperboard cases available before World
War II. In this category would probably come imports of goods
which, if produced in Canada would be shipped in paperboard,
e.g. British condiments and tinned biscuits. Similarly, some
American imports which had to survive the perils of a longer
transportation system than did Canadian competitors (such
as "Snider's" catsup, figure 41), might be shipped in wood.
While this would affect their selling price, it must be assumed that the very fact that they were imported meant that
they could absorb the extra shipping costs wooden cases necessitated.' Because of the premium put upon the protection
such cases would provide, they were likely battened, although constructed of inferior grade wood to that used for
liquor cases.
Also "fragile," although in a slightly different sense,
were goods which needed protection from the environment in the
form of cold, water, or sunlight, to a degree that paperboard
packaging could not provide. Cheese, for example, was packed
in airtight rectangular wooden boxes which utilized better
quality (or at least more finely cut) wood than did many other
cases. Boxes of Swift's "Brookfield," Borden's "Canabec,"
Kraft "Canadian" and "Velveeta," Burn's "Shamrock" and "Golden
Leaf" and McLaren "Primrose" were packed in 1, 2, 5 or 10
pound boxes which were then shipped in larger wooden cases —
such as those in figures 1 or 53.
According to Martin Rogers of the B.C. Sugar, the company used wooden boxes for the shipment of sugar cubes and
31
"Rogers" Syrup until the Second World War.
Although comparatively high-priced, sugar could carry higher shipping
costs than could other bulk items, such as breadfast cereals.
As a Vancouver firm, with its refinery located on the water-
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front, it was centrally located for the purchase of wooden
cases at minimum cost for shipping or storage. Much of
its business was shipped out of Vancouver throughout the
province, to the north, and even to the Prairies, so a large
proportion of its products would need strong shipping cases.
Although bulk sugar was shipped in sacks, sugar individually
packed (e.g. cubes, or berry sugar) could be more firmly
packed, and better protected against moisture in wooden cases
than in paperboard.
Finally, and speculatively, under this category would
come bar soap. A case of "Klondyke" (figure 22) from the Royal
Crown Soap Ltd. in Vancouver has been located in the Yukon,
but no date has been assigned to it. While soap flakes were
probably shipped in bulk and so could have been packaged in
paperboard at an earlier date, it is possible that a company
shipping bars of soap from Vancouver into remote areas would
continue to need wooden containers to protect the bars longer
than would an eastern-based company. Certainly if bars were
not individually wrapped, they would need more protection
than would "Pearl" or "Woodbury" as shipped in eastern
Canada (figures 35 and 44).
A minor group of items shipped in wood would be those
which were shipped in bulk, but which were too heavy at this
time to be individually packed, and too expensive to be shipped
in sacks. Dried fruit, packed very tightly, contained in protective liners, then shipped in strong wooden cases would be
one example (figure 27). Also, "Klim" dried milk powder
was not shipped in sacks but in metal tubes which were
sheathed in laminated plywood.
Finally, solid goods which were as much a threat to the
environment outside the case as the environment was to them,
or which were combustible, were packed in wooden cases.
Matches were packed in boxes very similar in design to
cheese boxes (figures 39 and 53), only somewhat larger. Candles,
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according to Charles Taylor, were packed in sets of 10 each,
twelve sets to a case. Ammunition was also packed in wooden
cases.

Paperboard Containers
If one could talk of "likelihoods," it is likely that goods
packed in the west rather than the east would be shipped in
wooden packages rather than paperboard ones and that a commodity packed in eastern Canada, then shipped along a smoothly
functioning transportation system would be less likely to travel in wooden containers than would something from the west
which had to be shipped further to reach its customers. Thus
there were discrepancies. Taylor has identified the major
categories of goods shipped to Mayo in the late 1930s in
paperboard—most canned goods, (e.g. milk, coffee, fruits,
vegetables, soups) biscuits, and many "Nabob" products. To
these could be added lightweight groceries (e.g. baking powder, yeast, desserts) soap powder, and breakfast cereals. In
discussing the use of paperboard packaging in the 1930s the
difficulty lies not in explaining the use of the medium, but
rather in explaining several discrepancies, or examples of wood
still being used when paperboard would be expected.

Possible Anomalies
In theory, all breakfast cereals were shipped in paperboard
cases, indeed it was the needs of breakfast cereal manufacturers
that precipitated the movement from wooden to paperboard cases.
However, such a movement was not complete. Figure 40 is an
example of a "Shredded Wheat" case, a very solid flushside case
with end battens. The lettering and name indicate that it
predates the change from "Canadian Shredded Wheat Company" to
"Nabisco," in 1940, but there is no indication as to whether
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it would also pre-date 1937.32 For examples of "Nabisco
Shredded Wheat" paperboard cases, see figure 3 (1944) and
figure 51 (1948). Also deviating from the expected norm of
cardboard cereal cases is a wooden case of Robin Hood "Quick
Quaker Oats" in figure 10, which shows the interior of the
"Northern Commercial Company" Dawson store, probably the
store that replaced the main building after the 1951 fire.
An example of a paperboard container is (barely) visible in
figure 51. The presence of a wooden case in Dawson after
World War II was either an illustration of the maxim that
nothing was thrown out that could be reused, or else it reflected the continuing difficulties of northern shipping into
the 1950s. It is probable that the former was, in fact, the
case.
As with breakfast cereals, so also with canned goods.
Figure 21 shows a flushside wooden case of "Hunt's Quality"
California canned fruit. Like the case of "Sniders" catsup
(figure 41) this was imported from the United States by the
Northern Commercial Co. According to Chapman, this American
company purchased such canned goods in carload lots, and distributed them to both Canadian and American stores. Such imports would have higher prices because of duties levied on
them but these could be mitigated by economies of scale to
some extent. Whether "Hunt's Quality" was a superior product
to the Canadian equivalents is not known but imported goods
like this, or the "Sniders" catsup were purchased in bulk by
the N.C. Co. in the U.S. and shipped in wooden cases. There
is little evidence that comparable Canadian goods in the late
1930s (e.g. "Aylmer's," or "Royal City" or "Nabob") were also
shipped in wood. Although this is based on speculation rather
than observed fact, wooden cases were more likely to be used
for imported canned goods, and paperboard for domestic.
What applied to tinned canned goods did not necessarily
apply to bottled. Most "Aylmer" paperboard cases, for example,
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figures 11, 49, 51, 52) were made of paperboard, coming in two
designs; the one dark with light lettering and the legend "A
Canadian Product of the British Empire;" the other lighter.
Yet, figure 54 shows a wooden battened and banded case of
"Aylmer" catsup, containing two dozen 12 ounce bottles. This
photograph has not been positively dated, but the men's clothing would suggest the 1940s. It is worth noting that the
"Carnation" milk case in this photograph, containing canned
goods, was paperboard, which would be consistent with the
oral testimony of Charles Taylor, and photographic evidence
elsewhere. While most domestic canned goods in tins were
shipped in cardboard shipping cases, bottled goods were not
necessarily so. But imported canned and bottled goods were
likely shipped in wood, although their volume was much smaller
than that of domestic canned goods.
A final possible discrepancy related to the shipment of
coffee and tea. Figure 38-a and 38-b shows a strongly built,
battened wooden case for "Salada" tea located in the Yukon.
The slots were dovetailed to increase the strength of the
case, and the sides were heavily nailed. Why this would be
necessary for tea shipped "in sealed metal packets" is uncertain unless it was to provide greater protection against the
environment than even the metal packets could. What is striking about such a case is the fact that an advertisement by the
"Hinde and Dauch" paper company in the Canadian Grocer in 19 37
showed a paperboard case with exactly the same lettering and
33
symbol.
This was used in eastern Canada, but the existence
of a wooden case, elaborately marked, and preserved in the
Yukon, reinforces the hypothesis that wooden cases may have
been used there after cardboard ones had replaced them in
the east.
Closely related to tea was coffee. Again, according to
Taylor, this was packed in vacuum tins in the 1930s, and shipped in paperboard containers. Nevertheless, there was the
possibility that coffee was shipped in wooden cases of the
type shown in figure 28 into the 1930s. 34 More elaborate and
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much larger battened cases are shown in figure 26, for
"Malkin's Best" vacuum packed coffee, although the date of
use for these cases is identified in the picture as 1929.

Sacks and Bagging in the 1930s
The third important packaging material used, besides metal and
wood in its various manifestations, was cloth. It was particularly suitable for goods packed in bulk which were low
priced but high in volume, such as grains, seeds, feed, flour
or sugar. Such sacking was made either of jute for "gunny"
sacks used to hold several smaller bags, and for loose packed
goods such as rice, oats, etc., or of cotton, fine-woven sacks
for sugar and flour. 35 At the turn of the century, rice and
flour were shipped in 50 pound sacks; rice was still shipped
in the same quantities in the 1930s, according to Chapman.
Flour and sugar were much finer than rice, so they were
packed in close mesh cotton sacks, which were then repacked
into jute "gunnies." The usual weight of such a gunny of
flour was, according to Chapman and Taylor, around 100 pounds,
containing either 10 x 10 sacks, 4 x 24 pound, 2 x 49 pound,
or one 9 8 pound bag. The flour sacks were considered to be
of better quality than the sugar sacks, using more tightly
woven cloth—as they had to be, in order to contain the very
fine powder. Sugar was also shipped in cotton bags packed
in gunnies to a total of 20 pounds, 50 pounds, 60 pounds or 100
pounds. It was, according to Taylor, packed in cotton of an
inferior grade to that used for flour. According to Martin
Rogers, the same type of cotton was used for sugar sacks
from c.1910 until the Second World War. The company stopped
using cotton then and switched to paper for economic and technological reasons but also because of a shift in consumer
tastes—the cotton was no longer "recycled" as dish towelling.
Whatever may have been the difference in weave between the
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cotton and the jute fabrics used for flour and cotton sacks,
both were of high quality in order to protect the contents
from moisture. According to Taylor, flour or sugar in a sack
briefly immersed in the river hardened along the outside but
remained dry inside—the tight packing and quality of cloth
used protecting it. Under normal circumstances, the individual cloth bags wrapped in gunnies were quite adequately
protected.

The S.S. Klondike Cargohold Representative
The packaging used to transport goods into the Yukon in the
late 1930s reflected both the technological achievements, and
limitations, of the era, as well as the peculiar needs of a
remote district at the end of a long, complex supply chain.
While both were important determinants of the type of packaging that would be found in the cargohold of the S.S.
Klondike the available evidence would suggest that the former
general factor was more important than the latter, more specific one. Anomalies there were, and huge gaps in existing knowledge certainly remain, but it is likely that the change from
wooden to paperboard packaging that transformed wholesaling
and shipping "outside" was almost as far advanced "inside"
the Yukon in the late 19 30s, and that the cargohold of the
S.S. Klondike was quite representative of shipping at the
time.
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Conclusion

While it is impossible to recreate exactly the appearance
of the S.S. Klondike cargohold on a given day, it is possible
to suggest the range of food and household or consumer products transported in the late 19 30s, their sources, destinations
and appearance. The use of available sources—oral, periodical, archival and iconographic—placed within the context
of what is known of the North American consumer culture of
the late 19 30s, make possible the reconstruction of the contents of a typical cargohold, c.1937, in order to interpret
the theme of "supplying the Yukon."
The consumer, as opposed to capital, goods in the cargohold in the late 1930s reflected the convergence of three
factors. The first was the specific needs of Yukon society
at the time. It was small in number, it was engaged in primary extraction of mineral wealth, and it had virtually no
capacity for economic self-sufficiency. Except for some horticulture, almost everything that made possible living and
working in the Yukon had to be brought in. All goods passed
along a narrow and very expensive transportation system, the
last portion of which only operated from May until October.
Although shipping costs were high, the wealth extracted from
the territory was sufficient to meet them. Thus the tradition that "only the best" was good enough for Yukoners, established at the time of the Gold Rush, held true in the 1930s.
Secondly, the contents of the hold indicated the capacity
of the North American economy, in general, to manufacture,
process and distribute the goods demanded in Dawson, Mayo and
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other smaller Yukon communities. The cornucopia that was
the North American consumer society, even during the
Depression, was funnelled through Vancouver and on to the
two types of customers in the north, those in the old "grubstake" tradition, and those who shopped at the "grocery
store." Distance, climate, and transportation costs limited
some foodstuffs (e.g. fresh produce), but others (e.g. dried
and canned goods in particular) poured in abundance through
Vancouver during the short shipping season. While isolated
and specialized in some ways, the "Yukon emporium" reflected
the larger society it was appended to quite accurately.
Finally, the appearance of the hold reflected packaging
technology at the time. The two revolutionary changes, from
bulk to individual packaging, and from wooden to paperboard
containers, that had begun about the time of the Gold Rush
in the east, were well advanced by the 19 30s. While some
adaptations had to be made to northern conditions, the cases,
crates, barrels, and cartons in the hold represented packaging
technology at the time.
The S.S. Klondike's cargohold reflected both what was
typical of the period as well as what was unique to the Yukon.
However, both in contents and in packaging, the former was
the more important factor. The period chosen to interpret
the theme of transportation in the post-Gold Rush Yukon, although hardly representative of the run of Yukon history, is
important because during the half-decade from c.1936 until c.
1941, the fragile post-Gold Rush economy of the territory
worked well. It was soon destroyed, but from the time the
second S.S. Klondike was launched until 1941, the two ore
bodies of the Klondike and the Stewart River districts, in
conjunction with the White Pass and Yukon Route transportation
system, gave the Yukon a brief period of real prosperity.
The cargohold of the S.S. Klondike reflected this.

Ill

Appendix A. Some Products identified as Appropriate to the
Cargohold of the S.S. Klondike in the late 19 30s.

Brand Name

Commodity

Ancient Bottle

Whiskey

Aylmer

B.C. Sugar

various canned
and bottled
goods
sugar products

Baker's

chocolate

Beecee

canned &
dehydrated
goods
corn starch

Benson's
Starch
Best Food
Bestovall
Best Procurable
Blue Ribbon
Borden's
Braid's

mayonnaise
canned goods
whiskey
various
(esp. coffee
and tea)
milk products
tea, coffee,
spices

Source

Dawson News
1942
Dawson News
194 7
W.P. & Y.R.
waybills
1948
W.P. & Y.R.
waybills
1948
C. Taylor

Case
(or photo)

photograph

at B.C. Sugar Museum

C. Taylor
Mayo Miner
1936
C. Taylor
Mayo Miner
1938
Dawson News
1946 and C.
Taylor
W.P. & Y.R.
claims, 1936
C. Taylor

photograph
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Brand Name

Commodity

Brookfield

dairy products

Burnett's

gin

Burn's Shamrock
Cadbury

meat & dairy
products
biscuits

Calvert

whiskey

Campbell's

soups &
condiments
corn starch

Canada Corn
Starch
Canadian

cheese

Carnation

milk

Catelli

pasta

Certo

pectin

Chamberlain

produce

Christies
Clark's
Coca Cola

biscuits
canned meats
beverages

Colman's
Cream of the
West
Crisco
Crosse and
Blackwell
Crown Royal

mustard
flour
shortening
condiments
whiskey

Source

Case
(or photo)

Dawson News
1947
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
Mayo Miner
photograph
19 3 8
W.P. & Y.R.
waybills 1948
W.P. & Y.R.
waybills 1948
W.P. & Y.R.
photograph
waybills 19 4 8
C. Taylor
Dawson News
1947
Dawson News
1928
W.P. & Y.R.
waybills 1948
Mayo Miner
1936
n.d.
C. Taylor
C. Taylor
W.P. & Y.R.
waybills 19 4 8
n.d.
W.P. & Y.R.
claims 19 36
C. Taylor
W.P. & Y.R.
waybills 19 4 8
Whitehorse Star
1942

photograph

crate, Parks
Canada, Ottawa
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Brand Name

Commodity

Dad's

biscuits

Del Monte

canned fruit

Dewars

whiskey

Dole
Domolco
Double
Distilled
Draino

canned fruit
molasses
whiskey

Dr. Price's
Eagle
Edwardsburg
Crown Brand
Empire

baking powder
condensed milk
corn syrup

C. Chapman
C. Taylor
Dawson News
1937
W.P. & Y.R.
waybills 1948
C. Taylor
C. Taylor
C. Taylor

maple syrup

n.d.

Empress

various

Eveready

batteries

Felix
Fels Naphtha
Five Roses
Fleischmann's
Fly Tox

beverages
soap
flour
yeast
insecticide

Fry's
G. & W.

chocolate
products
whiskey

Dawson News
1942
C. Taylor
C. Chapman
S.S. Klondike
photograph
C. Taylor
C. Taylor
C. Chapman
C. Taylor
W.P. & Y.R.
claims 1936
C. Taylor

Gilletts

lye

cleanser

Source

W.P. & Y.R.
waybills 1948
W.P. & Y.R.
waybills 1948
n.d.

Dawson News
1928
Whitehorse
Star
19 37

Case
(or photo)

case, Parks
Canada, Ottawa

photograph
case, Parks
Canada, Ottawa

photograph

case, Parks
Canada, Dawson

case, Parks
Canada, Dawson
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Brand Name

Commodity

Source

Glenmore

whiskey

Goldenloaf

cheese

Gordon's

gin

Granite

candles

Heidelberg

beer

Heinz

canned goods

Hills Bros.
Hormel

coffee
canned meats

Huntley &
Palmer
Hunt's

biscuits

W.P. & Y.R.
claims 1936
W.P. & Y.R.
claims 1936
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
C. Chapman
W.P. & Y.R.
claims 1936
C. Taylor

canned goods

n.d.

Ivory

soap

Jell-0

gelatin

Jergen's Lotion

soap

Jersey

canned milk

W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
Mayo Miner
1938
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
Dawson News

Dawson News
1930
Dawson News
1947
n.d.

19 3 7
Jordan's

fruit juice

Junket
Karo

rennett
corn syrup

Kellogg's

cereals

Kleenex

tissues

W . P . & Y.R.

waybill 1948
C. Taylor
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
Mayo Miner
1936
W.P. & Y.R.
claims 1936

Case
(or photo)

case, Parks
Canada, Ottawa

photograph

case, Parks
Canada, Ottawa
photograph

case, Parks
Canada,

Dawson
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Brand Name

Commodity

Klim

powdered
whole milk
soap

W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 194 8
n.d.

Libby's

dairy goods
& pasta
canned goods

Lifebuoy

soap

Lily White
Listerine

corn syrup
mouthwash

Lord Calvert

whiskey

Logana

wine

Lucky Lager

beer

Lushus

desserts

Lux

soap

Lynn Valley
Lysol

canned fruit
cleanser

McCallum

whiskey

McCormick's

biscuits

MacKinlay
McVitie's
Magic
Malkin's Best

whiskey
biscuits
baking powder
various

Mazola

corn oil

Dawson News
1947
W.P. & Y.R.
claim 1936
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
C. Taylor
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
Dawson News
1938
Mayo Miner
1938
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 194 8
C. Taylor
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
Dawson News
1937
Mayo Miner
1936
C. Taylor
n.d.
C. Taylor
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill
C. Taylor

Klondyke
Kraft

Source

Case
(or photo)

case, Parks
Canada, Ottawa

photograph
photograph

photograph

photograph
photograph
(wood case)
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Brand Name

Commodity

Meridian

dried fruit

n.d.

Moir's

candies

Monogram

whiskey

Nabob

various

Mayo Miner
1938
Dawson News
1937
C. Taylor
C. Chapman
W.P. & Y.R.
claim 1936

Niblets
Noxzema

canned vegetables
skin cream

Nuborz

soap

Nujol

mineral oil

Ogilvie
O.K.
Old Chum

flour
apples
tobacco

Old Dutch

cleanser

Old Style

beer

Old Virginia

tobacco

Ormond's

biscuits

Ovaltine

beverage

Oxo
Oxydol

bouillion
soap

Pacific

evaporated
milk

Source

Case
(or photo)
case, Parks
Canada, Ottawa

photographs

W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
Dawson News
1937
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
C. Taylor
n.d.
photograph
Dawson News
1936
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
Dawson News
1937
Dawson News
1937
S.S. Klondike
crew
W.P. & Y.R.
waybills 1948
C. Taylor
W.P. & Y.R.
photograph
waybills 19 4 8
C. Taylor
photograph
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Brand Name

Commodity

Peacock

brooms

Peak Freen
Pearl White
Naphtha
Phillip Morris
Phoenix

biscuits
soap
tobacco
beer

Pillsbury
Best
Pilsner

flour
beer

Polar White

soap

Post
Postum
Premium
Premium

cereals
beverage
biscuits
meat

Primrose

cheese

Quaker
Quaker

canned vegetables
cereal

Rainier

beer

Rayovac

batteries

Red Arrow
Red River
Regal

biscuits
cereals
various

Reindeer

condensed
milk

Source

Case
(or photo)

W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 194 8
C. Taylor
C. Taylor
n.d.
Dawson News
1937
W.P. & Y.R.
claim 1936
Dawson News
19 37
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
C. Taylor
n.d.
C. Taylor
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
Dawson News
1948
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
Mayo Miner
1938
Dawson News
1938
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
C. Taylor
C. Taylor
n.d.
n.d.

barrel, Parks
Canada, Ottawa
photograph

photograph

photograph

photograph

(questionable
use 1937)
photograph
case, Parks
Canada, Ottawa
case, Parks
Canada, Ottawa
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Brand Name

Commodity

Riley

confectionaries
soap

Rinso
Robertson's
Robin Hood
Roeding

preserves
flour and
oats
dried fruits

Roger's Syrup
Roman Meal

syrup
cereal

Royal

baking powder

Royal Household
Royal City
Royal Crown
St. Charles

flour
canned goods
soaps
canned milk

Salada

tea

Sani Flush

cleanser

Sani White

toilet tissue

Scott's

emulsion

Searchlight

matches

Sesqui

matches

Seven Up

beverage

Singapore

spices

Source

Case
(or photo)

n.d.
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
C. Taylor
Mayo Miner
photograph
1938
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
C. Taylor
Mayo Miner
1938
Whitehorse Star
1937
C. Taylor
C. Chapman
n.d.
Dawson News
1937
n.d.
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
n.d.
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
W.P. & Y.R.
claims 1936
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
n.d.

photograph

case, Parks
Canada, Ottawa
photograph

rolls, Parks
Canada, Ottawa

photograph
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Brand Name

Commodity

Shredded Wheat

cereal

Silverleaf

lard

Silver Gloss
Silver Spring

starch
beer

Snider's

condiments

Snodrift

shortening

Spencer's
Sperry

various
flour

Speyside

whiskey

Squirrel
Sunbeam

peanut butter
canned goods

Swans Down

flour

Sweet Caporal

tobacco

Swift's

meats

Thorpe's

beverages

Three Star

whiskey

Tide

soap

Trumilk
Velveeta

powdered
whole milk
cheese

V.O.

whiskey

Source
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
C. Taylor
Dawson News
1938
n.d.
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
n.d.
W.P. & Y.R.
claim 1936
Dawson News
19 3 7
C. Taylor
n.d.
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
Dawson News
19 36
photograph
S.S. Klondike
C. Taylor
Dawson News
1942
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
C. Taylor
Dawson News
1947
Dawson News
1942

Case
(or photo)
photograph

case, Parks
Canada, Ottawa

photograph
case, Parks
Canada, Ottawa

photograph
cases, Heritage
Village

photographs
drum, Parks
Canada, Ottawa
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Brand Name

Commodity

Vin Supreme

wine

Watchman

canned fish

Waterman's

ink

Welch's

fruit juice

Wild Rose
Windsor
Woodbury

flour
salt
soap

York

canned goods

Source

W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
W.P. & Y.R.
claim 1936
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
C. Taylor
C. Taylor
C. Taylor
W.P. & Y.R.
waybill 1948
Dawson News
1947

Case
(or photo)

photograph
photograph
photograph

Appendix B. Possible Suppliers for the Yukon, 1933-1948, based on Directories:
Vancouver, Other Years, B.C.-Yukon.
•Mentioned by C. Taylor as Taylor & Drury Supplier.

1933

1935

1939

1933

1948

BREWERIES
Coast
Pacific
Vancouver
Westminster
(New Westminster)
Silver Spring (Victoria)
Victoria - Phoenix
(Victoria)

Coast
Capilano
Vancouver
Westminster

Coast
Capilano
Vancouver
Westminster

Coast
Sick's Capilano
Vancouver
Westminster

Victoria-Phoenix

Silver Spring
Victoria-Pheonix

Silver Spring
Victoria-Phoenix
H
to

DISTILLERIES
B.C. Distillery
(Vancouver & New
Westminster)
United Distillery
Consolidated Distillery
Scottish Distillery

B.C. Distillery

B.C. Distillery

B.C. Distillery

United Distillery

United Distillery

United Distillery
Corby Distillery

BUTTER, CHEESE AND EGGS
Coast Produce
Fairy Maid Cheese
Jersey Products
Kelly Douglas
McQueen Produce
Mayfair Butter
Northern Alberta Dairy
Pool
Vancouver Creamery

Burns
Fraser Valley Milk
Producers
Central Creameries
Kelly Douglas

Burns
Fraser Valley Milk Fraser Valley Milk
Producers
Producers
•Central Creameries
Kelly Douglas
Canada Packers

Northern Alberta
Dairy Pool

Northern Alberta
Dairy Pool

Northern Alberta
Dairy Pool

1933

1935

1939

1948

CANNERS - FISH
Anglo-British Columbia

Anglo-British Columbia

H. Bell-Irving
B.C. Packers
Cassier
Chatham Sound
Deep Bay
Johnstone
Kingcome
M. Millerd
Nootka
Ocean Salmon
Queen Charlotte

H. Bell-Irving
*B.C. Packers
*Canadian Fishing
Canadian Packing
Nelson Bros.

Anglo-British
Columbia
H. Bell-Irving
*B.C. Packers
Nelson Bros.

Anglo-British
Columbia
H. Bell-Irving
*B.C. Packers
Canadian Fishing
Great Northwest
Nelson Bros.
National
M. Millerd
United Fish Co-op
Fraser Valley
Queen Charlotte

CANNERS - FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
Canadian Canners
(New Westminster)
Keremos Packing
Broder (New Westminster)

Bestovall
Broder (New
Westminster)
Bulmans

Canadian Canners
(New Westminster)
Bestovall
Westminster
Bulmans
Pacific Coast (New
Westminster)

H

1933

1939

1935

1948

CONFECTIONARY
Fry-Cadbury
Neilsons
Rowntree
Scott-Bathgate
Willards
Wrigley

Fry-Cadbury
Kelly Confectionary
Rowntree
Scott-Bathgate
W.M. Lowney
National Biscuit
Co.
Robertson Bros.
Vancouver Tobacco
E.A. Morris

Fry-Cadbury
Kelly Confectionary
Rowntree
Scott-Bathgate
W.M. Lowney
National Biscuit
Co.
Robertson Bros.
Vancouver Tobacco
Nabob
E.A. Morris
Pine Tree Nuts

FLOUR MILLS
Eilson
Vancouver
Atlas
*Brackman-Kerr
Buckerfields
Lake of the Woods
Maple Leaf
Ogilvie
Robin Hood

Elison
Vancouver
Atlas

Elison
Vancouver
Atlas

Elison
Vancouver
Brackman-Kerr

Buckerfields
Lake of the Woods
Maple Leaf
Ogilvie

Lake of the Woods
Maple Leaf

Lake of the Woods
Maple Leaf
Delta

H

M

U)

1933

1935

1939

1948

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
Can. Fruit Distributors
C.C. Dan
Dominion Produce
International Produce
Lowe Brothers
United Fraser Growers
Vancouver Growers

Parkview Produce
Continental Fruit
Richmond Growers
International
Produce

United Fruit
Oslan Brown & Co.
Richmond Growers

United Fraser Growers
Vancouver Growers
Vancouver Growers
*Clark's
*Clark's

FOOD PRODUCTS MANUFACTURERS
Dutch Maid
Heinz
Kelly Douglas

Nalley
Heinz
Kelly Douglas
A.O. McColl

Nalley
Heinz
Kelly Douglas
W. Clark Co.
Gerald1s
J.H. Stafford
Vancouver Supply

FOOD PRODUCTS, FROZEN
Delnor Frozen Foods

H

1933

1939

1935

1948

GROCERS, WHOLESALE
B.C. Distributors
Colman-Keen
Hudson's Bay Co.
Kelly Douglas
Libby McNeil Libby
Macdonald's
Consolidated
Malkins
Quaker Oats
Vancouver Supplies

B.C. Distributors

B.C. Distributors
Burnyeats

B.C. Distributors
Burnyeats

Kelly Douglas

Kelly Douglas
H.Y. Louie
Macdonald's
Consolidated
Malkins

Kelly Douglas
H.Y. Louie
Macdonald's
Consolidated
Malkins
Scott-Bathgate
Vancouver Supplies
Trans-Canada
Import-Export

Macdonald's
Consolidated
Malkins

Vancouver Supplies

MEATS, WHOLESALE & PACKERS
Swifts
Alberta
Burns
Canada Packers
Pacific

Swifts
Alberta
Burns
Canada Packers
Pacific

Swifts
Alberta
Burns
Canada Packers
Pacific
Union
Gainers
MILK

Fraser Valley
Pacific

Fraser Valley
Pacific
Carnation

H
to
ui

1933

1939

1935

1948

SOAP
Balsam
B.C. Lifestock
Exchange
Chase-It Manufacture
Dustbane
Electric
Gitt
Royal Crown
White Wizard

Vancouver Soap
George Nicol

George Nicol

Canada Grease Work
George Nicol

Dustbane

Dustbane

Superior Soaps
Dustbane
Renton Distributors

Royal Crown

Royal Crown
C.C. Snowdon

Lever Bros
C.C. Snowdon
H

SPICES
Braid, Tuck, Co.
STARCH & GLUCOSE
Canada Starch Co.
St. Lawrence Starch
Sales

Canada Starch Co.

TEA & COFFEE
Braid, Tuck
Hudson's Bay Co.
Kelly Douglas
W.H. Malkin
Standard Brands

Braid's Ltd.
Hudson's Bay Co.
Kelly Douglas
W.H. Malkin
Standard Brands
Blue Ribbon
Dickson Importing
F. Pumphrey

J.B. Jackson
F.J. Neate
Kelly Douglas
W.H. Malkin
Standard Brands
Blue Ribbon
Dickson Importing
Trade Roasting Co.

1933

1935

1939

1948

WINE
Growers Wine (Victoria)

Growers Wine (Victoria)
Victoria Wine
Calona (Kelowna)

Growers Wine (Victoria)
Victoria Wine
Calona (Kelowna)

H
-J
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Appendix C. Claims against W.P. & Y.R., re shortages,
damages and overcharges ... 1936-1937.

Claim Statement of N.C. Co., from Seattle, loss and damage
claim #580 (Eagle Station).
Bill

2724
3408
3331

1 cs. 30/30 Win SP Kleenbore Amm.
2 Bxs Granite Candles 14 oz.
1 Gy 2/49 WW (Whole wheat) Sperry Flour.

3324
3347
3372
3323

2
1
1
1
1

3424
3459

1 cs. Snowdrift 6/6#
3 Qts. Vinegar broken

claim #572
3383
3404
3320

Gy 2/49 Pancake Flour
cs. 48/Tall Federal Milk
cs. 48/Tall Borden Milk
Ctn. 144/s Search light Matches
cs. 24/2| Supr. Bartlett Matches

1 cs. 24/1 Libby Corned Beef Hash
1 Box 14 oz. Granite Candles
2 Bx 10# Roeding Fey Black Figs
4# White figs, 3# Evaporated pears
1 Bx 10# Del Monte 40/50 Prunes

3348
3381

1 cs. Borden Evap. Milk
1 cs. 48/Tall Watchman Salmon

3404
3328

1 sk. 50# Lima Beans
1 Gy 2/49 Pillsbury Best Flour

3327

1 Gy 2/49 Maple Leaf Flour
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claim #867
e.g.s. of items

- also

- also

Source:

1 cs Standard Oil Aviation Gasoline to
Fort Yukon.
2 bx. Evap. apples, Vancouver - Old Crow.
1 cs. oranges, Vancouver - Old Crow.
1 cs. 80 Aviation Gasoline to Fort Yukon.
1 cs. Nabob Tea 50#, @ .39, Vancouver - Old
Crow.
1 crt. Aust.E?] Onions to Fort Yukon.
1 cs. Borden's Milk.
traps, marmalade, Almond Roco, Hormel Ham
(both Fort Yukon).
1 cs. Ginger Ale, clothing, bales of oakum,
candy.
1 cs. Kleenex to Fort Yukon, tea to Fort
Yukon.
1 bx. evap. peaches, 1 cs. Eagle Milk (Fort
Yukon).
1 cs. Graham Crackers, to Fort Yukon.
1 STP S sic Macaroni, to Fort Yukon.
13 doz. soaps, 1 doz. rubbing alcohol.
1 cs. ink, 2 bxs. fig., 2 bxs. prunes.
1 cs. Klim, 1 cs. candles, 1 bale corn meal,
Hormel Hams.
2 cs. corn, 1 crt. stoves, 1 cs. eggs, all Fort Yukon.

Y.T.A., RG-1, File V-6.
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Appendix D. File on Route Earnings
Examples of Major Consignees, 1936-1938, from Skagway via
W.P. & Y.R.

MAYO
Treadwell - Yukon
Northern Commercial Co.
Taylor and Drury
P. Burns and Co.
DAWSON
Northern Commercial
J.N. Spence
Y.C.G.C.
Liquor Vendor
Dawson Hardware Co.
A.T. Taddie
J.D. Gadone
C.F. Burkhardt
Boundary Dredging Co.
N.C. Ross
Klondyke Hardware
Frank Knowles
D. Godin

Liquor Vendor
Binet Bros.
Klondike Air
J.H. Mervyn

H.A. Francis
C.F. Curtis
E.E. Hickey
G.E. Fulton
Central Development Co.
J.P. Miller
John Sipkins
Pillon & Routhier
C. Ryder
Klondyke Airways
Geo. Lysell
C.E.M. Cole
North American Mines Co.

LOWER RIVER
Eagle:
Fort Yukon:

Northern Commercial Co.
D.G. Fullerton
H.E. Carter
Jackson Bros.

E. Sommerville
Northern Commercial Co.
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Coal Creek:
Circle:
Beaver:
Ramparts:

Source:

Gold Placers Inc.
Northern Commercial Co.
F. Yasuda
W.J. Lynn

Y.T.A., RG-1, File IV-1

Alluvial Gold

A.S. Crane
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Appendix E.

Route Earnings, 1933-1938:

Details of Tonnage

by Consignees.

Route

SkagwayDawson

Consignee

1936
tons

1937
tons

1938
tons

Northern Commercial

1830

1995

2155

Y.C.G.C.

2883

3101

1866

507
123

450
156

(99)
131

69

44

58

77
79

60
66

68
50

43
35

73
93

30
6

-—
220

—
-555

414
51
1305

J.N. Spence
Government Liquor
Vendor
Dawson Hardware Co.
A.T. Taddie
North American Mines
Corp.
E.E. Hickey
Yukon Territorial
Government
Boundary Dredging C o .
Central Development C o .
Other consignees
(under 50 t.)
SkagwaySelkirk

Schofield and
Zimerlee
(sold to Hudson's
Bay Co.)

74

48

66

SkagwayStewart

W . E . Bramfort

48

62

67

6672

6703

6366

TOTALS
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1937, p. 9
"Mining activity in the Dawson camp continues to be the main
factor for the increase of freight shipments to that area.
Shipments of lumber, after a large increase of 709 tons last
year, still further increased this year by 118 tons. Heavy
shipments of mining machinery were continued and it will be
noted that shipments of General Merchandise to small consignees
increased 320 tons."
1938, p. 9
"The decrease in shipments of mining machinery, lumber, etc.
to the Y.C.G.C. of 1235 tons shows as the principal factor in
the decrease of this account. Of special note, however, is
the fact that shipments of general merchandise to small consignees increased by 750 tons."
2.

Route

SkagwayMayo

Consignee

1936
tons

1937
tons

1938
tons

Treadwell Yukon
Corporation
Taylor & Drury
Northern Commercial
Co.

2169

2308

2660

288
388

185
342

190
297

85
56

80
58

38
53

—
260

2
221

58
180

3246

3196

Binet Bros.
Government Liquor
Vendor
J.H. Mervyn
Other consignees
(under 50 t.)
TOTALS

3476
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1937, p. 9
"While 19 37 shipments of General Merchandise to the stores
at Mayo show a general decrease, the Treadwell Yukon Co.
increased their shipments. Their principal increase was in
their shipments of lumber that increased 170 tons. This
increase was slightly offset by a decrease in shipments of
other commodities."
1938, p. 10
"Heavier shipments of diesel oil, mining machinery, etc. to
the Treadwell Yukon Corporation were made this year. The increase in these shipments of 352 tons as per the above statement is the main factor for the increase in this movement.
Below is shown a comparison of the gasoline and fuel shipments to Mayo."

Gasoline
Fuel Oil

487
1332
1819

383
1369
1752

352
1715
2067

1936
tons

1937
tons

1938
tons

114

107

93

202

231

106

82

209
135
55

170
137
35

3.
Route

Consignee

SkagwayN.C. Co. Eagle
Lower River
Gold Placer Inc.
Coal Creek
Alluvial Golds,
Coal Creek
N.C. Co., Ft. Yukon
H.E. Carter, Ft. Yukon
F. Yasuda, Beaver

150
113
62

135

Route

Consignee

Other consignees
(under 50 t.)
TOTALS
Source:

Y.T.A., RG-1, File IV-1.

1936
tons

1937
tons

1938
tons

453

288

409

1424

1102

1157
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Appendix F.

Examples of White Pass and Yukon Route Mani-

fests, 1948

Date: 1 August 1948
Consignor:
Ross & Kerr
Consignee and Destination:
No. of
Packages

Waybill No.

34

Taylor & Drury, Mayo

Description
of Article

No. of
Packages

Description
of Article

21
1
4
1
5
1
1

Ctn Confy
Cs Rep Candy
Ctn Candy
Ctn Candy
Ctn Bisc
Ctn Glass
Ctn High Chair

1
5
1
1
1
1
2

Cs See Glass
Cs Gherkins
Spring
Wrp Mattress
Ctn Buffet
Ctn Table
Ctn Chairs

10

Ctn Tea

1

End Table

1
2
1

Ctn Ext.
Cs Lemon Pdr
Sk Peanuts

1
1
1

Crt Chest
Crt Vanity
Crt Bed

1

Cs Ammonia

3

Cs Bleach

1
1
2

Cs Lemons Filling
Cs Nujol
Cs Lysol

3
3
1

Cs Do
Ctn Elc Fixtures
Bx Stampware

Cs
Cs
Cs
Cs
Cs
Cs

1
1
1
1
2
2

Bx Do
Ctn Do
Crt Mirror
Crt Do
Cs Lub Oil
Cs Do

6
15
1
2
1
1

Drugs
Matches
Matches
Pepper
Wore See
See
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No. of
Packages

Description
of Article

No. of
Packages

6
4
8
2

Cs
Cs
Cs
Cs

Tea
Do
Pnut Butter
Lime Jce

3
3
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
6
2
10
10
15
15

Cs
Cs
Cs
Cs
Cs
Cs
Cs
Bx
Bx
Cs
Cs
Cs
Cs
Cs
Bx
Bx

Rice Krispies
Catsup
Do
Grape Jce
Pnuts
Mix Nuts
Cashews
Walnuts
Almonds
Horseradish
Yeast
Shredded Wheat
Coffee
Coffee
Evap. Prunes
Raisins

1
2
1

Cs Do
Cs Dates
Cs Figs

1
5
1
2
2
10
10
4
6
5
2
3
3
1
5
1
1
2
2
2
1
5

Description
of Article
Cs
Cs
Cs
Cs

Choc Spread
Cocoa
Toddy
Macaroni

Rolls Floor Oilcloth
Bdl Wallboard
Rolls Roofing Paper
Cs Vinegar
Cs Yeast
Cs Chi of Lime
Cs Currants
Cs Spagehtti (sic)
Cs Cocoanut (sic)
Cs Rep Twine
Cs Pears Evap.
Cs Ginger Brd Mix
Bdl Rails
Cs Baking Pdr
Cs Do
Cs Do
Cs Do
Cs Corn Flakes
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Date: 2 August 1948
Consignor: Kelly Douglas
Consignee and Destination:
No. of
Packages
3
10
1
1
3
1
1
1
6
1
2
3
1
2
1
1
2
2
1

Description
of Article

Waybill No.:

82

B & F Store, Dawson
No. of
Packages

Cs Kraft Med.
1
Cs Giner (sic)
3
Ale 7-Up
1
Cs Repack Soap
5
Cs Keeenex (sic)
2
Cs Coca Cola
1
Cs Jergens Lotion
1
Cs Listerine
1
Cs Scotts Emulsion 1
Cs Repack Drugs
3
Cs Repack Candy
1
Bdles Paper Bags
15
Rolls Kraft Med.
1
Cs Jiffy Towels
1
Cs Watermans Ink
1
Cs Granite Candles 1
Bdle Peacock Brooms 5
Ctns Batteries
1
Ctn Rep Stationery
Ctn Rep Ink

Description
of Article
Cs Rep Xmas Crackers
Cs Mallows
Cs Jordan Grape Juice
Cs Ginger Ale
Cs Ovaltine
Cs Nabob Coffee
Cs Deluxe Tea
Ctn Vanilla
Cs Swans Down Cake Flour
Cs Apple Juice
Cs Lime Juice
Cs Desqui Matches (sic)
Cs Woodbury Soap
Cs Sauce Glass
He Old Dutch
Cs Rinso
Bdle Med Bags
Bdle Med Bags
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Date:

8 August 1948

Waybill No.

208

Consignor:
Growers Wine Co. Ltd.
Consignee and Destination: Liquor Vendor, Dawson.
15
Cs Vin Supreme Wine
15
Cs Loganan Wine
Consignor:
British Columbia Disstillery [sic] Co. Ltd.
Consignee and Destination: Liquor Vendor, Dawson.
50
Cs Seagrams
25
Cs Seagrams
25
Cs Calvert Royal
25
Cs Calvert Reserve
15
Cs Burnetts Gin
15
Cs Burnetts White Satin
25
Cs Lord Calvert
195
15
Cs Spts
Consignor:
Sicks Capilano Brewery Ltd
Consignee and Destination: Liquor Vendor, Dawson.
100
Bbls Beer
Consignor:

Vancouver Breweries

Consignee and Destination:

Liquor Vendor, Dawson

400
Consignor:

Westminster Brew.

Consignee and Destination:
200
Source:

Bbls Beer Barrells

Y.T.A., RG-1, V-2-A

Liquor Vendor, Dawson
Bbles Beer Barrels
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Date:

8 August 1948

Consignor:

Waybill No:

Kelly Douglas Co.

Consignee and Destination:
1

Mrs. Gladys McKay, Carcross
Cs Meat

2
3
1

Sk New Potatoes
Cs Grade A Eggs
Sk Vegetabels [sic] containing

1

20 # onions
15 # turnips
16 # cabbage
Ctn Repack Butter

Consignor: Kelly Douglas Co.
Consignee and Destination: Mrs.
1
Sk
2
Sk
1
Cs

Source:

209

Gladys McKay, Carcross
Flour
Quaker Toms
Cmp Veg Soup

1

Cs Camp Mushroom Soup

1
1
1

Cs Camp Tomatoe Soup
Cs Camp Cr Celery Soup
Pel Nabob Mincemeat

1
1
1
1
1

Cs
Cs
Cs
Bx
Cs

Y.T.A., RG-1, V-2-A

Nabob Tea
Sauce Glass
Nabob Coffee Tins
Macaroni Cat
Salt Soda Crackers

Appendix G.
Waybills:

Examples of Suppliers and Consignees
1-8-1948

Supplier

Consignee

Articles

1.
3.
4.

Swifts Canada
Canada Packers
W.H. Malkin

Tourist Services, Whitehorse
F.G. Caley, Dawson
Dawson Consumers Cooperative

Meats
Butter
Butter

10.

Canada Packers
Buckerfields
Kelly Douglas

Taylor and Drury, Mayo
Taylor and Drury, Mayo
Clear Creek Placers,
McQuestion [sic], Y.T.
Taylor and Drury, Mayo
Redpath Market, Whitehorse
Taylor and Drury, Mayo
Liquor Vendor, Mayo
Liquor Vendor, Mayo
Liquor Vendor, Mayo
Taylor and Drury, Mayo
F.G. Claey [sic]
F.G. Caley
Taylor and Drury, Mayo
B & F Sotre [sic]
Joe Netro, Old Crow

Groceries
Eggs
Various

11.
14.
17.
20.
21.

22.
32.
34.
35.
37.

Kelly Douglas
Slade and Stewart
Ross and Kerr
Victoria Phoenix Brewery
Sicks Capilano Brewery
Vancouver Brewery
Ross and Kerr
Kelly Douglas
Mackenzie White
Ross and Kerr
Kelly Douglas
Kelly Douglas

Cheese
Produce
Groceries
Beer
Beer
Beer
Groceries
Groceries
Auto. Access.
Groceries
Groceries
Groceries

H

Waybills 2-8-1948

Supplier

Consignee

Articles

44. Northern Commercial Co.
48. W.H. Malkin
58. McLennan, McFeeley & Prior
Hudson's Bay Co.
59. Fry-Cadbury

Northern
Northern
Hudson's
Hudson's
Hudson's

60. Mack, White and Duns
62. W.H. Malkin
70. Catelli Food Products

A.A. Biggs, Dawson
Dawson Consumers, Dawson
Old Crow Stores, c/o F. Ledever,
Dawson
St. Marys Hospital
Yukon Coal Co., Carmacks
B & F Stores

Bicycle Parts
Groceries
Macaroni

20 7. O'Keefe Brewery
B.C. Distillery
Growers Wine Co.
20 8. Growers Wine Co.
British Columbia Distillery
Sick's Capilano Brewery
Vancouver Brewery
Westminster Brewery

Liquor
Liquor
Liquor
Liquor
Liquor
Liquor
Liquor
Liquor

Beer
Spirits
Wine
Wine
Spirits
Beer
Beer
Beer

209. Kelly Douglas

F.G. Caley, Dawson

72.
77.
82.
117.

Dustbane Co.
W.H. Malkin
Kelly Douglas
T. Eatons and Woodwards

Commercial Co., Dawson
Commercial Co., Mayo
Bay Co., Fort Selkirk
Bay Co., Fort Selkirk
Bay Co., Fort Selkirk

Milk
Various
Hardware
Tea & Tobacco
Cocoa

H
to

Soap
Groceries
Groceries
Various

Waybills 8-8-1948
Vendor,
Vendor,
Vendor,
Vendor,
Vendor,
Vendor,
Vendor,
Vendor,

Whitehorse
Whitehorse
Whitehorse
Dawson
Dawson
Dawson
Dawson
Dawson

Groceries

Waybills 9-8-1948

Supplier

Consignee

Article

Caley,
Caley,
Caley,
Caley,

260. Kelly Douglas
National Biscuit Co.
Walter Lowney Co.
Gordon and Belyea

F.G.
F.G.
F.G.
F.G.

Dawson
Dawson
Dawson
Dawson

Groceries
Biscuits
Confectionary
Hardware

264.
2 70.
271.
2 75.

United Keno Hill Mines
Arcade Cafe, Dawson
H. Gleaves, Arcade Cafe, Dawson
St. Marys Hospital, Dawson
St. Marys Hospital, Dawson
St. Marys Hospital, Dawson
St. Marys Hospital, Dawson

Used jute bags
Yeast
Tea Bags
Earthenware
Drugs
Photographs
Hardware

Yukon Consolidated Gold Co. Dawson
Yukon Consolidated Gold Co. Dawson
Yukon Consolidated Gold Co. Dawson

Hardware
Lumber
Lumber

346. Northern Electric Co.
370. B.C. Drugs

Yukon Consolidated Gold Co. Dawson
John Maclennan, Dawson

Hardware
Drugs

415. Imperial Tobacco
Canadian National Express
416. Kelly Douglas
423. McLennan, McFeeley and Prior
424. United Keno Hill Mines

Hudson's Bay Co., Fort Selkirk
Hudson's Bay Co., Fort Selkirk
Hudson's Bay Co., Stewart River
F. Mannix & Co., Minto
United Keno Hill Mines, Mayo

Tobacco
Sleigh
Drugs and Soap
Steel
Cement

Western Bag Burlap
Standard Brands
W.H. Malkin
Buscomb Co.
Fisher and Burpe
Victor X Ray Cpn.
McLennan, McFeeley and Prior

Waybills 10-8-1948
2 87. Yukon Consolidated Gold Co.
Alberta Lumber Co.
Yukon Consolidated Gold Co.
Waybills 12-8-1948

Waybills 12-8-1948

(cont'd)

Supplier

Consignee

Articles

425. North West Sack

J. Croteau, Mayo

Ore Sacks

429. Brackman-Kerr Mills

S. Fourneir [sic], Dawson

Feed

Waybills 15-8-1948
470. Hunt and Mottet
Scott-Bathgate
B.C. Sugar Refining Co.
Hudson's Bay Co.
Kelly Douglas
Swifts

Yukon Placer Mining Co.,
Canyon Creek, Boundary,
Hudson's Bay Co., Stewart
Hudson's Bay Co., Stewart
Hudson's Bay Co., Stewart
Hudson's Bay Co., Stewart
Hudson's Bay Co., Stewart

Hardware
Alaska
River
River
River
River
River

Biscuits
Sugar
Tobacco
Groceries
Meat, Butter

Waybills 18-8-1948
498. Kelly Douglas

Source:

Y.T.A., RG-1, file V-2-A

Caleys Grocery, Dawson

Chicken coop,
hens, feed

H
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Appendix H.

Yukon Territory Government Liquor Stores,

Price Lists, October 1938, July 1942.

Item

Size

1938
Price

1942
Price

Rye Whiskey
B.C. "D.D."
B.C. "D.D."
Early Times
G. & W. Special
U.D.L.
U.D.L.
Canadian Club
Corby's Special
Seagram's Crown Special
Seagram's King Plate
Seagram's King Plate

16
25
13
26
16
26
26
26
26
16
26

Seagram's V.O.
Seagram's V.O.

oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.

—
$3.50
2.25
3.50
1.50
2.75
--—
—
—

$3.00
4.75

16 oz.
26 oz.

—
—

3.00
4.75

16 oz.
26 oz.

3.00
4.50

3.35
5.00

16
26
40
26

2.25
4.00
6.00
4.75

3.00
5.50
8.00
6.50

4.75
2.50
3.50
4.75
4.75
5.25
2.75
4.00

Bourbon Whiskey
Glenmore
Glenmore
Scotch Whiskey
Black & White
Black & White
Black & White
Buchanan F.O. Liqueur

oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
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Scotch Whiskey (cont'd)

Item

Size

1938
Price

Buchanan F.O. Liqueur
Chivas Regal

40 oz.
26 oz.

7.00
5.00

Dewar's Special
Dewar's Ne Plus Ultra
Grand Old Parr
Haig's Dimple

26
26
26
26

oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.

4.00
4.75
4.75
4.75

5.50
5.75

Highland Queen
Holt's H.&.S. Special

26 oz.
26 oz.

4.00
4.00

5.50

Hudson's Bay Best
Procurable
McCallum's Perfection
McCallum's Perfection
J. Walker Black Label
J. Walker Black Label
J. Walker Red Label
J. Walker Red Label
White Horse
White Horse
White Horse
Old Angus

26 oz.

4.00

5.50

26
40
26
40
26
40
16
26
40
26

oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.

4.00
6.00
4.75
7.00
4.00
6.00
2.25
4.00
6.00
—

5.50
8.00
6.50
9.50
5.50
8.00

Jameson's

26 oz.

4.00

Paddy

26 oz.

4.00

Irish Whiskey

Scotch Type Whiskey-Canadian
Wee McKay

26 oz.

3.25

26 oz.

3.25

Gin
Booth's High & Dry

1942
Price

8.00
5.50
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Gin

(cont'd)

Item

Size

1938
Price

26
26
40
16
26
16
26
40
16
26
40
16
26
16
26
13
26
40

oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.

3.25
3.25
6.25
1.75
3.25
1.75
3.25
5.00
1.25
2.5 0
3.75
1.25
2.50
1.25
2.50
—
—
—

Brandy
Emu, Australian
Godet, 1852

26 oz.
26 oz.

2.75
6.00

3.50

Hennessy, Three Star
Hennessy, Three Star
Hennessy, Three Star
Logan Four Star
Martell Three Star
Martell Three Star
Martell Three Star
Portuguese Brandy

13
16
26
26
13
16
26
26

—
2.75
5.00
—
—
2.75
5.00
—

3.00

Booth's House of
Coats' Plymouth
Dr Kuyper Dry
Gilbey's Dry
Gilbey's Dry
Gordon's Dry
Gordon's Dry
Gordon's Dry
Monogram Dry
Monogram Dry
Monogram Dry
Silver Fizz Dry
Silver Fizz Dry
White Star
White Star
Burnett's London
Burnett's London
Burnett's London

Lords

Dry
Dry
Dry

oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.

1942
Price

7.00
2.50
4.75
2.50
4.75
7.00
2.00
3.75
5.75

2.00
3.75
5.75

5.50
3.25
3.00
5.50
5.25
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Item

Size

1938
Price

1942
Price

Rum
Bacardi
Demerara, Lemon Hart
Demerara, Lemon Hart

26 oz.
26 oz.
40 oz.

6.00
5.25
8.00

6.50
6.75
10.00

Demerara, Hudson's Bay
Demerara, Hudson's Bay
Jamaica, O.P.

26 oz.
40 oz.
26 oz.

—
—
4.50

6.75
10.00
5.00

Burgundy, Sparkling Red
Burgundy, Sparkling Red
Burgundy, Sparkling White
Champagne, Heidsiek
Champagne, Mumm
Champagne, Mumm
Chianti, Ruffino
Claret, Chateau L.
Port,Commandor
Port, Gilbey's Invalid
Port,Kopke's Black Label

13 oz.
26 oz.
2 6 oz.
26 oz.
13 oz.
26 oz.
Litre
26 oz.
26 oz.
26 oz.
26 oz.

2.25
4.00
2.75
-2.75
5.00
1.75
1.75
3.50
2.25
2.75

2.50
4.50
4.50
5.50

Sauterne, Haut
Sherry, Gilbey's
Sherry, Gonzales

26 oz.
26 oz.
26 oz.

2.00
2.50
2.50

2.50

Sherry, Harvey's Select
Shooting
Sherry, Kopke's Emperador

26 oz.

3.00

3.00

26 oz.

3.50

3.50

26 oz.
26 oz.

—
1.00

1.25
1.00

Wines
Imported

Canadian
Bright's Catawba
Bon Grape Wine

5.50
1.75
2.25
2.75
2.00
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Item

Size

1938
Price

Calona, Clear
Calona, Red
Calona, Red
Calona, Red
Calona, White
Calona, Champagne Royal
Calona, Burgundy
Calona, Royal Port
Hermit Port
Hermit Sherry
Logan, Slinger's
Logan, Slinger's
Logana
Logana
Raspberry, De Luxe
Raspberry, De Luxe
Vin Supreme
Vin Supreme

26 oz.
40 oz.
i gal.
26 oz.
i gal.
26 oz.
26 oz.
26 oz.
26 oz.
26 oz.
26 oz.
40 oz.
26 oz.
40 oz.
26 oz.
40 oz.
26 oz.
40 oz.

1.00
1.50
2.75
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
1.00
1.50
1.00
1.50
1.00
1.50
1.00
1.50

Vin Supreme

80 oz.

—

3.00

2.25
1.75
1.50
1.50
1.00
—

1.50
1.50

Australian
Burgundy, Still
Claret, Penfold
Emu, 444, Rich White
Emu, 999, Rich Tawny
Muscatel, Seppelt
Penfold's Minchinbury
Champagne
Penfold's Minchinbury
Sparkling Burgundy
South African
Muscatel, Medium

26
26
26
26
26
26

oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.

1942
Price

1.75
1.25
2.75
3.75
3.00
1.25
1.25
1.00

1.00
1.50
1.50
1.00
1.50

4.75

26 oz.

—

4.50

26 oz.

1.25

1.50
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Item

Size

1938
Price

1942
Price

13 oz.
26 oz.
26 oz.

3.25
—
4.00

3.25

Brandy - Apricot - M.B.S R.26 oz.
Brandy, Blackberry
26 oz.
Brandy, Cherry
26 oz.
Brandy, Peach
26 oz.
Chartreuse
13 oz.
Cherry Chesky Whiskey
26 oz.
Cointreau
26 oz.
Creme de Cacao
26 oz.
Creme de Menthe
26 oz.
Curacao
26 oz.
Grand Marnier
2 6 oz.
Drambuie
13 oz.
Sloe Gin
26 oz.

4.25
4.75
4.50
4.50
4.50
5.25
6.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
6.00
—
3.25

5.25
6.00
4.00
4.00
4.50
6.00
3.25
4.25

Liqueurs
Benedictine
Benedictine
Brandy - Apricot-Bardinet

4.75

Sundries
Alcohol, 65 O.P.

40 oz.

5.25

5.25

Aquavit, Lotten's
Bitters - Angostura
Bitters - Orange
Cocktails, Bon Sante
Cocktails, Gordon's
Cocktails, Silk Hat
Sake, Kikumasamune
Vermouth, French-Bardinet
Vermouth, French-Noilly
Pratt
Vermouth, Italian

26
8
26
40
26
26
26
26
26

oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.

4.75
1.50
4.50
—
3.25
3.00
1.00
2.50
2.75

4.75
1.50
4.50
3.00
3.25
3.00

26 oz.

2.50

2.75

2.50
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Item

Size

1938
Price

1942
Price

Beer
All Brands

Pints
per bbl.

Dawson
Mayo
Whitehorse

36.00
39.00
32.00

39.00
39.00
36.00

36.00
39.00
32.00

39.00
39.00
36.00

30.00
33.00
27.50

33.00
33.00
31.00

Quarts
per bbl
Dawson
Mayo
Whitehorse
Ale
Bass

Pints
per case
Dawson
Mayo
Whitehorse

McEwan

Pints
per case
Dawson
Mayo
Whitehorse

30.00
33.00
27.50

Stout
Guinness

Pints
per case

Dawson
Mayo
Whitehorse

Source:

Seagram's Distillery, Montreal

30.00
33.00
2 7.50

33.00
33.00
31.00
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Appendix I.
1931

Standard Specifications for Canned Food Boxes,

Bulletin No. 47, National Canners Association
Domestic
Style A: Nailed Wooden Boxes
Style B: Lock Corner Wooden Boxes
Boxes must be well manufactured from lumber which is sound
(free from decay or dote), and well seasoned. Boxes when
stored after nailing should not be placed in a heated room.
Lumber must be free from knot holes, loose or rotten knots
greater than 1 inch in diameter. No knots will be permitted
which will interfere with the proper nailing of the box. The
grouping of woods with the specifications following will govern:
Group 1
Woods in Group:
White pine
Spruce
Yellow poplar
Basswood
Hemlock
Willow
Magnolia
Cedar

Balsam fir
Western yellow pine
Chestnut
Cypress
Virginia and Carolina pine
Buckeye
Redwood

Aspen
Cottonwood
Sugar pine
Southern yellow
pine
Noble fir
White fir
Butternut

Cucumber

Alpine fir

Lodgepole pine

Douglas fir

Larch

Boxes to Carry:
24 No. 2\ cans, 24 No. 3 cans, 6 No. 8 cans, 6 No. 10 cans, and
other cans of approximately the same content.
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Nailed Construction
Ends - Not less than 5/6 inch thick, one or two pieces* Twopiece ends, cleated or fastened with three corrugated fasteners.
When one-piece sides are used the third corrugated fasteners
may be omitted.
Sides, Tops and Bottoms - Not less than 5/16 inch thick,* not
more than two pieces to each side or three pieces to each top
or bottom and no piece less than 2 inches in width.
Nailing - Seven nails to each nailing edge; 6d. standard
cement coated box nails.
Lock-Corner Construction
Not less than 5/8 inch ends and 5/16 inch sides, top and bottom,*
all piecing tongued, grooved and glued, top and bottom nailed
with not less than 14 6d. standard cement-coated box nails in
each top and each bottom.
Boxes to carry:
24 No. 1 cans, 48 No. 1 cans, 24 No. 2 cans, and other cans of
approximately the same content.
Nailed Construction
Ends - Not less than 5/8 inch thick,* one or two pieces. Twopiece ends cleated or fastened with two corrugated fasteners.
Side, Tops and Bottoms - Not less than 5/16 inch thick," not
more than two pieces to each side or three pieces to each top
or bottom, and no piece less than 2 inches in width.
Nailing - Six nails to each nailing edge, 6d. standard cementcoated box nails.
Lock-Corner Construction
Not less than 7/16 inch ends and sides, 5/16 inch top and bottom;

*The thicknesses specified herein are to allow for an occasional
unavoidable variation in manufacture, but that variation shall
not exceed one sixty-fourth of an inch below the thicknesses
specified.
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or ^ inch ends and 5/16 inch sides, top and bottom," all piecing tongued, grooved and glued; top and bottom nailed with
not less than 13 4d. standard cement-coated box nails in each
top and each bottom.
Group H
Woods in Group:
White elm
Tupelo
Black gum

Hard maple
Red gum
Birch

Black ash
Beech
Sycamore

Oak
Pumpkin ash

Maple, soft or
silver

Rock elm
Hackberry

White ash
Boxes to Carry:
24 No. 2^ cans, 24 No. 3 cans, 6 No. 8 cans, 6 No. 10 cans
and other cans of approximately the same content.
Nailed Construction
Ends - Not less than 5/8 inch thick,* one or two pieces. Twopiece ends cleated or fastened with two corrugated fasteners.
Sides, Tops and Bottoms - Not less than 5/16 inch thick,* not
more than two pieces to each side or three pieces to each
top or bottom, no piece less than 2 inches in width. Except
on the following woods: Hard maple, beech, oak, hackberry,
birch, rock elm, white ash, the thicknesses will be not less
than J inch,* not more than two pieces to each side, or three
pieces to each top or bottom, and no piece less than 2 inches
in width.
Veneer - Red rum not less than | inch thick,* one-piece sides
and tops, one and two piece bottoms, no piece less than 2
*The thicknesses specified herein are to allow for an occasional
unavoidable variation in manufacture, but that variation shall
not exceed one sixty-fourth of an inch below the thicknesses
specified.
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inches in width.
Nailing - Seven nails to each nailing edge, 4d. standard cement-coated box nails.
Lock-Corner Construction
Ends - Not less than \ inch thick, 5/16 inch sides, top and
bottom. All piecing tongued, grooved and glued top and bottom
nailed with not less than 14 4d. standard cement-coated box
nails in each top and each bottom.
Boxes to Carry:
24 No. 1 cans, 48 No. 1 cans, 24 No. 2 cans and other cans of
approximately the same content.
Nailed Construction
Ends - Not less than \ inch thick,* one or two pieces. Twopiece ends cleated or fastened with two corrugated fasteners.
Sides, Tops and Bottoms - Not less than 5/16 inch thick,* not
more than two pieces to each side, or three pieces to each top or
bottom, no piece less than 2 inches in width. Except, on the
following woods: Hard maple, beech, oak, white ash, birch,
rock elm, hackberry, the thickness will be not less than J
inch,* not more than 2 pieces to each side or three pieces to
each top or bottom, and no piece less than 2 inches in width.
Veneer - Red gum not less than J inch thick,* one-piece sides
and tops, one and two piece bottoms, no piece less than 2
inches in width.
Nailing - Six nails to each nailing edge, 4d. standard cementcoated box nails.
Lock Corner Construction
Ends - Not less than \ inch thick, 5/16 inch sides, top and
*The thicknesses specified herein are to allow for an occasional
unavoidable variation in manufacture, but that variation shall
not exceed one sixty-fourth of an inch below the thicknesses
specified.
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bottom.* All piecing tongued, grooved and glued, top and
bottom nailed with not less than 14 6d. standard cementcoated box nails in each top and each bottom.
Ends - Not less than \ inch thick, 5/16 inch sides, top and
bottom.
Special Instructions
Size - Allow only \ inch over exact length of contents.
Allow only J inch over exact width of contents. Allow only 1/8
inch over exact depth of contents.
Printing - One end only, in one color.
Cleating - Cleats 1 1/8 inch by 3/8 inch, or any other size
cleat that has equally large cross section, with six nails to
each cleat driven through and clinched. No piece of end shall
have less than two nails. Outside nails shall be driven as
near the ends of cleats as is possible without splitting the
cleat. Balance of nails shall be as evenly spaced as possible
and no nail shall be driven in a joint.
Nailing - Space nails as evenly as possible. No nail shall be
driven into a joint. All nails shall be driven squarely into
the centre of the thickness of the end. Put not less than two
nails in each end of any one piece of lumber.
Outside nails on the sides shall be driven, just inside the
end nails of the cleats.
Outside nails on the top and bottom shall be driven far enough
inside to miss the side nails.
Sides, tops and bottoms shall be flush with the ends.
Tops and bottoms shall overlap sides.
Size of nails depends on woods used for ends.
In Group I, Sawed Lumber - When one-piece sides and two-piece
tops and bottoms are used, 1/32 inch thinner material permitted.
*The thicknesses specified herein are to allow for an occasional
unavoidable variation in manufacture but that variation shall not
exceed one sixty-fourth of an inch below the thicknesses specified.
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Style C:

4-One-Wooden Boxes

To carry canned foods and similar commodities weighing
not to exceed 90 pounds net.
Boxes must be well manufactured from sound (free from
decay or dote), well-seasoned thin boards and cleat lumber.
Kiln-dried lumber by excessively high temperatures or low
humidities, or below 6 per cent moisture, must be avoided.
The thin boards must be free from knot holes, loose or
rotten knots greater than 1 inch in diameter. Cleats must
be free from knots and from excessive cross grain. No knots
will be permitted which will interfere with proper nailing
or stapling.
Boards - Tops, bottoms, sides and ends not less than
one-eighth of an inch thick if gum, yellow pine or hardwood
veneer; five thirty-seconds of an inch thick if Western pine,
spruce, or fir veneer; three sixteenths of an inch thick if
resawed boards.
Cleats - 13/16 by 7/8 inch or | by 15/16 inch.
Wires - 16-gauge, not over 6 inches apart.
Staples - Not over 2 inches apart, and not less than two
staples in each end of each board.
Printing - One end only, in one color.
Size - Allow only 1/8 inch over exact length of contents;
allow only 1/8 inch over exact width of contents; depth should
be exact depth of contents, without any allowance.
Fastening Ends in Boxes - The ends shall be firmly fastened to the inside of the side cleats with either 16-gauge
staples with legs not less than 15/16 inch long, or with twopenny cement-coated nails, both staples and nails having centers not in excess of 2 inches apart.
Style D:
Group I

Solid Fiber Containers
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Boxes to Carry:
24 No. 2\ cans, 24 No. 3 cans, 6 No. 8 cans, 6 No. 10 cans,
and other cans of approximately the same content.
Construction;
To be made of double fiber-lined board, three ply or more,
the combined board to be not less than 0.100 of an inch in
thickness, having a resistance of 400 pounds to the square
inch, Mullen test, averaged by not less than four punctures,
two each way. The outer surface to be waterproofed.
The box to be made in slotted carton style, with the
ends of the inner flaps not more than 6 inches apart and the
ends of the outer flaps meeting; all flaps firmly sealed to
each other throughout the entire area of contact with silicate of soda or glue.
The sides of the box forming the joint or seam shall lap
on the inside of box not less than 1§ inches and shall be
fastened together with metal rivets, staples or stitches not
more than 3 inches apart, with a second stitch at top and
bottom, these to be not more than I of an inch from the ends
of seam.
All other details of construction to conform strictly
to the regular railway classification rules, and the dimension
of boxes to be such that the canned foods shall exactly fit
the container, so there will be no movement or shifting of the
cans within the container.
Printing - One end only, in one color.

Group II;
Boxes to Carry;
24 No. 1 cans, 48 No. 1 cans, 24 No. 2 cans, and other
cans of approximately the same content.
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Construction:
To be made of double fiber-lined board, three ply or more,
the combined board to be not less than 0.080 of an inch in
thickness, having a resistance of 320 pounds to the square
inch, Mullen test, averaged by not less than four punctures,
two each way. The outer surface to be waterproofed.
The box to be made in slotted carton style, with the
ends of the inner flaps not more than 6 inches apart and the
ends of the outer flaps meeting; all flaps firmly sealed to
each other throughout the entire area of contact with silicate of soda or glue.
The sides of the box forming the joint or seam shall lap
on the inside of box not less than 1 1/12 inches and shall be
fastened together with metal rivets, staples or stitches not
more than 3 inches apart, with a second stitch at top and
bottom, these to be not more than | of an inch from the
ends of seam.
All other details of construction, to conform strictly
to the regular railway classification rules, and the dimensions
of boxes to be such that the canned foods shall exactly fit the
container, so there will be no movement or shifting of the
cans within the container.
Printing - One end only, in one color.

Style D-2:

Wirebound Fiber-Board Boxes;

To carry canned foods weighing not to exceed 80 pounds
net.
Boxes to be made of solid fiber board with wood end
cleats, made from well-seasoned lumber free from knots and from
excessive cross grain.
Board - Tops, bottoms, sides and ends to be made from
double-fiber-lined board, three ply or more, combined board,
0.080 of an inch in thickness and testing not less than 300
pounds to the square inch, Mullen test. Top or lid to have
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a flange 1 inch in width, creased to fold over the edge where
wires are to be twisted.
Cleats - 13/16 by 7/8 inch, or I by 15/16 inch.
Wires - Sixteen gauge, not over 6 inches apart.
Staples - Not over 2 inches apart. Staples on outside wires to be 16 gauge and with legs not less than 1 inch
long. Staples on intermediate wires to be firmly clinched into
the fiberboard.
Printing - One end only, in one color.
Size - Allow one-eighth inch over length and width of
contents. Depth to be exact depth of contents without any
allowance.
Fastening - The ends shall be firmly fastened to the inside of the side and bottom cleats with 16-gauge wire staples
with legs not less than 15/16 inch long and having centers not
in excess of 2 inches apart.

Style E:

Corrugated Fiber Containers:

Group I:
Boxes to Carry:
2 4 No. 2$ cans, 2 4 No. 3 cans, 6 No. 3 cans, 6 No. 10
cans, and other cans of approximately the same content.
Construction:
To be made of corrugated strawboard, with outer and inner facings of fiberboard or pulpboard, both facings having
proper bending qualities, firmly glued to the corrugated
sheets and the outer facing waterproofed. The outer and inner
facings to be not less than 0.023 of an inch in thickness,
weighing not less than 100 pounds per 1,000 square feet and
having a resistance of an average of 120 pounds per square
inch, Mullen test. The strawboard to be not less than 0.012
of an inch in thickness, weighing not less than 46 pounds
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per 1,000 square feet, the combined board having a resistance
of an average of 275 pounds per square inch, Mullen test.
Joints or seams of boxes must join and be secured together
by a cloth sealing strip not less than 2 inches in width
and having a resistance of not less than 75 pounds per square
inch, Mullen test. Boxes to be of slotted carton style,
outer flaps to meet and ends of inner flaps not more than 6
inches apart. In closing the box all flaps, both top and
bottom, shall be firmly sealed to each other throughout the
entire area of contact with silicate of soda or glue.
All other details of construction to conform strictly
to the regular railway classification rules, and the dimensions of boxes to be such that the canned foods shall exactly
fit the container, so there will be no movement or shifting
of the cans within the container.
In arriving at the average Mullen test there shall be two
tests made from each side of board.
Printing - One end only, in one color.
Group II;
Boxes to Carry:
24 No. 1 cans, 48 No. 1 cans, 24 No. 2 cans, and other
cans of approximately the same content.
Construction:
To be made of corrugated strawboard, with outer and
inner facings of fiberboard or pulpboard, both facings having
proper bending qualities, firmly glued to the corrugated sheet
and the outer facing waterproofed. The outer and inner facings
to be not less than 0.018 of an inch in thickness, weighing
not less than 80 pounds per 1,000 square feet and having a
resistance of an average of 110 pounds per square inch, Mullen
test. The strawboard to be not less than 0.009 of an inch
in thickness, weighing not less than 36 pounds per 1,000 square
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feet, the combined board having a resistance of an average
of 220 pounds per square inch, Mullen test. Joints or seams
of boxes must join and be secured together by a cloth sealing
strip not less than 2 inches in width and having a resistance
of not less than 60 pounds per square inch, Mullen test.
Boxes to be of slotted carton style, outer flaps to meet
and ends of inner flaps not more than 6 inches apart. In
closing the box all flaps, both top and bottom, shall be
firmly sealed to each other throughout the entire area of
contact, with silicate or soda, or glue.
All other details of construction to conform strictly
to the regular railway classification rules, and the dimensions of boxes to be such that the canned foods shall exactly
fit the container, so there will be no movement or shifting
of the cans within the container.
In arriving at the average Mullen test there shall be
two tests made from each side of board.
Printing - One end only, in one color.

Export
No. 1: Nailed Wooden Boxes
To carry canned foods and similar commodities weighing
not to exceed 90 pounds net.
Boxes must be well manufactured from lumber which is
sound (free from decay or dote) and well seasoned. Lumber
must be free from knot holes and loose or rotten knots greater
than 1 inch in diameter. No knots will be permitted which
will interfere with the proper nailing of the box. Boxes
when stored, after nailing, should not be placed in a heated
room.
Ends - Not less than % inch thick, one or two pieces.
Two-piece ends must be fastened with three corrugated fasteners,
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two driven from one side and one from the other.
Sides - Not less than 3/8 inch thick, one or two pieces.
Two-piece sides must be matched. Or, not less than 5/16 inch
rotary-cut gum or cottonwood veneer, one piece.
Tops and Bottoms - Not less than 3/8 inch thick. Not
more than three pieces each, matched. Or, not less than 5/16
inch rotary-cut gum or cottonwood veneer. Tops one piece,
bottoms, not more than two pieces, matched.
Nailing Width of Box:
Not over 11 inches, 6 nails in each nailing edge.
Over 11 inches and not over 13$ inches, 7 nails in each
nailing edge.
Over 13^ inches and not over 15 inches, 8 nails in each
nailing edge.
Depth of Box:
Not over 7 inches, 4 nails in each nailing edge.
Over 7 inches and not over 8 inches, 5 nails in each
nailing edge.
Over 8 inches and not over 92 inches, 6 nails in each
nailing edge.
Over 9 3 inches and not over 11 inches, 7 nails in each
nailing edge.
Nails to be not less than 6d. cement coated.
Side Nailing - Three nails to be driven through each side of
each top and each bottom into sides. These nails to be not
less than 3d. cement coated.
Special Instructions:
Size - Allow only J inch over exact length of contents.
Allow only J inch over exact width of contents. Allow only
1/8 inch over exact depth of contents.
Printing - Both ends, one color.
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Nailing - Great care should be used in nailing up shooks.
Space nails as evenly as possible. No nail shall be driven
into a joint. All nails shall be driven squarely into the
center of the thickness of the ends. Put not less than two
nails in each end of each piece of lumber. Outside nails on
the sides shall be driven just inside the end nails of the
cleats, when cleats are used. Outside nails on top and bottom
shall be driven far enough inside to miss the side nails.
Cleats - When cleats, instead of corrugated fasteners,
are used on two-piece ends, six nails, driven through and
clinched, must be used to each cleat. No piece of end shall
have less than two nails. Outside nails shall be driven
as near the end of cleats as is possible without splitting
the cleat.
Matched Stock - All matched stock must be squeezed so
that joint will be tight.
Strapping - All boxes must be strapped with not less than
5/8 inch turned edge, or £ inch flat metal straps at each
end of box. Special care should be used to see that the band
iron is drawn tight and well nailed, and that nails are driven
as near the corners of the box as possible without interfering
with the nails in the side, top and bottom.
No. 2;

Nailed Wooden Boxes

Same as Export No. 1 except strapping, which may be
either:
(a) Two 13-gauge wire straps well put on by Gerrard wire
tying machine, or the equivalent, or,
(b) Two flat metal straps not less than ^ inch in width
fastened by the Signode fastener, or the equivalent.
No. 3:

4-0ne-Wooden Boxes

To carry canned foods and similar commodities weighing
not to exceed 9 0 pounds net.
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Boxes must be well manufactured from sound (free from
decay or dote), well-seasoned thin boards and cleat lumber.
Kiln-dried lumber by excessively high temperatures or low
humidities, or below 6 per cent moisture must be avoided.
The thin boards must be free from knot holes, loose or
rotten knots greater than 1 inch in diameter. Cleats must
be free from knots and from excessive cross-grain. No knots
will be permitted which will interfere with proper nailing
or stapling.
Boards - Tops, bottoms, sides and ends J of an inch thick.
Cleats - 13/16 by 7/8 inch or I by 15/16 inch.
Wires - 14-gauge, not over 6 inches apart.
Staples - Not over 2 inches apart, and not less than
two staples in each end of each board.
Printing - Both ends, one color.
Size - Allow only 1/8 inch over exact length of contents.
Allow only 1/8 inch over exact width of contents. Depth should
be exact depth of contents, without any allowance.
Fastening Ends in Boxes - The ends shall be firmly fastened to the inside of the side cleats with either 16-gauge
staples with legs not less than 15/16 inch long, or with
two-penny cement-coated nails, both staples and nails having
centers not in excess of 2 inches apart.
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Endnotes

I

The Yukon Setting
1

For about thirty years (1840-1869), the Yukon basin was
tied to the outside world by the Hudson's Bay Company's
Mackenzie River system. This system, however, was extremely long and expensive to operate, so it fell into
disuse in the 1870s. Attempts to use this and other
overland routes to the Klondike at the time of the Gold
Rush discredited it utterly. While theoretically possible,
such a land link between the Yukon and the rest of Canada
was impractical until the 1940s.

2

The distinction between the Yukon, "inside," and the rest
of the world "outside," dates back to the arrival of the
first prospectors. The dependence of most of the white
population upon seasonal river transportation until the
1940s meant that it remained a real one until then. Although no longer valid, it still expresses a Yukon
chauvinism.

II
1

Transportation in the Yukon Economy
Much of this section is based upon G. Bennett, "Yukon
Transportation: A History," Canadian Historic Sites,
No. 19, Parks Canada, Ottawa, 1978. See also J. Weppler,
"S.S. Klondike: The Last Sternwheeler," Manuscript
Report Series, No. 91, Parks Canada, Ottawa, 196 8;
K.J. Rea, The Political Economy of the Canadian North:
An Interpretation of the Course of Development in the
Northern Territories of Canada to the early 1960s,
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Toronto, 1968; H.W. Hewetson, "Transportation in the
North-West," pp. 185-225, in C.A. Dawson (ed.) The New
Northwest, Toronto, 1947; ibid., "Transportation in the
Canadian North," Canadian Journal of Economics and
Political Science, 1945, pp. 450-466.
2

3

4

5

Customs manifests in the White Pass and Yukon Collection,
Yukon Archives indicate that goods went in bond through
the Yukon to Alaska communities, and back (in some cases)
to Old Crow via the Porcupine River. According to
Hewetson ("Transportation in the North-West"), p. 194,
the White Pass operated one steamer between Dawson and
Nenena, Alaska, making one round trip a year, although
this was increased in 19 4 3 for the building of the
Alaska Highway (Weppler, op. cit., p. 22). See also W.
H. Wilson, "The Mayo Ore Deal: An International 'Gentleman's
Agreement'," The Alaska Journal, 9, 1, Winter 19 79, pp.
74-79.
According to the Canadian Grocer, (4 November 1904, pp. 36-37),
the volume of goods transported from Vancouver to
Dawson peaked at 30,000 tons in 1903; the next year, it fell
hack to 21,000 tons and never recovered to the 190 3 level (hereafter cited as CG). See M. Archibald, "Grubstake to Grocery Store: The Yukon Emporium, 189 7-19 0 7,"
Manuscript Report Series, No. 17 8, Parks Canada, Ottawa,
1972-1973, p. 84.
According to Archibald (pp. 149-150) , the importation of
such root vegetables as turnips, carrots and beets had
ceased by 1906. By the next year, the import of evaporated
vegetables stopped, although the demand for dried fruit and
tinned goods continued to the present.
In 1941, there were still some 26 "farms" in the Yukon,
producing field crops, vegetables and some livestock.
Most fresh vegetables, however, came from domestic gardens. See Canada. Department of Mines and Resources,
Yukon Territory: A Brief Description of its History, Administration, Resources and Development, Ottawa, 1947, p. 41.
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6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

14

15

16
17

IV
1

2
3

4

See Wilson, op. cit.
See Bennett, pp. 106-111, and Weppler, p. 12, op. cit.
See Rea, op. cit., pp. 392, 395.
For Treadgold and the revival of Klondike gold operations
by the Y.C.G.C., see Lewis Green, The Gold Hustlers,
Anchorage, 19 77.
For the question of freight rates, and the limited information available on them see Chapter VI, pp. 85-91.
See Weppler, Appendices I and J.
Weppler, op. cit., pp. 13-14.
Rea, p. 207; Bennett, pp. 134, 137. See also Vancouver
Sun Magazine, 9 June 1945, article entitled "Gold Rush
Special Ends Biggest Rush in History," from Provincial
Library of British Columbia.
See J.R. Lotz, "The Dawson Area: A Regional Monograph,"
No. 2, Yukon Research Project Series, IAND, Ottawa, n.d.
P • 21.
Bennett, p. 13 8. Also, boats were diverted to transporting material for the highway from Fairbanks to Whitehorse
by river.
See Bennett, pp. 141, 14 3; Rea, p. 120, op. cit.
Lotz, op. cit., p. 21; Weppler, op. cit., p. 25.

Suppliers and Wholesalers Outside - British Columbia
Provincial Archives of British Columbia (hereafter cited
as PABC), MSS 3 (T.D. Pattullo Papers), Vol. 71, File 21,
p. 62, E.G. Ramsbottom, Deputy Minister of Industries,
T.D. Pattullo, 11 May 19 37.
Archibald, op. cit., pp. 81-83.
For Vancouver-Seattle rivalry, see N. MacDonald, "Seattle,
Vancouver and the Klondike," Canadian Historical Review,
XLIX, 3 September 1968, pp. 234-248.
Archibald, op. cit., p. 81.
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5

For an overview of wholesaling, see H.W. Barger, Distribution's Place in the American Economy since 1869, Princeton, 1955, pp. 69-77.

6
7

Barger, op. cit., pp. 71-72.
See Canada. Report of the Royal Commission on Price
Spreads, Ottawa, 19 35, p. 204. See also S. Turcon, "The
Canadian Food Processing Industry: Selected Themes, 190019 30," p. 16. This paper was presented at the Canadian
Historical Association Annual Meeting in Montreal, 7 June
1980.

8
9

Archibald, op. cit., pp. 173-177.
See C.F. Benson, Historical Records of the Edwardsburg and
Canada Starch Co., Montreal, 1959, pp. 190-193.

10

As the victims of national and international companies'
expansion, these four western Canadian wholesalers' fates
reflected the reality of corporate consolidation in
Canada. See J.C. Weldon, "Consolidation in Canadian Industry," pp. 228-279, in L.A. Skeoch (ed.) Restrictive Trade
Practices in Canada, Toronto, 1966. Between 1900 and 1948,
George Weston Ltd., proved to have the greatest capacity
for consolidation, absorbing some 55 other firms (p. 278).

11

There is no history of Kelly Douglas and Co. as yet but
the Vancouver Public Library, the Vancouver City Archives,
and the British Columbia Provincial Library have files on
it. For this study, the Kelly Douglas 1909 Catalogue,
the company magazine for grocers, The Nabob (1916-1952)
(hereafter cited as N ) , and several newspaper articles
written at the time the company's Burnaby warehouse was
opened in 1948 were useful. (Western Business and
Industry, 23, 3 March 1949, pp. 36-41; The Vancouver Province and the British Columbian, 11 December 1948).

12

See the Vancouver World, 20 June 1896, p. 20, advertisements for Oppenheimers, William Braid and Co. (only two
years old) and Kelly Douglas. This reference was brought
to the author's attention by Mr. R. Rostecki.
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13
14

Kelly Douglas, 1909 Catalogue, p. 2.
Vancouver Province, 7 April 1906, p. 6. This was also
brought to the author's attention by Mr. R. Rostecki.

15

Kelly Douglas, 1909 Catalogue, p. 15. The name does not
appear in the Dawson Directory, suggesting that the
salesman was not resident.

16
17

Kelly Douglas, 1901 Catalogue, p. 4.
See, for example, the article entitled "Farming Lands on
the Fraser Valley of Great Value to British Columbia,"
Vancouver Province, 13 January 1906, p. 1. This reference was also brought to the author's attention by Mr.
Rostecki.

18

The process paralleled that in wholesaling, reflecting
the creation of a "national" market centred in Ontario.

19

For an outline of the history of the use of the "Nabob"
brand, see Western Business and Industry, 23, 3 March 1949,
p. 40; and the Vancouver News-Herald, 11 December 194 8,

20

p. 10.
Canada. Ministry of Consumer and Corporate Affairs.
Trade Mark Bureau. Vol. 44, No. 10787, trade mark issued
8 January 1906. See also 142/32321, 2 November 1922;
146/33001-5, 12 March 1923; 167/37331-3, 5 March 1925.
(hereafter cited as T.M.B., volume/number, date.)

21

See The Nabob, Christmas 1926, p. 52. This grocery trade
magazine complemented in western Canada (especially British
Columbia) the Ontario-oriented coverage of the Canadian
Grocer. Scattered issues are available at various depositories in Vancouver but the most complete collection
remains with Kelly Douglas and Co., and was kindly made
available to the author by the company.

22

Western Business and Industry, 23, 3 March 1949, p. 40.

23

T.M.B., 60/14624, 1 April 1910. See also M.I. Rogers,
B.C. Sugar, Vancouver, 194 8 and the excellent museum the
Company maintains at the Vancouver refinery.
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24

This case, and the Ramsay Bros, and Imperial Syrup brands
in general, pose a problem. There was no record of them
in the Trade Marks Bureau in Hull, but they obviously existed, although whether the wooden case located in the
Yukon dated from the late 19 30s is difficult to determine.

25

Oral testimony of Mr. Charles Taylor, Whitehorse, 7 August
1979. The "Wild Rose" trade mark was only registered
in 1927 (T.M.B. 187/41368, 28 March 1927), although it
was used in the 1909 Catalogue.

26

Besides the listing of Ormonds in the Macdonald's Consolidated
January 19 37 Wholesale Grocers' Catalogue,
(p. 7) the only reference to it was oral testimony by
former S.S. Klondike crew members. They reported that
Ormonds biscuits were supplied to passengers on the boat,
but were not very popular. The National Biscuit Company
operated until 1942 as an independent Vancouver company.
That year it was taken over by Weston's, finally closing
down in 1952. Neither company apparently registered
trade marks.

27 T.M.B. 89/21778, 11 May 1916.
2 8 Oral testimony, C. Taylor. See also Yukon Territorial
Archives, White Pass and Yukon Route Records, Corporate
Records, Group I, Series V, File 2-A, Waybills. RG-1,
V-2-A, Waybill 32, 1 August 1948, Kelly Douglas - F.C.
Caley, Dawson, "350 cs. Pacific Milk" for an indication
of the scale upon which it was sold. (hereafter cited
as Y.T.A., RG-1, V-2-A, ...)
29

See Canada. Department of the Interior. National Development Bureau. "The Fruit and Vegetable Canning,
Preserving and Drying Industries," Ottawa, 19 30, pp. 6-7,
55-56 .

30

Turcon, p. 12. In 1935 Canadian Canners had 80 plants in
total but only operated 38. It is not known how many of
the eight in British Columbia were actually in operation.
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31

32

33
34

35

36

37

"Royal City," T.M.B. 94/22710, 3 July 1917 and 166/37049,
16 January 1925; Bulman's "Sunbeam," 213/46511, 7 June
1929; "Bee Cee," 214/46714, 3 July 1929; "Bestovall,"
N.S. 4/1942, 6 June 1933. Broders bought "Bestovall"
in 1964.
Frozen foods first became available in Canada year-round
from the middle 1930s, but the use of them demanded the
possession of a refrigerator rather than an ice box, and
the electricity to run it. "Delnor" was the first British
Columbia company to freeze foods successfully, but it was
only doing so from 1938 (T.M.B., N.S. 52/13916, 13 March
1940).
Oral Testimony, C. Taylor.
According to Mr. Charles "Chappie" Chapman (telephone interview, 6 March 19 80) the Northern Commercial Co. in
Dawson imported Oregon potatoes and onions in bulk for
all its stores. He was manager of the Northern Commercial
store in Mayo from 1928 to 1933, and of the Dawson store
until 1949.
The trade mark "Empress" was registered in the United
States in 1911 for coffee and was apparently first used
in 1892. See U.S. Patent Office, December 26, 1911,
p. 106 9, Ser. No. 58, 926. This reference was brought
to the author's attention by Ms. Sharon Keen.
T.M.B., 39/9447, 20 April 1904. This first label was
changed during the 1930s to a more graceful and abstract
picture of a three stack steamer. Unfortunately, neither
Empress Foods of Vancouver nor its parent companies
Canada Safeway and Macdonald's Consolidated of Winnipeg
appear to possess the historic records
Kelly Douglas
does.
Significantly, it was the national grocery trade magazine,
The Canadian Grocer (1 September 1939, p. 20), not The
Nabob, that reported the purchase of the company.
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38

T.M.B. 90/21960, 2 September 1916; 96/23050, 23 November
1917. The association of squirrels and peanuts was
obvious not only to the Canada Nut Co.; see Hyla M. Clark,
The Tin Can Book, New York, 1977, figure 59, p. 57. This
was also brought to the author's attention by Ms. Sharon
Keen.

39

Dawson Daily News, 5 and 15 July 1907 (hereafter cited
as D N ) , quoted in Archibald, op. cit., p. 152.
See N, Christmas 1945, p. 47; the Vancouver Province, 11
December 1948, p. 39.
There was no trade mark registered for "Klondyke" soap.
For "Royal Crown" 20/4625, 2 May 1893; for "Pearl White
Naphtha," 189/41740, 27 June 1927. A case of "Klondyke"
soap was located in the Yukon, while Charles Taylor informed the author that Pearl soap was carried by Taylor
and Drury, although it was never a good seller.
Archibald, op. cit., p. 199.
DN, 29 July 1937.
For breweries in British Columbia, see G. Watson,
Pioneer Breweries of B.C., Nanaimo, 19 74. Also of some
value was a "Lucky Lager Brewery Press Kit" (New Westminster, 1958), deposited in the Provincial Library of
British Columbia, NW/971-95/L941.
T.M.B. "Capilano" 253/54411, 31 May 1932; "Old Style"
191/42054, 10 October 1927.
See DN, 5 August 1937, Whitehorse Star, 9 July 1937. For
"Capilano" see the Star, 1 May 1942, (hereafter cited as WS).
T.M.B. 196/43139, 3 January 1928; DN, 31 July 1937.
"Phoenix" no T.M. registered; advertised in DN frequently—e.g. 21 July 192 8, 29 October 19 35; "Lucky Lager,"
T.M.B., N.S. 11/3723-4, 20 August 1934; DN, 15 July 1938;
"Rainier," T.M.B., N.S. 43/11722, 5 April 1938; DN, 15
July 1938.
Victoria Daily Colonist, 13 August 1972, p. 20.
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41

42
43
44

45
46
47
48

49
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50

"Silver Spring," T.M.B., N.S. 3/1483, 9 August 1933
(date of first use 1909), DN, 22 July 1938.

51

For historical notes on the two
W.F. Rannie, Canadian Whiskey:
dustry , Lincoln, Ontario, 1976,
H, for brands sold in the Yukon

52

Rannie, op. cit., p. 114. See also P. Newman, The
Bronfman Dynasty, Toronto, 1978, p. 138.
"Double Distilled," T.M.B., 204/44621, 1 September 1928;
DN, 19 August 1937; "Monogram," T.M.B., 201/44005, 31
May 1928; DN, 14 August 19 37. According to A. Reilley,

53

local distilleries, see
The Product and the Inp. 131. See Appendix
in 1938 and 1942.

a member of the 'Old Time Bottle Club' of Vancouver, other
B.C. Distillery products included: "Sheriff's Gold,"
"Caledonia" and "Five Scots" Scotch Whiskey, "B.C. Special"
Rye Whiskey, and "Old Colonel" Bourbon.

V
1

Suppliers and Wholesalers Outside - National and International
O.J. McDiarmid, Commercial Policy in the Canadian Economy,
Cambridge, Mass. 1946. See esp. Chapter XII.

2

For an interesting account of the development of such consumer's culture by those active in the trade rather than
by academies, see H.E. Stephenson and C M . McNaught, The
Story of Advertising in Canada, A Chronicle of Fifty Years,
Toronto, 1940. They emphasized in particular the importance of individual packaging and of widely advertised
brand names.

3

The main sources for the first period are Archibald, esp.
Appendix B, "Brand Names of Commodities," pp. 178-210, and
the Kelly Douglas Catalogues of 1901 and 1909.

4

"Clark's," T.M.B. 243/52575, 23 June 1931. The trade mark
was obviously issued long after the product was available
in the Yukon. See Archibald, op. cit., p. 180 and the
Kelly Douglas 1901 Catalogue, pp. 112-113. See also
Stephenson and McNaught, op. cit., pp. 63, 72. Clark's
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was an early company to use advertising to expand beyond
its Montreal base. According to C. Taylor, its tongue
was particularly popular in the Yukon.
5

"Price Spreads," op. cit., pp. 6 7-6 9, 361; Turcon, op.
cit., pp. 11-12; Department of the Interior, "Fruit and
Vegetable Canning..." op. cit., pp. 1-2; see also p. 55
ff. for an indication of the range of its plants.

6

"Aylmer," T.M.B., 185/40900, 30 November 1926; "Quaker,"
T.M.B. 208/45525, 22 January 1929; "Lynn Valley," T.M.B.
215/46893, 25 July 1929. There may have been others but
there is no evidence they reached the Yukon.

7

See for example, CG, 15 June 1941, p. 3. Canadian Canners
has since become a subsidiary of an American company,

8
9

Del Monte.
"Price Spreads," op. cit., pp. 87-90, also Tables 12 and
13.
"Christie," T.M.B. 117/27216, 23 September 1920; Archibald,
op. cit., p. 185; Kelly Douglas 1901 Catalogue, pp. 14-28.

10
11

CG, 15 July 1939, p. 8.
See Benson, Historical Record, op. cit., pp. 260-261;
Kelly Douglas, 1901 Catalogue, pp. 156, 160. It is not,
however, listed by Archibald.

12

"Crown," T.M.B. 32/7607, 31 December 1900; "Lily White,"
T.M.B. 28/6670, 17 November 1898; "Canada Corn Starch,"
T.M.B. 37/8909, 23 May 1903; "Benson's Canada Prepared
Corn Starch," T.M.B. 8/1721, 12 January 1881; "Silver
Gloss Corn Starch," [?3; "Mazola," T.M.B. 106/25036, 3
September 1919; "Karo," T.M.B. 38/9122, 22 October 1928.

13

"Carnation," T.M.B. 31/7542, 7 November 1900; Archibald,
op. cit., p. 188; Kelly Douglas 1901 Catalogue, pp. 73,
75.

14
15
16

Turcon, op. cit., p. 10.
Archibald, op. cit., pp. 24-27.
"Eable," T.M.B. 117/27238, 28 September 1920; "Borden's"
evaporated milk, T.M.B. 75/18464, 18 June 1913.
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17

"Klim," T.M.B. 72/17665, 13 November 1912; "Trumilk,"
T.M.B. 165*463, 3 October 1969; "St. Charles," T.M.B.
75/18465, 18 June 1913. For the development of powdered
whole milk in the United States, see L.A. Johnson,
Over the Counter and On the Shelf, New York, 1961, p. 92;
E.C. May, The Canning Clan, New York, 1938, pp. 44-45; 0.
F. Hunziker, Condensed Milk and Milk Powder, LaFayette
(Ind.) 1914, pp. 187-191. These three references were
brought to the author's attention by Ms. Sharon Keen.

18

"Reindeer," T.M.B. 103/24446, 3 May 1919.

19

Archibald, op. cit., p. 25. It is worth noting that all
four brands of condensed milk
Eagle, Reindeer, St.
Charles and Carnation—are listed by Archibald (pp. 188189), and were available through Kelly Douglas in 1901
(pp. 72-73). The two powdered milks, Klim and Trumilk,

20

were the results of later technological innovations.
According to Turcon, Borden acquired the company in 1915.
However, in its trade mark application in 1919, it claimed
to have used the trade mark since 1912, and it took an
American trade mark in 1913 (U.S. Patent Office, June
10, 1913, p. 573, Ser. No. 69,077, class 46). Information about the American trade mark was also brought to
the author's attention by Ms. Sharon Keen.

21

Archibald, op. cit., p. 181. Only in 1902 did Swift's
acquire a Canadian plant. Turcon, op. cit., p. 6.

22

"Brookfield," T.M.B. 67/16452, 17 November 1911, 68/16779,
11 March 1912; "Premium," T.M.B. 46/11212, 5 September 1906.

23

The latter three were available in Dawson around the turn
of the century. Archibald, op. cit., pp. 185-186.

24

Stephenson and McNaught, op. cit., pp. 72, 74. "Shredded
Wheat" advertised in Canada in 1901, and organized a
separate Canadian company in 1905. For histories of the
Kellogg's and Quaker Oats companies (in the United States),
see H.B. Powell, The Original Has This Signature: W.H.
Kellogg, New York, 1956; and H.J. Thornton, The History
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25

26
27
28
29

of the Quaker Oats Company, Chicago, 1933.
Moody's Industrial Manual, 1978, Vol. 2, p. 3021 refers
to "E.W. Gillett, a principal Canadian producer of baking
powder and dry yeast incorporated in 19 01." However, in
the Canadian Patent Office Record list of Trade Marks
registered in February 1897, p. 227, no. 5905 is list
"Egbert Warren Gillett, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A. and
doing business in Toronto, Ont...." These two references
were also brought to the author's attention by Ms. Sharon
Keen.
See Macdonald's Consolidated, 19 37 Catalogue, pp. 5, 47;
and CG, 16 October 1936, p. 4.
Archibald, op. cit., p. 140.
Ibid., p. 28.
Ibid., pp. 186-187. "Magic," T.M.B. 138/31481, 8 July
1922. According to a later trade mark, the label was
first used 19 February 189 7 for baking powder and baking
soda, 1931 for coffee and 1947 for powdered milk, food
colourings and food flavourings. "Royal" causes some problems, unless E.W. Gillett (in Canada) had the use of
the brand for its yeast cakes, while the associated (?)
American "Royal Baking Powder Co." had use of it in both
Canada and the U.S. The "Royal Baking Powder Co." of New
York obtained a Canadian trade mark for "yeast and baking
powder" in 1886. (T.M.B. 12/2666, 5 April 1886). However,
Gillett used a very similar trade mark twenty-five years
later for its yeast - see NFLD 442, 18 March 1913. See
also T.M.B. 67/16312, 6 October 1911. Had the companies
been totally isolated, and the products vastly dissimilar
the common use of the name Royal would cause no surprise.
However, one company acquired the use of the word as a
trade mark for yeast and baking powder, using it only on
the latter, while a company that was later to merge with
it was using the trade mark at least as early as 1898 for
its yeast. See also Stephenson and McNaught, op. cit., p. 56.
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30
31

"Fleischmann's" T.M.B. 248/53518, 30 November 1931.
T.M.B. 71/17408, 13 August 1912. For a tasteful advertisement for the use of Gillett's lye in keeping outdoor
toilets clean, see WS, 7 May 1937.

32

"Post," T.M.B. 29/6932, 18 May 1899 (originally "Postum
Cereal Co."; taken over by General Foods by 1937); "Baker's,"
T.M.B. 84/20536, 8 February 1915 (Walter Baker Co. of
United States, 1915-1927; Walter Baker Co. of Canada 19271937, then General Foods).

33

"Certo," T.M.B. 124/28744, 16 July 1921; "Jello," T.M.B.
91/22198, 7 December 1916; "Swan's Down" not listed (except NFLD. 1628, 28 December 1928). Certo was taken over
by General Foods in 19 40; Jello in 19 38, and Swan's Down
at some point before 19 36.

34

Archibald, op. cit., p. 202; Kelly Douglas, 1901 Catalogue,
p. 258.

35

"Crisco," T.M.B. 83/20392, 17 December 1914; "Ivory Snow,"
T.M.B. N.S. 4/1938, 28 February 1933 (first use 1921);
"Ivory Flakes," N.S. 9/3189, 18 May 1934 (first use 1922);
"Oxydol," N.S. 70/18485, 14 September 1943 (first use
1927).

36

Stephenson and McNaught, op. cit., pp. 54-55.

37

"Sunlight," T.M.B. 14/3096, 8 February 1888; "Lifebuoy,"
T.M.B., 22/5081, 26 October 1894; "Lux," T.M.B. 31/7403,
13 July 1900; "Rinso," T.M.B. 10 2/24261, 6 February 1919.

38

"Bovril" was available at the time of the Gold Rush,
"Oxo" may have been. Archibald, op. cit., p. 80, lists
"Bovril" and "Oxo"; the Kelly Douglas catalogue for 1901,
pp. 116-117, lists "Bovril" and on p. 118 "Oxol." "Bovril,"
T.M.B. 15/3406, 18 March 1889; "Oxo," T.M.B. 65/15840, 29
May 1911. See Stephenson and McNaught, op. cit., pp. 57,
61, 62.

39

"Cadbury," T.M.B. 13/2824, 5 February 1887; "Fry's" T.M.B.
14/3280, 9 October 1888; "Crosse and Blackwell's," T.M.B.
4/538, 6 October 1874.
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40

Because it was a rival to "Nabob," "Blue Ribbon" was never
mentioned in The Nabob and only once (1 February 1944,
p. 29) in the Canadian Grocer. What its relationship was
with such Eastern brands as "Best Foods," which had the
trade mark from 1927, and "Pure Gold" mentioned in the
1944 advertisement, is not known. "Blue Ribbon," T.M.B
120/27826, 29 December 1920; "Salada," T.M.B. 19/4487,
3 December 1892.

41

See Archibald, op. cit., pp. 194-195; Kelly Douglas, 1909
Catalogue, p. 2 73. See also Stephenson and McNaught,
op. cit., pp. 59, 67, and B. Romanowski, "Winnipeg Spice
Milling and Packaging," Dawson and Hind, 9, 1, 1980, pp.
28-35.
"Domolco," T.M.B. 67/16310, 6 October 1911; "Moirs,"
T.M.B. 149/33786, 7 July 1923. The molasses was an oddity,
a sugar by-product produced not by Rogers in Vancouver,
but distributed across the continent from Halifax. There
were probably many other suppliers of confectionaries
besides Moirs, even if there is no specific reference to
them, e.g. Scott-Bathgate of Winnipeg, Neilson's of Toronto,
Lowney's of Montreal, Ganong Bros, of St. Stephens, N.B.,
and the two British chocolate makers, Cadbury's and
Rowntree's.
"Windsor," T.M.B. 176/39090-1, 29 December 1925. At the
time of the Gold Rush, Windsor was probably competing
with American and British suppliers; by the 19 30s, it was
on its own.
"McCormick's" first T.M. 1961 (but company goes back to
1859) .
"Burn's Shamrock," T.M.B. 224/48604, 5 February 1930;
"Goldenloaf," T.M.B. 237/51226, 30 December 1930; "Hormel,"
T.M.B. 437,450, 26 March 1979. The latter trade mark was
held by Geo. A. Hormel & Co. of Austin, Minn, in 1979, but
Hormel Brand products appeared with Burn's products in an
advertisement in The Nabob, August 19 39, p. 13.

42

43

44
45
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46
47
48

"York," N.S. 148/37901, 11 March 1947 (first used in 1916).
"Price Spreads," p. 59. It is likely Burn's and Swift's
dairy products were marketed for similar reasons.
See Archibald, op. cit., pp. 196-199; Kelly Douglas,
1901 Catalogue, pp. 168-178, and 1909 Catalogue, pp. 223237.

49
50

See Stephenson and McNaught, op. cit., pp. 196-206.
See Turcon, op. cit., p. 10. One Canadian brand which
could compete with quality British jams and jellies was
E.D. Smith. There is, however, no specific evidence that
it was available in the Yukon in the late 19 30s.

51
52

"Dr. Price's," T.M.B., 14/3094, 7 February 1888.
"Hills Brothers," T.M.B. 267/57231, 20 July 1933; Oral
testimony, C. Chapman and John Gould of Dawson.

VI
1
2

Retailing and Distribution Inside
For population, see Rea, op. cit., p. 438.
These were consulted in the Vancouver City Library and the
British Columbia Provincial Library, Victoria. Between
1935 and 1938 they contained a separate section for the
Yukon. From 19 39 on, Yukon communities were arranged
on an alphabetical basis among the British Columbia towns.

3

Rea, op. cit., p. 4 32, gives a native population for the
Yukon of 1,264 in 1929. This was probably the nadir. It
grew to 1,359 in 1934 and 1,550 in 1939. In 1941, natives
comprised some 30 per cent of the total population of the
territory, which was probably not greatly different from
the percentage in the late 19 30s.

4

Both Taylor and Chapman said that "Five Roses" was the
best-selling brand of flour, while Taylor said "Dr.
Price's" was the most popular baking powder at Taylor
and Drury.

5

While smaller firms "grubstaked" trappers, etc. in the
old tradition, the larger ones did not, although they
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6
7

8

9
10

11
12
13

14
15

16
17
18

might take payment in kind for furs. Oral testimony,
Chapman, and Iris Warner, "Taylor and Drury," Alaska
Journal, Spring 1975, 5, 2, p. 75.
Yukon Territory, 1947, p. 41.
G. Taylor, "Arctic Survey IV. A Yukon Domesday, 1944,"
Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Sciences,
11, 3 August 1945, p. 439.
Taylor, op. cit., p. 440. He also referred to celery stalks
three feet high, the dairy herd near the airport, and
wheat grown at Swede Creek, across the river. But whatever may have been the case in 1944, there had been no
"large population at Whitehorse" in 1937.
Oral testimony, Charles Chapman. He was referring to the
period between 1933 and the war.
For Yukon agriculture in the inter-war period, see Canada.
Department of the Interior, The Yukon Territory, 1926.
Ottawa, 1926, pp. 63-64; and Yukon Territory, 1947, p. 41.
DN, 8 July 1937, p. 4.
See DN, 16 May 1936, p. 4, also 26 May 1938, p. 4.
DN, 6 June 19 36, p. 4. Local producers could, and probably did, supply some meats, eggs and produce. See,
for example, DN, 5 May 19 38, p. 4. N.C. Co. ad, "Local
Lettuce and Green Onions Now on the Market." The availability of both external and local sources gave the
companies a major bargaining lever when dealing with local
suppliers.
"Price Spreads," op. cit., p. 202.
For the N.C. Co., see L.D. Kitchener, Flag over the North;
The Story of the Northern Commercial Company, Seattle,
1954. For Taylor and Drury, see Warner, op. cit.
Warner, op. cit., p. 77.
Information obtained from the British Columbia and Yukon
directories.
Y.T.A., RG-1, IV-1, Route Earnings, Details of Tonnage by
Consignee, 1938, p. 9. Similarly, shipments in 1937 to
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"Other Consignees" increased 300 tons (1937, p. 9 ) . See
Appendix E.
19

Rea, op. cit., pp. 22, 31, 384, 385. The situation was
no different in the 1930s than it was later or earlier.

20
21
22

Archibald, op. cit., p. 66.
Ibid., pp. 68-72.
Oral Testimony, Charles Taylor. For references in the
Whitehorse Star, to buying trips by Taylor and Drury, see
7 May 1937, p. 6 and 3 April 1942, p. 4.

23

Considering that a railway extended from Anchorage to
Fairbanks and a road to Circle, it is curious that the
S.S. Klondike would have carried goods for American communities . That it did so probably reflected the "gentleman's agreement" referred to in Chapter I, and the
economic power of the N.C. Co. which shipped a large
volume of goods each year.

24

The Dawson News, DN, Mayo Miner MM, and Whitehorse Star WS.

25
26

See DN, 25 June 1938, p. 4; MM, 27 June 1936, p. 1.
See the British Columbian, 11 December 1948, p. 15;
Kelly Douglas, 1909 Catalogue, p. 13; and The Nabob, August
1939, p. 6; July 1942, p. 12.

27

MM, 9 July 1937, 8 July 1938.

28

DN, 2 8 May 1938, p. 4. Herbert Latham, a Kelly Douglas
employee from 1929 until 1968, spent many years filling
northern orders. He informed the author in a telephone
interview, 4 August 19 79, that some orders came directly
from retailers, but most were obtained by Forrest between
May and July. They were sent down as collected, and prepared over a period of several months, not held until
Forrest's return in August.

29

Y.T.A., RG-1, V-6, Claim Statement 572, by N.C. Co.
against the White Pass and Yukon Route, for Eagle Station,
1936, bill 3327. See Appendix C.

30

One claim (Statement 867, for Fort Yukon store) in 1937
was for 1 cs. Nabob Tea 50 lb. at 39C a lb. for the N.C.Co.
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31
32
33
34

35
36
37
38

39

40

41

42

Vancouver to Old Crow via Fort Yukon. See Appendix C.
See DN, 19 August 1938, pp. 6, 7; MM, 26 August 1938, p.
2; Charles Taylor.
See DN, 24 May 1938, p. 1; and MM, 27 May 1938, p. 2;
WS, 4 June 19 37, p. 4.
For Ball, see DN, 4 June 19 33, p. 4; 5 May 1938, p. 4.
See Bennett, pp. 77-78; Archibald, op. cit., pp. 75-77;
H.A. Innis, Settlement and the Mining Frontier, Vol. 9,
in the series, Canadian Frontiers of Settlement, Toronto,
1936, pp. 254-256.
See Rea, op. cit., p. 209.
Oral testimony, Charles Chapman.
Archibald, op. cit., p. 76.
The other side of this equation was that it utilized high
and low water levels to move ores out. See above,
Chapter II, pp. 17-18.
It is worth noting that, from the time the railway entered
the Yukon, the territory was on a different rate classification from the rest of the country. See D.A. McGibbon,
Railway Rates and the Canadian Railway Commission, Boston,
1917, esp. chaps. IV and VI; Hewetson, op. cit., pp. 453-454.
Figures for 1900 and 1915 from Innis, op. cit., p. 256;
for 1921, from "Billy Biggs Collection," box 3, envelope
3, material deposited on microfilm in Parks Canada,
Prairie Regional Office, Historical Research Division;
for 1926, from Yukon Territory, 1926, Ottawa, p. 99 (see
also p. 73); for the late 1940s, see Canada. Bureau of
Transport Economics. Economic Report on the Alaska
Highway, Ottawa, 194 8, Appendix IX.
1921-1926, and late 1940s rates as above. Except for
potatoes, the commodity rates in 1921 were in effect only
between May 15 and August 5. Potato rates were in effect
until September 30.
CG, 11 December 1936, p. 10. The rate to Edmonton, which
lacked the option of sea transportation, was $1.63/cwt.
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43

The brands listed are those specifically mentioned as
being available in the Yukon in the 1930s by Chapman
and Taylor.
44 Turcon, op. cit., p. 6, notes that a government board of
inquiry in 1915 "praised Canadian methods and plants
which met all strict government regulations."
4 5 For some examples, taken from the Canadian Grocer and The
Nabob, seeCG, 15 September 1943, p. 9; (Aylmer pure
flavour), N, May 1926, inside cover (B.C. Sugar, "pure
cane" sugar, machine packed so "no hand touches the sugar");
N, Christmas 19 35, p. Ill, (Bestovall "The Quality word
in Canned goods"); N, 1 October 1945, p. 38, (Bulman's
Dehydrated Vegetables, "to help you to maintain nutritious
health-giving meals."); N, May 1944, p. 10 (Canada
Starch products, "The demand today is for QUALITY"); N,
Christmas 1926, p. 27 ("The Purity, Freshness and Flavour
of Christie's Biscuits"); ibid., p. Ill ("Through all the
years during which we have served the trade with EMPRESS
pure food products, our constant aim has been to maintain
the high standard of quality which our brand indicates");
CG, 16 October 1934, p. 4. ("Fleischmann's Yeast Supplies
Vitamins A, B, D, and G. It is the only fresh yeast
supplying vitamins A and D. Doctors recommend it.");
and CG, 10 January 19 36, p. 15 (Magic Baking Powder,
"contains no Alum" and "Less than 1C Worth").

VII Packaging Technology in the 19 30s
1 Several general works on packaging which the author was
able to utilize were: H.J. Raphael and D.L. Olssen,
Package Production and Management, Westport, Conn., 1976;
F.A. Paine, The Packaging Media, Glasgow, 1977; Harry
Jones, Planned Packaging, London, 1950; Gwendolyn Jones,
Packaging Information Sources: annotated guide to the
Literature, Detroit, 1967; S. Sacharow, Handbook of
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Packaging Material, Westport, Conn., 1976. Only Paine
was of any use for the study. Of greater value were
Alex Davis, Package and Print: The Development of Container and Label Design, London, 1967; D.E.A. Charlton,
The Art of Packaging, London, 19 37; Milner Gray, "The
History and Development of Packaging," Journal of the
Royal Society of the Arts, 5 May 1939, pp. 633-657; and
especially H.J. Bettendorf, Paperboard and Paperboard
Containers; A History, Chicago, 1947; as well as Forest
Products Laboratory, Unites States Department of Agriculture, Wooden Box and Crate Construction, Chicago, 1921.
Research uncovered a number of other titles, but the
author was unable to locate copies of them.
2

3
4
5

6

The author visited the headquarters of the Packaging
Association of Canada in August 19 79. This trade organization serves the interests of packaging manufacturing
in Canada, and so is quite utilitarian in its focus, but
it has an extensive bibliography on packaging which includes historical material which was made freely available. Individuals working for the Association were able
to provide information and discuss hypotheses.
Charlton, op. cit., p. 17.
Paine, op. cit., p. 5.
Wood was the "feed stock" for large portions of 19th century technology in the same way petroleum has been for
the 20th century. But it remains a "feed stock" for
both paper and plastics (cellulose). The major differences
between the use of wood directly and indirectly are that
in the former case, higher quality wood was needed, and
the preparation of wood packaging was labour intensive.
Lower grade wood could be used for the manufacture of
pulp and cellulose in a more capital intensive industry.
It is now deposited in the Interpretation Division of Parks
Canada, Sheffield Road, Ottawa.
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7

For examples of "O.K. Apples," see N, Christmas, 1938,
p. 66, May 1939, p. 6.

8

Eugene S. Ferguson, "Mechanization of the Food Container
Industry in America," pp. 9-10. This paper was presented
to the "Symposium on the History of American Food Technology" held at the Smithsonian Institute, October 29-31,
1979, and was kindly made available to the author by Mr.
Ferguson.

9

Archibald, op. cit., pp. 159-159. There were also many
non-food items, such as nails, shipped in barrels and
kegs .

10

For the sizes, see Watson, op. cit., p. 49. An informant,
Andy Felker of Vancouver, spoke of cardboard boxes containing dozen bottle lots of beer being offloaded at
Skagway in 1940. These were probably destined merely
for Whitehorse or points between it and Skagway, as there
were also many barrels going on past the railhead. See
Y.T.A., RG-1, V-2-A, Waybill 207, "300 ctns Lager Ale"
for Whitehorse, 8 August 1948; also Waybill 208, 700
barrels of beer from the Sicks Capilano, Vancouver and
Westminster Breweries. See Appendices F and G. See The
Province, 9 September 1965, p. 25 for an anecdotal account
of a beer barrel going over the side of the S.S. Klondike
at Whitehorse in 1937.

11

Archibald, op. cit., p. 157; Kelly Douglas, 1909 Catalogue,
p. 12. Oral testimony of Charles Taylor and Charles
Chapman.

12

Oral testimony, Charles Taylor.

13

Archibald, op. cit., pp. 159-160.

14
15
16

Stephenson and McNaught, op. cit., pp. 54-68.
Bettendorf, op. cit., p. 8; Stephenson and McNaught, op.
cit., p. 68; Ferguson, op. cit., pp. 22-23.
Bettendorf, op. cit., pp. 8-9.

17

Ibid., p. 9.
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18

Ibid.

19

The above is based upon Bettendorf (see especially pp.
62-64), and an outline, entitled "Chronology of Major
Packaging Events," made available to the author by the
Packaging Association of Canada.

20
21

Bettendorf, op. cit., pp. 27-29, 73-77.
Ibid., p. 10.

22
23

CG, 11 December 1936, p. 9.
Ibid., p. 10.

24

"Price Spreads," Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence
Vol. 43, p. 3486.
CG, 1 October 1943, p. 24.
Ibid., 1 October 1944, p. 12.
Ibid., 15 March 1944, p. 47.
Ibid., 1 July 1944, p. 44.
Paine, op. cit., p. 411.
Chocolate bars may also have been shipped in wooden containers for the same reason although the author has seen
no evidence of this.
Oral testimony, Martin A. Rogers, Vancouver, B.C., 25
July 19 79. The 19 37 Macdonald•s Consolidated Catalogue,
(pp. 42-43) , listed sacked sugar (white, yellow and
demerara) and brown, yellow cubes, icing, bar and
berry in cartons. A distinction, perhaps indicating what
was shipped in wood, what in paperboard, was that made
between items sold "per case" (wood?) and those sold
"per box" (paperboard?).
N, Christmas 1935, p. 105, for an example of a "Shredded
Wheat" box before 1940; May 1943, p. 29, for one after
it became Nabisco.
The plant and Niagara Falls figure
prominantly in the advertising of both of these but the
trade mark on the box of a woman holding a staff and
sheath of grain does not. That it antedates 1940 is
certain; whether it also antedates 1937 is likely.

25
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33
34

35

36

CG, 2 April 1937, p. 21.
A picture in The Nabob (May 1944, p. 1) shows a wooden
'Nabob' tea case in use in 1944—long after the use of
wood for a commodity such as tea was supposed to be ended.
Again, this might reflect nothing more than the greater
durability and reusability of wooden over paperboard containers .
For a technical discussion of the differences between the
manufacture of, and uses for various types of bags, see
Paine, op. cit., pp. 4.64-4.74.
See Archibald, p. 159; Kelly Douglas, 1909 Catalogue,
p. 143.
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Bilbiography

Periodicals
The Beaver, 1935-1945
British Columbia and Yukon Directory, 1933, 1935-1939, 1941-48
The Canadian Grocer, 1936-1945
Dawson News, 1935-1940
Mayo Miner, 1936-1938
The Nabob, 1920, 1926, 1930-1947
Whitehorse Star, 1937-1942
also selected references from the following:
The British Columbia
Moody's Industrial Manual
United States Patent Office
Vancouver News-Herald
Vancouver Province
Vancouver Sun
Vancouver World
Victoria Colonist
Western Business and Industry
Catalogues
Charles and Co., 19 31 Grocery and Fine Food Catalogue, New York, 1931.
Canning Trade, Almanac of the Canning Industry, Baltimore, Md. 19 31.
Kelly Douglas and Co., 1901 Catalogue
Kelly Douglas and Co., 1909 Catalogue
Macdonald's Consolidated Ltd., January 19 37 Wholesale
Grocer's Catalogue.
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Archival Depositories
British Columbia Provincial Archives, Victoria, B.C.
British Columbia Provincial Library, Victoria, B.C.
British Columbia Sugar Refinery Museum, Vancouver, B.C.
Canada. Ministry of Consumer and Corporate Affairs, Trade
Mark Bureau, Hull, P.Q.
Heritage Village Museum, Burnaby, B.C.
Kelly Douglas and Co., Burnaby, B.C.
Klondike National Historic Site, Dawson City, Yukon
McBride Museum, Whitehorse, Yukon
Public Archives of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario
Robarts Library, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario
Vancouver City Archives, Vancouver, B.C.
Vancouver Library, Vancouver, B.C.
Yukon Territorial Archives, Whitehorse, Yukon
Oral Informants
Charlie "Chappie" Chapman, Watson Lake, Yukon, former manager
of Northern Commercial Co. store in Dawson.
Andrew Felker, Vancouver, B.C., Vancouver bottle collector
and former C.P. Steamer employee.
John Gould, Dawson, Yukon, long time Dawson resident.
Herbert Latham, Vancouver, former Kelly Douglas employee.
Samuel Robinson, Vancouver, former Kelly Douglas employee.
Martin Rogers, Vancouver, British Columbia Sugar Refinery Co.
Charles Taylor, Whitehorse, former manager of Taylor and
Drury store in Mayo.
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Figure 1
The Cargo Hold of the S.S. Klondike, n.d.
Photograph used with permission of A. Shatford .
Note
"Swift" brand wooden cases .

H
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Figure 2
The Cargo Hold of the S.S. Klondike, 19 76.
Parks Canada•
Photograph taken from similar angle to figure 1.
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Figure 3
Fieldsmith. Unloading the S.S. Klondike in 19 44
at Circle or Fort Yukon .
Photograph used with permission of A. Olsen.
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Figure 4
Indian children playing on gangplank of S.S. Klondike
1944 at Circle or Fort Yukon .
Photograph used with permission of A. Olsen .
Note manner in which goods were unloaded.
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Figure 5
S.S. Klondike Unloading Supplies, Y.T.
Public Archives of Canada C-25221 .
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Figure 6
Carcross, Bargeload of supplies destined for Atlin, 1944.
Photograph used with permission of R. Willis,.
Note "Pacific" milk cases (centre), "Nabob"
coffee (centre-right), also Campbell Soup.
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Figure 7
Carcross, Engineer of "Sibilla" with bargeload of
supplies, 1944.
Photograph used with permission of R.Willis.
Note cardboard cases of British Columbia brands
(e.g. "Grower's Wine Co.," "U.D.L.") and wooden
cases of "Booth's" and "Gilby's" Gin and
"Mackinlay's" Scotch.
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Figure 8
Taku, Cases of Beer for Atlin
Photograph used with permission of R. Willis.
Note problems of unbalanced load of "Lucky Lager"
beer cases.
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Figure 9
Grocery Section Northern Commercial Co. main store,
early 1930s.
Photograph used with permission of Mrs. E. Dubois.
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Figure 10
Behind the Grocery Counter, N.C.Co. Store
Photograph used with permission of Mrs. J. McCausland.
This is probably a photograph of the store which replaced the one burnt in 1951. Note wooden case of
"Quick Robin Hood Oats," cardboard cases for other goods.
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Figure 11
"Aylmer" brand soup cases
Canadian Grocer, 15 June 1941, p. 3
The case contained four dozen, 10 fl. oz. cans of
tomato

soup.
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Figure 12
"Best Procurable" Scotch Whiskey, 1941.
Hudson's Bay Company Archives.
Note banding used on cases.
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Figure 13
"Best Procurable" Scotch Whiskey, n.d.
Hudson's Bay Co. Archives.
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Figure 14
"Best Procurable" Scotch Whiskey n.d.
Hudson's Bay Co. Archives
Note use of dovetailed corners, rather than nailed
corners shown in figures 12 and 13.
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Figure 15
"Heinz" soup, Canadian Canners (unidentified
contents), and "Campbell's" soup cases.
Canadian Grocer, 27 November 1936, p. 27.
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Figure 16-a
"C.W. Chamberlain and Co."
Parks Canada•
Side panel.

Produce crate.
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Figure 16-b
"C.W. Chamberlain and Co." Produce crate.
Parks Canada.
End Panel.
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Figure 17
"Crown Brand" corn syrup case, 19 40.
Canadian Grocer, 1 March 1940, p. 18.
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Figure 18-a
"Dewar1s Special" Scotch Whiskey case.
Parks Canada.
Note corners nailed in similar manner to those
in figure 12.
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Figure 18-b
"Dewar's Special" Scotch Whiskey case.
Parks Canada
End panel. Lettering would suggest that this
particular case post-dates 1930s.
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Figure 19-a
Ramsay Bros. "Imperial Brand" maple syrup case.
Parks Canada.
Note the use of stencilling along side. This case
might have been of a type used in the late 1930s.
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Figure 19-b
Ramsay Bros. "Imperial Brand" maple syrup case.
Parks Canada
Note the use of a paper label rather than stencilling
on the end.
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Figure 20-a
"Gordon's Gin" case.
Parks Canada.
Note dovetailed corners (as in figure 14), and use
of single piece on side, but not bottom.
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Figure 20-b
Gordon's Gin case.
Parks Canada.
Note use of single piece of wood on end.
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Figure 21
"Hunt's" California canned fruit case.
Parks Canada.
This case might be appropriate to the 1930s,
but probably dates from an earlier period.
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Figure 22
"Klondyke" soap case.
Parks Canada.
This case might be appropriate to the 1930s,
but probably dates from an earlier period.
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Figure 2 3
"Lux" soap flakes case.
Canadian Grocer, 6 November 1937, p. 13.
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Figure 24
"Magic" baking powder cases, three sizes.
Canadian Grocer, 1 May 1940, p. 21
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Figure 25
"W.H. Malkin Co. Ltd." canned butter case, n.d.
Parks Canada.
The case probably dates from long before the 1930s
when butter was shipped fresh, and packed in brine
filled barrels, and Malkins used the trade mark
"Malkin's Best" (see figure 26) .
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Figur e 26
W.H. Malkin Co., interior 1929 - packing
coffee.
Vancouver Public Library, #11553.
This photograph shows two sizes of wooden packing
cases used at that date.
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Figure 27
"Meridian" dried fruit (prunes) case.
Parks Canada .
This size and type of case might still have
been in use in the late 1930s.
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Figure 28
Interior of Grocery Store, c.1928.
Vancouver Public Library #10917 .
Note wooden "Nabob" case, behind flowers on right
side.
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Figure 29
"Nabob" coffee cases, 1930s or 1940s.
Kelly Douglas & Co. Ltd.
Note similarity between this lettering and that used
in figure 28.
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Figure 30
"Nabob" tea and jelly cases, "Jell-0" cases, 1948,
"The New Kelly Douglas Warehouse," p. 12.
Kelly Douglas & Co. Ltd.
Note the three different types of lettering used
for "Nabob"
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Figure 31
"O.K." brand apple crates.
The Nabob, Christmas, 19 38, p. 6 6
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Figure 32
"Old Dutch" cleanser case.
Canadian Grocer, 1 April 1940, p. 16.
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Figure 33
"Pacific" milk cases.
Photograph used with permission of H. Nicholson.
This photograph was taken in the freight house of
the S.S. Klondike, in 1940.
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Figure 34
"Pearl" soup case.
Canadian Grocer, 15 February 1940, p. 33.
Cases of "Pearl" soup in the Yukon would have been
from the "Royal Crown" Soap Co. in Vancouver not
Puglsey, Dingman & Co. of Toronto.
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Figure 35
"Barrels of Pilsner Beer."
Vancouver Public Library, #3258.
The photograph was taken at Sweeney's Cooperage,
Vancouver, n.d.
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Figure 36
"Post" Corn Flakes case.
Canadian Grocer, 1 July 1942, p. 21.
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Figure 37
"Royal City" cases of canned corn, 1940s.
Kelly Douglas & Co.
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Figure 38-a
"Salada" tea wooden case, n.d.
Parks Canada.
Side panel. See Canadian Grocer, 2 April 1937, p. 21
for paperboard Salada tea container with the same
lettering and illustration.
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Figure 3 8-b
"Salada" tea wooden case, n.d.
Parks Canada.
End panel.
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Figure 39
"Sesqui" match wooden case, 19 33.
Hudson's Bay Co. Archives.
Note dovetailed corners.
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Figure 40
"Shredded Wheat" wooden case.
Parks Canada.
This type of case was probably used before the
period c.1937-1944
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Figure 41
"Snider's" catsup wooden case.
Parks Canada.
This type of case for imported canned goods was
probably still used in the late 1930s.
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Figure 42
"Swift's Premium" case.
Canadian Grocer, 1 May 1936, p. 26.
This was an advertisement from the middle 19 30s to
demonstrate the capacity of paperboard cases to
carry canned meats.
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Figure 4 3
"Windsor" salt case.
Canadian Grocer, 10 December 1937, p. 19.
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Figure 44
"Woodbury" soap case .
Canadian Grocer, 2 April 1937, p. 33.
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Figure 45
"Victoria Produce Co., 1743 Commercial.1932 interior".
Vancouver Public Library, #7921.
Note fruit boxes and labels. These were probably
similar to those shipped to the Yukon.
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Figure 46
Hinde and Dauch Paper Co. display, 1938.
Canadian Grocer, 15 September 1938, p. 20.
This display served to demonstrate the capabilities
of paperboard packaging in the late 1930s.
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Figure 4 7
unmarked cases of grapefruit juice .
The Nabob, September 19 39, p. 9.
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Figure 4 8
"Nabob" and "Columbia" canned goods, "Kellogg1s" corn
flakes, and "Red Arrow" biscuit cases.
The Nabob, March 1944, p. 10.
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Figure 49
"Aylmer" and "Libby" cases, 1940s.
Kelly Douglas & Co. Ltd.
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Figure 50
"Squirrel" peanut butter and "Nabob" candy cases,
1940s.
Kelly Douglas & Co. Ltd.
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Figure 51
Cases of: "Oxydol," "Lifebuoy," "Ivory Flakes," and
"Tide" soap, "Pacific" canned milk, "Quick Quaker
Oats," "Perfex," "Heinz," "Aylmer," "Nabisco Shredded
Wheat," "H.P. Sauce," "Royal City," "B.C. Cube Sugar,"
"Kellogg*s Corn Flakes," and "Nabob" coffee sack.
"The New Kelly Douglas Warehouse," 1948, p. 16.
Kelly Douglas & Co. Ltd.
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Figure 52
Cases of "Pacific" canned milk, "Columbia" canned
peas, "Fairhaven" sardines, "Aylmer" and "King-Beach"
canned green beans, "Carnation" canned milk, and
"Tampax."
Kelly Douglas & Co. Ltd.
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Figure 53
"Unloading supplies in the Western Arctic..." n.d.
Hudson's Bay Co. Archives.
No date indicated, but probably after World War II.
Note "Burns" and "Shamrock" lard, "Eddy" matches,
"C.I.L.," "Blue Ribbon," baking powder are in wooden
cases, but cardboard boxes of "Sunlight" soap.
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Figure 54
"Mackenzie River," n.d. (1940s?).
Hudson's Bay Co. Archives.
Note "Aylmer" catsup and "Swift Silverleaf" lard in
wooden cases "Carnation" milk in paperboard.
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Figure 55
Yukon transportation, showing railroad and riverboat
routes in 1930s and 1940s.
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Figure 56
Plan of S.S. Klondike cargo hold, showing arrangement
of cargo, c.1937.

